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Chapter 1
Introduction
The analysis of a reaction system has been historically addressed in a phenomeno-
logical or macroscopic way, namely, by means of Thermodynamics, that is con-
cerned with systems at equilibrium, and the Chemical Kinetics, that studies the
influence of several macroscopic variables, such as temperature and pressure, on
the rate of conversion of reactants to products. The information one can extract
from these studies does not include a detailed knowledge of how the reactant
molecules approach each other, which forces drive this process, the influence of
their relative orientation on the final products, etc. With the aim of providing
such information, in the last decades a new scientific discipline, the Molecular
Reaction Dynamics, has acquired an increasing importance. In fact, three Nobel
Prizes have been awarded to scientists working in this area, namely, those of 1986
(Polanyi, Lee, Hersbach), of 1991 (Marcus) and of 1999 (Zewail).
The study of the dynamics of a certain reactive process involves, in princi-
ple, the solution of the total Schro¨dinger equation for that system, i.e., for the
electronic as well as the nuclear degrees of freedom. For a general system, the
direct solution of this equation is clearly unreachable, so that some approxima-
tions must be introduced. The first approximation that is usually employed is
that of Born and Oppenheimer, by means of which the movement of the electrons
is separated from the movement of the nuclei. This separation leads to the key
concept of Potential Energy Surfaces (PES), that is to say, the nuclei of the sys-
tem can be regarded as if they evolved subject to an effective potential created
by the electrons. A Potential Energy Surface is a function of the N nuclear de-
grees of freedom to be constructed by calculating the sum of the electronic and
internuclear repulsion energies for each fixed nuclear configuration. In practice,
the process is divided into three main steps: 1) calculation of the electronic wave
function and energy for a set of nuclear configurations; 2) fit of the energies to a
suitable analytical function; and 3) solution of the nuclear problem, either by a
Classical, Quasiclassical, Semiclassical or Quantum methods.
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The calculation of the PES of a given reactive system involves the construction
of the electronic wave function. This problem is the object of the Quantum Chem-
istry, that could be defined as the application of Quantum Mechanics to chemical
problems. Quantum Chemistry derives from a theoretical model, which is basi-
cally that describing the forces that originate the chemical bond and that was
initiated by Schro¨dinger and Dirac and further developed in the work by Heitler,
London, Born, Oppenheimer, Mulliken, Pauling, Hartree, Fock, etc. Even though
this model can in principle be applied to systems of arbitrary complexity, only
for very simple systems exist an analytical solution. The practical application
in these early years of Quantum Chemistry was subjected to strong simplifica-
tions leading to semiempirical models. It was not until the advent of electronic
computers that it could be applied to systems of more than two or three atoms,
reaching in some cases ’chemical accuracy’ (i.e., errors within 1 Kcal·mol−1 in
relative energies).
The aim of this work is to study the chemical processes that occur between
gas phase atoms and molecules over a crystalline solid surface. The dynamics
of the processes that occur over the thermal protection systems (TPS) of the
space vehicles have a high industrial and economical interest and the knowledge
about them is still scarce. These TPS are the responsible of the protection of the
space vehicles which can store very important experimental information, expen-
sive scientific instrumentation or even human lives. The failure of a TPS may
imply the waste of many working time, the lost of high economical investment
and a serious dead danger for the people involved, as it happened in the Columbia
crash at 2003.
The TPS have to be able to resist the strong conditions when reentering
the Earth’s atmosphere at very high velocities, which can reach the Match 30
(∼10,208 m/s). During the Earth reentry, there is a high heating on the vehicle
surface due to the friction and the catalytic processes between the surface and
the atmospheric gas (mainly formed by 78% of N2, 21% of O2 and 1% of Ar).
Temperatures achieved are in the range of 500 - 1,900 K depending on the areas
of the vehicle. The catalytic efficiency of such materials should be very low in
order to minimize the heat flux transferred to the surface. Nowadays, a variety
of materials are used as TPS such as silica tiles, reinforced carbon, nylon felt, . . .
Computer fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are usually carried out to predict
the main aspects of the reentry aerothermodynamics. In these simulations two
coefficients are required to include appropriately the wall catalytic effects: a) the
atomic recombination coefficient γ and b) the chemical energy accommodation
coefficient β. Although both coefficients are within the range 06 γ, β 6 1, the lack
of information about the real values does not allow the simulations to properly
describe the catalytic contribution to the total heating process.
In order to improve the knowledge of the whole processes occurring over these
materials, theoretical and computational chemistry can play an important role.
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Thus, dynamical studies give us information about the way in which these pro-
cesses take place from a microscopic point of view and in addition, about the
role of the surface in the final products. Furthermore, the construction of kinetic
models improves the available information about the γ and β coefficients for the
different species that collide over these materials.
The structure of this thesis starts with an introduction to the theoretical
methods used along the study: Density Functional Theory (DFT) applied to
the modelization of solid materials, the methods used for the construction of
analytical and interpolated Potential Energy Surfaces, some details about the
quasiclassical trajectory method and about the construction of kinetic models.
The most effort and consuming time issue were done for the construction of the
different PES, and specially true for the interpolated one, which has required an
adaptation to the specific systems involved, as well as the development of a new
code from scratch.
The systems studied are divided in two parts. In both, the elementary pro-
cesses occurring when atomic or molecular oxygen collide over two different solid
surfaces are analysed. Oxygen is the second most abundant specie on Earth’s
atmosphere just behind molecular nitrogen. However, the lower molecular disso-
ciation energy of oxygen suggests that its reactivity will play the main role. The
first part of the results illustrates the study carried out over graphite surface,
which is considered as a good approximation to the reinforced carbon material,
widely used in TPS. An extensive DFT study of the several elementary processes
is carried out and then used for the construction of two new PES. In addition, a
dynamical study is carried out by using these two constructed PES. Among other
information (i.e., reaction probabilities, angle scattering distributions, . . . ) an es-
timation of the γ coefficient is obtained by using a kinetic model. The second,
extents the study realized in our research group about the interaction of oxygen
over β-cristobalite, one of the main components of the silica tiles used as well
in TPS. Thus, a dynamical study for some of the main elementary processes is
presented using one of the available PES constructed previously. The dynamical
and kinetic information is then used for constructing a kinetic model in order to
obtain information of the overall elementary processes occurring at the same time
and to estimate the γ and β coefficients.
Finally, the main conclusions of this work are summarized.
3
1. INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 Modelling periodic crystal structure
2.1.1 Bravais and reciprocal lattice
When defining an ideal material in solid state we talk about a single crystal
formed by an ordered array of particles in all three-space dimensions in which,
the cohesive force is strong enough to keep them around a given position. Thanks
to this periodicity, crystalline structure plays an important role in the theoretical
description and behaviour of solid properties. In this section, basic models for
both, experimental and theoretical solid-state physics and chemistry are intro-
duced.
The infinite repetition of an atom or a group of atoms gives a set of mathe-
matical points called lattice, which can be classified in 14 different Bravais lattices
depending on their spatial disposition. They can be constructed by an infinite
translation over the space of a minimum structure, the primitive or unit cell
defined itself by three primitive axes ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3. A specific Bravais lattice
depends on the modulus and the angle between its primitive axes. Thus, any
Bravais lattice can be constructed from a primitive cell by applying a translation
vector ~T ,
~T = n1~a1 + n2~a2 + n3~a3 (2.1)
where ni are integers. Another primitive cell, named Wigner-Seitz cell, is defined
by the volume delimited by the perpendicular planes to the lines drawn between
all the closest neighbouring points.
Similarly to the direct lattice definition, a reciprocal lattice can be defined.
Likewise direct lattice, reciprocal one is a Bravais lattice with an specific period-
5
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icity defined by the translating vector,
~G = m1~b1 +m2~b2 +m3~b3 (2.2)
where mi are integers and ~b1, ~b2 and ~b3 correspond to the primitive vectors that
form the reciprocal lattice. These vectors are simply related to the direct ones to
allow a quick conversion between both lattices. Considering ~ai as a direct lattice
vector, and ~bj as a reciprocal one, they fulfil the relation,
~ai ·~bj = 2piδij (2.3)
since,
~b1 = 2pi
~a2 × ~a3
~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) ;
~b2 = 2pi
~a3 × ~a1
~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) ;
~b3 = 2pi
~a1 × ~a2
~a1 · (~a2 × ~a3) (2.4)
From equations 2.4 it is easy to demonstrate that any reciprocal vector is
perpendicular to a direct lattice plane. Also, once a direct lattice is specified,
there is only one possible reciprocal lattice; thus, the later is defined unequivocally
and does not depend on the primitive vectors used. The equivalent Wigner-Seitz
cell for a reciprocal lattice is called the first Brillouin zone.
A very useful notation employed for defining a set of atoms contained in
a specific direction or in a specific plane is the Miller indices, [hkl] and (hkl),
respectively. Miller indices for planes can be determined following a few simple
rules:
• Find where the plane intercepts the primitive axes direction ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3.
• Take the reciprocals of these numbers and find the three integers that have
the same ratio.
• In the case that a plane does not intercept one axis, the index is taken as
0.
2.1.2 Schro¨dinger equation applied to crystals
Schro¨dinger equation has to be solved for a solid system in a stationary state (ψ),
Hˆ · ψ(~r1, . . . , ~rn) = E · ψ(~r1, . . . , ~rn) (2.5)
where the Hamiltonian can be expressed as,
Hˆ = Tˆe + Tˆn + Vˆee + Vˆnn + Vˆen =
=
N∑
i=1
−~2
2m
∇2(~ri) +
Nn∑
α=1
−~2
2Mα
∇2(~rα)) +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
e2
4pi0~rij
+
+
Nn∑
α=1
Nn∑
β>α
e2ZαZβ
4pi0~rαβ
−
N∑
i=1
Nn∑
α=1
e2Zα
4pi0(~ri − ~rα) (2.6)
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where the Tˆe and Tˆn terms correspond to the kinetic energy of electrons and
nuclei, respectively. Vˆee, Vˆnn and Vˆen terms are the potential interaction energy
for electron-electron, nucleus-nucleus and electron-nucleus, respectively. ~ri stands
for electron i position vector, ~rij = ~ri − ~rj is the vector that specifies the relative
position between electron i and j, ~rα defines the α nucleus position vector, ~rαβ is
the vector for the relative position between α and β nuclei, m is the electron mass
and Mα the nucleus mass. Equation 2.6 can be simplified by taking into account
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Thus, the electrons have an instantaneous
response to slower nuclei motion since the bigger mass of the nuclei compared to
the electron. According to this, nuclei can remain fixed at different ~rα positions
whereas electronic states of the system can be obtained at these fixed nuclear
positions. So, the electronic Hamiltonian can be then expressed as,
Hˆe = Tˆe + Vˆee + Vˆen (2.7)
Thus, if the field created over a single electron i in a specific space point ~ri by
other electrons is considered as Ωi(~ri), and the effective potential for this same
electron i due to the fixed ~rα nuclei distribution is vi(~ri), the single electron
Hamiltonian in atomic units, has the form,
hˆi(~ri) =
[
−1
2
∇2(~ri) + Ωi(~ri) + vi(~ri)
]
(2.8)
so the electronic Hamiltonian can be reduced to a sum of single electron Hamil-
tonians,
Hˆe =
∑
i
hˆi(~ri) (2.9)
and the total energy can be expressed as a summation of all the energies per
particle,
Ee =
∑
i
i (2.10)
On the other hand, valence electrons play the most important role in chemical
reactivity while core electrons remain as spectators close to the nuclei. Consis-
tently, electrons weakly attached to the nuclei must be considered while the core
ones can be considered as a part of the ionic nuclei. The Hamiltonian can thus
be expressed as,
Hˆe ∼= HˆVe = Tˆ Ve + Vˆ Vee + Vˆ Ven (2.11)
where the V superscript accounts for valence electrons.
2.1.3 Bloch’s Theorem
Bloch’s theorem allows the application of periodicity in the Hamiltonian. This
periodicity or translational symmetry of the Bravais lattice implies,
v(~r) = v(~r + ~T ) (2.12)
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where ~T is the Bravais lattice translation vector. Thus, Bloch’s theorem specifies
that solution functions of monoelectronic Schro¨dinger equation will take the form,
ψ~k(~r) = e
i~k~rU~k(~r) (2.13)
called Bloch functions. These functions, are specified by a wave vector ~k and
constructed by the product of a free electron wavefunction and a periodic function
that ensures, obviously, the periodicity,
U~k(~r) = U~k(~r +
~T ) (2.14)
From this theorem it can be deduced that:
• Eigenvalues of Schro¨dinger equation, Ee, depend on ~k, since Hˆe and ψ are
parametrised with it.
• Ee(~k) is quantised by the boundary condition but is in principle continuous.
Moreover, it is an even function where ~k = (0, 0, 0) is an extreme value.
• ~k vectors can be always selected inside the first Brillouin zone.
Special attention has to be devoted to the last deduction. Thus, due to the
symmetry properties of an infinite crystal, plane waves with wave vectors that do
not differ by a reciprocal lattice vector (~G) do not couple, (i.e., < ψ~k|h(~ri)|ψ~k′ >=
0 for ~k 6= (~k′+ ~G). Hence, the expansion of any wavefunction only contains plane
waves that differ by reciprocal lattice vectors. To determine the total energy of
a crystal, still a summation over the lowest eigenvalues has to be performed. For
infinite periodic systems, this band structure energy in the total energy expression
has to be replaced by an integral over the first Brillouin zone,∑
i
i →
∑
bandsj
V
(2pi)3
∫
BZ
jd~k (2.15)
where over all occupied energy bands has to be summed. Fortunately, this integral
can be approximated by a sum over a finite set ok ~k-points. In practice this means
that one performs a number of calculations for different ~k-points. The electron
density (ρ(~r)) in real space is also constructed by a Fourier transform over these
~k-points. Finally the eigenenergies j(~k) at the different ~k-points are summed
up for the band structure term. The size of the Fourier coefficients matrix is
determined by the number of plane waves in the expansion of wavefunctions. As
a parameter characterizing the size of the plane wave basis set usually the kinetic
energy of the highest Fourier component, the so-called cut-off energy is used.
max
~G
~2
2m
|~G+ ~k|2 = Ecut−off (2.16)
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In short, in the infinite solid models, the electron is supposed to behave as a free
electron so, the wavefunction is just a plane wave (ei
~k~r) modulated by a function
that contains information about the lattice periodicity (U~k(~r)). Thus, the total
function is the above defined Bloch function 2.13. The number of plane waves
that are necessary for defining the wavefunction are infinite, but this unphysical
possibility is solved by working with a finite set of plane waves, whose kinetic
energies are below a limit (Ecut−off ).
2.2 Density Functional Theory
Due to the huge amount of atoms involved in crystalline systems, density func-
tional theory (DFT) (1, 2) is widely used for their study since time consumption
is much lower than by using ab initio post-HF methods, which are much more
computationally expensive.
The basis of DFT is to work with electronic density (ρ) in order to determine
the energetics of a system. The philosophy is different from ab initio calculations,
where the wavefunction of the system is the initial statement for any calculation.
For a specific N-electronic system the ground electronic state is defined by,
ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN) (2.17)
where N is the number of total electrons of the system and ~xi(~ri, ~si) are the full
set of spatial (~ri) and spin (~si) coordinates for each electron. The probability of
finding electron (1) between ~x1 and ~x1 + d~x1, independently of where the others
are found, is specified by,
ρ(~x1) = N
∫
ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ψ
∗(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)d~x2 . . . d~xN (2.18)
where ρ(~x1) is the density function for electron 1.
If equation 2.18 is integrated with respect to the spin coordinate of electron
1, the electronic density (ρ(~r1)) is found,
ρ(~r1) =
∫
ρ(~x1)ds1 = N
∫
ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ψ
∗(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ds1d~x2 . . . d~xN
(2.19)
with the property that when ~r1 → ∞, the electronic density tends to zero. Fur-
thermore, electronic density is an experimentally measurable observable, from
which energy can be calculated. Thus, the basic statement of DFT of working
with a physical observable is fulfilled. To check this, it is a good choice to start
supposing that ψ is normalised, so,∫
ρ(~r)d~r = N (2.20)
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For this N-electronic system, Nα electrons have α spin and the remaining Nβ elec-
trons have β spin. So, it is possible to define the electron densities corresponding
to the α and β electrons separately, ρα(~r) and ρβ(~r), respectively. The particular
case of ρα(~r1),
ρα(~r1) = Nα
∫
ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ψ
∗(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ds1d~x2 . . . d~xN (2.21)
gives the probability of finding electron 1 with α spin between ~r1 and ~r1 + d~r1.
The difference,
ρs(~r) = ρα(~r)− ρβ(~r) (2.22)
constitutes the so-called spin density. A value of ρs > 0 indicates an α-density
excess at point ~r. Notice that in the density function (equation 2.18) the presence
of other electrons in the system is not taken into account. To that end the second
order density function (γ2(~x1, ~x2)) is used and gives the probability of finding
electron 1 between ~x1 and ~x1 + d~x1 and electron 2 between ~x2 and ~x2 + d~x2,
independently of where the others are found,
γ2(~x1, ~x2) = N(N − 1)
∫
ψ(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)ψ
∗(~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xN)d~x3 . . . d~xN (2.23)
where N(N − 1) are the possible electron pairs that can be formed.
Integrating with respect to the spin variables, the two electron density or pair
function is obtained,
γ2(~r1, ~r2) =
∫
γ2(~x1, ~x2)ds1ds2 (2.24)
which gives the probability of finding any two electrons, one between ~r1 and
~r1 + d~r1 and the other between ~r2 and ~r2 + d~r2, under any spin combination
(αα, αβ, βα, ββ). In other words, the two electron density contains information
about the correlated motion of two electrons. It is possible to define the exchange-
correlation density (ΓXC(~r1, ~r2)) from,
γ2(~r1, ~r2) = ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2) + ΓXC(~r1, ~r2) (2.25)
Considering electrons as uncorrelated independent particles, the term ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)
is the two-electron density of finding an electron in ~r1 and another in ~r2. Conse-
quently, the exchange-correlation density (ΓXC(~r1, ~r2)) represents the difference
between the electron density of finding two electrons (one in ~r1 and other in ~r2)
correlated or uncorrelated. Dividing equation 2.25 by ρ(~r1) leads to,
γ2(~r1, ~r2)
ρ(~r1)
= ρ(~r2) + ρXC(~r1, ~r2) (2.26)
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that results in the conditional electron density, which gives the two-electron den-
sity of finding one electron in ~r2 when there is already another one in ~r1. The
term, ρXC(~r1, ~r2) is the so-called exchange-correlation or Fermi-Coulomb hole,
ρXC(~r1, ~r2) =
ΓXC(~r1, ~r2)
ρ(~r1)
(2.27)
According to the last equations, the exchange-correlation hole is the correction
term which must be added to the unconditional electronic density in order to
obtain the conditional one, that defines the region around the electron in which
the presence of others electrons is excluded to a greater or lesser degree.
Once, first and second order electron densities are known, electronic energy is
known since as it is demonstrated below, it is a density functional.
Putting all together, and working in atomic units, the expected value for the
system of N electrons and Nn nuclei can be expressed as
1,
Eel = 〈ψ|Hˆel|ψ〉 =∫
~r′1=~r1
(
− 1
2
∇2(~r1) + v1(~r1)
)
ρ1(~r1, ~r′1)d~r1 +
1
2
∫ ∫
γ2(~r1, ~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 (2.28)
where the electronic single electron hamiltonian is defined by equation 2.8. Sub-
stituting equation 2.25 and 2.27 in the previous one, it is left with,
Eel =
∫
~r′1=~r1
(
− 1
2
∇2(~r1)
)
ρ1(~r1, ~r′1)d~r1 +
∫
v1(~r1)ρ(~r1)d~r1 +
+
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 +
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(~r1)ρXC(~r1, ~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 (2.29)
where the terms are the kinetic energy of the electrons, the electron-nuclear po-
tential energy, the Coulomb electronic repulsion and the electronic exchange-
correlation energy, respectively. For the last term, it is possible to write,
WXC [ρ] =
1
2
∫
ρ(~r1)
[ ∫
ρXC(~r1, ~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r2
]
d~r1 =
∫
ρ(~r1)vXC(~r1)d~r1 (2.30)
1In the particular case of a single electron system, the expected value of an operator Fˆ
is given by 〈F 〉 = ∫ ψ∗(~x)Fˆψ∗(~x)d~x. In the case of operators that contains only products or
divisions, the expression resulting as a function of the electronic density is 〈F 〉 = ∫ Fˆ ρ(~x)d~x. In
the case of operators that contain derivatives and other functions that impede the two functions
ψ from being multiplied before applying the operator Fˆ , we have,
〈F 〉 = ∫~x′=~x Fˆψ(~x)ψ∗(~x′)d~x = ∫~x′=~x Fˆ ρ(~x, ~x′)d~x
where, first of all, Fˆ acts on the variable ~x and then, before proceeding onto the integration,
the variable ~x′ is transformed into ~x, which is inidicated with ~x′ = ~x below the integration sign.
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where WXC is the exchange-correlation energy. Concretely, this term represents
the interaction of ρ(~r1) with its exchange-correlation hole ρXC(~r1, ~r2). The elec-
tron interacts with an effective charge distribution corresponding to a positive
electron, as follows from the sum rule. In short, equation 2.28 shows that it
is possible to express the energy in terms of the first and second order density
functions. Thus, the energy is a functional of the density.
It is worth noting that all the equations for single electron i contribution (i.e.,
to the energy and to the hamiltonian per particle terms: i and hˆi, respectively)
have a corresponding N-electronic one (E and Hˆ, for total energy and hamilto-
nian, respectively).
2.2.1 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
DFT is based formally on two theorems stated by Hohenberg and Kohn:
• FIRST THEOREM: Any observable of a ground state, which is sta-
tionary and non-degenerate, can be calculated, exactly in theory, from the
electronic density of the ground state. In other words, any observable can
be written as a functional of the N-electron density of the ground state. For
the cases where this theorem is valid,
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee[ρ] + v[ρ] (2.31)
where T [ρ] and Vee[ρ] are universal functionals since they do not depend
on the external potential (v(~r)). They are usually encompassed within the
Hohenberg-Kohn functional (FHK [ρ]) with which,
E[ρ] = FHK [ρ] +
∫
ρ(~r)v(~r)d~r (2.32)
where E[ρ] indicates that, for a specific external potential v(~r), the energy
is a functional of density.
• SECOND THEOREM: The N-electronic density of a non-degenerate
ground state can be calculated, exactly in theory, determining the density
that minimizes the energy of the ground state. This theorem provides the
variational principle for E[ρ]. Thus, for a trial density, ρ¯(~r) is fulfilled that
E[ρ¯(~r)] > E0 (2.33)
where E0 is the exact energy of the considered ground state. To demonstrate
this equation it is necessary to apply the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem to
the trial density and to the exact one. According to this, it is left with,
E[ρ¯(~r)] =
〈
ψ¯|Hˆ|ψ¯〉 > 〈ψ|Hˆ|ψ〉 = E0 (2.34)
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where the inequality is a consequence of the variational principle. This
principle assures that any trial density results in an energy greater or equal
to the exact one for the ground state. Therefore, to obtain the exact density
of the ground state, it is necessary to find the density that minimizes the
energy according to, [
δE[ρ]
δρ
]
= 0 (2.35)
2.2.2 DFT fundamental equation
The second Hohenberg and Kohn theorem gives an important and basic tool to
find the system energetics starting from the electronic density. The minimization
of the energy functional respect to the electronic energy has to be done pre-
serving the N-representability during the optimization process. This is done by
introducing the restriction ∫
ρ(~r)d~r −N = 0 (2.36)
by means of Lagrange undetermined multipliers method. For that, the following
function is constructed,
E[ρ]− µ
(∫
ρ(~r)d~r −N
)
(2.37)
where µ is the undefined Lagrange multiplier that has the meaning of a chemical
potential (see (3) for further details). Next it is minimised,
δ
[
E[ρ]− µ
(∫
ρ(~r)d~r −N
)]
= 0 (2.38)
and proceeding from the definition of a functional differential it is left with,∫
δE[ρ]
δρ(~r)
δρ(~r)d~r − µ
∫
δρ(~r)d~r = 0 (2.39)
and rearranging, ∫ {
δE[ρ]
δρ(~r)
− µ
}
δρ(~r)d~r = 0 (2.40)
which gives the condition of constrained minimization and at the same time gives
the expression for finding the minimum value of µ,
µ =
δE[ρ]
δρ(~r)
=
δFHK [ρ]
δρ(~r)
+ v(~r) (2.41)
This equation is the so-called fundamental equation of DFT. The Hohenberg-
Kohn functional FHK [ρ] is the sum of terms that do not depend on the external
potential.
FHK [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee[ρ] (2.42)
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2.2.3 The Kohn-Sham method
Equation 2.41 gives an expression for the energy minimization for the ground
state, but it is not possible to find the solution accurately. The problem that
arises is that the exact expression relating FHK with the density is unknown. In
particular, the exact form of T [ρ] is not known precisely enough. On the other
hand, the kinetic energy is easily calculated if ψ is known. Proceeding from the
expression of T [ψ] for a single determinant function, Kohn and Sham proposed an
ingenious method to calculate the energy from ρ(~r). For that purpose, they used
a reference system of non interacting N-electrons that move under an external po-
tential vs(~r). This potential, when applied to the system, provides a wavefunction
ψ, which has the same density as the real system. In this system, the electrons do
not interact among themselves although there are Coulomb interactions with the
nuclei. For such an ideal closed shell system, the HF method is exact, considering
that without electron-electron interactions the orbital approximation leading to
the HF equations provides the exact result. Here, the subscript ”s” means that
the variable is considered for a system that has the same density as that of the
real system, but in which the electron-electron interactions are switched off.
The Hamiltonian for this such a system only contains the single-electron terms,
Hˆ =
N∑
i=1
hˆs(~ri) =
N∑
i=1
−1
2
∇2(~ri) +
N∑
i=1
vs(~ri) (2.43)
the exact wavefuntion of this system is the Slater determinant,
ψ =
1√
N !
|χ1α(1)χ1β(2) . . . χN/2β(N/2)| (2.44)
where the crystal or molecule orbitals χi are obtained by solving the HF equations,[
− 1
2
∇2(~ri) + vs(~ri)
]
χi = iχi;
〈
χi
∣∣χj〉 = δij (2.45)
The exact density and the exact kinetic energy are, respectively,
ρ(~r) =
NOC∑
i=1
|χi(~ri)|2 (2.46)
Ts[ρ] =
NOC∑
i=1
〈
χi
∣∣∣∣− 12∇2(~ri)
∣∣∣∣χi〉 (2.47)
where NOC stands for the occupied number of orbitals (N/2 for a closed shell
system).
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The fundamental DFT equation can be written for this system as,
δE[ρ]
δρ(~r)
=
δTs[ρ]
δρ(~r)
+ vs(~r) = µ (2.48)
with,
E[ρ] =
NOC∑
i=1
i = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(~r)vs(~r)d~r (2.49)
Same equations could be written for a N-electron interacting system,
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee[ρ] +
∫
ρ(~r)v(~r)d~r (2.50)
the exact kinetic energy for the real system T [ρ] and that corresponding to the
reference system Ts[ρ] are different. The exact kinetic energy is reduced from
equation 2.47 only in the case in which the HF solution is exact. The last equation
can be rearranged as,
E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(~r)v(~r)d~r + J [ρ] + (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (Vee[ρ]− J [ρ]) (2.51)
where as aforementioned, Ts[ρ] is the kinetic energy of the electrons in a sys-
tem with the same density that the real one, but in which the electron-electron
interactions are not taken into account. J [ρ] is the Coulomb repulsion,
J [ρ] =
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 (2.52)
It is possible to introduce the correlation kinetic energy TC [ρ] as the difference
between the kinetic energy of the real system and that of the reference system,
TC [ρ] = T [ρ]− Ts[ρ] (2.53)
Moreover, the exchange-correlation energy WXC [ρ] of the N-electronic part is
WXC [ρ] = Vee[ρ]− J [ρ] (2.54)
These last two contributions are mainly grouped in one simple term, EXC [ρ]
which is the so-called total (or N -electron) exchange-correlation energy,
EXC [ρ] = TC [ρ] +WXC [ρ] = (T [ρ]− Ts[ρ]) + (Vee[ρ]− J [ρ]) (2.55)
EXC [ρ] contains all the contributions to the energy, so it is not a simple expression.
In particular, in EXC [ρ] the terms found are in the right side, the portion of kinetic
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energy necessary to correct Ts[ρ], and the correction made to the self-interaction
introduced into the calculation of the electron repulsion based on equation 2.52.
Taking into account equation 2.30 for single electron exchange correlation energy,
the EXC [ρ] term for an N -electronic system is easily expressed as,
EXC [ρ] =
∫
ρ(~r)vXC(~r)d~r (2.56)
so, applying equations 2.52, 2.54 and 2.55 to equation 2.51 the resulting total (or
N -electronic) energy equation is
E[ρ] = Ts[ρ] +
∫
ρ(~r)v(~r)d~r +
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2| d~r1d~r2 + EXC [ρ] (2.57)
Applying the fundamental equation of the DFT (equation 2.41) to the previous
one leads to,
δE[ρ]
δρ(~r)
=
δTs[ρ]
δρ(~r)
+ v(~r) +
∫
ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2|d~r2 +
δEXC [ρ]
δρ(~r)
= µ (2.58)
Defining the Coulomb potential as,
vcou(~r) = v(~r) +
∫
ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2|d~r2 (2.59)
and the exchange-correlation potential following,
vXC(~r) =
δEXC [ρ]
δρ(~r)
(2.60)
it is straightforward to get
µ =
δTs[ρ]
δρ(~r)
+ (vcou(~r) + vXC(~r)) =
δTs[ρ]
δρ(~r)
+ veff (~r) (2.61)
Comparing the last two equations it is easy to conclude that the equation to
solve for a system of interacting electrons is the same as for a system of electrons
without interactions subjected to a potential veff (~r).
Consequently, the solution to the last equation is the same for equation 2.48,
changing v(~r) for veff (~r). The equations to solve with,
veff (~r) = v(~r) +
∫
ρ(~r2)
|~r1 − ~r2|d~r2 + vXC(~r) (2.62)
will therefore be,
hˆKSχi(~ri) = iχi(~ri);
〈
χi
∣∣χj〉 = δij (2.63)
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where,
hˆKS = −1
2
∇2(~r) + veff (~r) (2.64)
These equations are very similar to the HF equations. The χi orbitals, called
Kohn-Sham orbitals, allow the immediate calculation of the electronic density
proceeding from equation 2.46). Thus, the process to solve equations is equiva-
lent to the method used for the Hartree-Fock method. Starting from an initial
set of trial χi(~r) molecular orbitals, the electronic density is calculated and the
effective potential (veff (~r)) is computed assuming some particular approach for
the exchange-correlation term (vXC(~r)). Then, Khon-Sham equation is solved
in order to find the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues. The whole process is
repeated until reaching the desired convergence.
It is important to stress that even if DFT method can contain all the electronic
correlation energy, unlike Hartree-Fock methods, the expression for vXC(~r) is not
known, so the results will be always approximated. It can be said then that, the
exact DFT method is a variational method but the fact of approximating the
exchange-correlation energy does not allow the method to reach the exact energy
of the system.
2.2.4 Exchange-correlation potential approaches
A good exchange-correlation potential is a basic aspect of the DFT. Equation
2.56 and 2.60 present the relationship existing between the exchange-correlation
potential and the exchange-correlation energy. The equations,
EXC [ρ] =
∫
ρ(~r)XC [ρ]d~r =
∫
eXC [ρ]d~r (2.65)
vXC(~r) =
δ(ρ(~r)XC [ρ])
δρ(~r)
=
δeXC [ρ]
δρ(~r)
(2.66)
relate the total exchange-correlation energy and potential with the exchange-
correlation energy per particle (XC) and with the exchange-correlation energy
per unit volume (eXC).
Two approximations are commonly used in order to compute the exchange-
correlation potential vXC(~r): the local density approach (LDA) and the gener-
alised gradient approach (GGA).
Local Density Approach
In this approximation, the exchange-correlation energy (EXC [ρ]) depends exclu-
sively of the density,
ELDAXC [ρ] =
∫
LDAXC [ρ]ρ(~r)d~r (2.67)
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where the term LDAXC [ρ] is the exchange-correlation energy per particle. The
contributions to the exchange and to the correlation are treated separately,
LDAXC [ρ] = 
LDA
X [ρ] + 
LDA
C [ρ] (2.68)
The homogeneous electron gas of constant density ρ(~r) is taken as a model for
the part corresponding to the exchange,
LDAX [ρ] = −
9
4
α
(
3
8pi
) 1
3
ρ
1
3 (2.69)
with α = 2/3. For the correlation energy per particle (C [ρ]) there are several
approaches available. Analytical expressions were proposed by Vosko, Wilk and
Nusair (4) based on correlation energies calculated by means of Monte Carlo
method. This approach is called local because it only depends on the electronic
density value at each spatial point. This approximation works very well in systems
in which the density is maintained approximately constant. It has been shown
that good geometries, vibrational frequencies and charge densities are computed
except in the nuclei surroundings. Nevertheless, it is not a good choice when
weak bonds are present in the system.
Generalised Gradient Approach
GGA approach takes into account not only the spatial density at each point, but
also the density gradients in order to improve the exchange-correlation energy
per particle,
EGGAXC [ρ] =
∫
GGAXC (ρ,∇ρ)ρ(~r)d~r (2.70)
and in the same manner as LDA approach, the contributions to the exchange and
to the correlation energy are treated separately,
GGAXC [ρ] = 
GGA
X [ρ,∇ρ] + GGAC [ρ,∇ρ] (2.71)
Geometries, vibrational frequencies and charge densities obtained within this
approach improve the LDA results and give reliable thermochemical properties.
2.2.5 Pseudopotentials
As before mentioned, for chemical reactivity description purpose, valence elec-
trons are much more important than the core ones, which are considered to stay
unaltered when chemical processes are occurring. Pseudopotentials are based on
this philosophy in order to lowering the computational cost of calculations. Thus,
a pseudopotential can be described in two basic points:
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• First, the core electrons are considered as a unique entity all together with
the nuclei (frozen core), so only interaction between valence electrons and
core has to be treated.
• Second, valence orbitals are replaced by pseudofunctions that obey the same
behaviour from a minimum distance from the nuclei called the core radius
(rc) to longer distances. These pseudofunctions are responsible to represent
the chemical bond.
A pseudopotential is constructed for each kind of atom in the system ensuring that
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues for free electrons of isolated atoms are well reproduced.
Electronic density has to be well described for distances higher than rc.
The definition of rc has to be done in order to ensure good portability of the
pseudopotential and the computational cost. The same pseudopotential has to
describe properly the atom interaction with the solid, liquid and/or gas phases
of different compounds and has also to reproduce the atom scattering properties.
For that purpose, the following condition has to be fulfilled,
∫ rc
0
|Rpsl (r)|2r2dr =
∫ rc
0
|Rael (r)|2r2dr (2.72)
where ps refers to the wave pseudofunction, ae stands for all electron orbitals and
R for the radial part of the orbital l.
2.3 Methods for potential energy surfaces con-
struction
A Potential Energy Surface (PES) is a function that describes the potential energy
and its first derivatives for a specific system at any nuclear configuration for the
ground or any electronic excited state. Thus, the PES construction (5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13) implies the calculation of many energies and derivatives of the
system at several nuclear configurations. Then, interpolation or fitting methods
are used in order to obtain the continuous and derivable representation function.
The fitting of an analytical function is considered a global method meanwhile
interpolation method uses local data to obtain the system information. In general,
interpolation methods give an accurate description of the potential using much
more data than analytical surfaces.
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2.3.1 Analytical PES construction
The London-Eyring-Polanyi (LEP) function (14, 15) for H + H2 → H2 + H gas
phase reaction, was derived from a valence bond approach as
V (r1, r2, r3) =
3∑
i=1
Qi(ri)−
[
1
2
3∑
i<j
(Ui(ri)− Uj(rj))2
] 1
2
(2.73)
where i and j define the three interatomic distances (1 ≡ AC, 2 ≡ BC, 3 ≡ AB )
of the system and Qi and Ui are the Coulomb and exchange integrals, respectively,
expressed for each pair of atoms (called here atom A and B) as,
QAB(r3) = Q3(r3) =
〈
χA(1)χB(2)
∣∣Ĥ∣∣χA(1)χB(2)〉 (2.74)
UAB(r3) = U3(r3) =
〈
χA(1)χB(2)
∣∣Ĥ∣∣χA(2)χB(1)〉 (2.75)
where χ stands for the orbitals of each atom occupied by electron 1 or 2 and Ĥ
for the Hamiltonian of the system.
Afterwards, Sato introduced an adjustable parameter (∆i) in order to evaluate
the orbital overlapping (16, 17) giving the final LEP-Sato (LEPS) expression as,
V (r1, r2, r3) =
3∑
i=1
(
Qi(ri)
1 + ∆i
)
−
[
1
2
3∑
i<j
(
Ui(ri)
1 + ∆i
− Uj(rj)
1 + ∆j
)2] 1
2
(2.76)
For a general ABC system Qi and Ui terms are estimated for each diatomic
pair as,
Qi(ri) =
Di(ri)
4
(
1 + ∆i)
)[(3 + ∆i)e−2αi(ri−rei ) − (2 + 6∆i)e−αi(ri−rei )] (2.77)
Ui(ri) =
Di(ri)
4
(
1 + ∆i
)[(1 + 3∆i)e−2αi(ri−rei ) − (6 + 2∆i)e−αi(ri−rei )] (2.78)
whereDi, αi and r
e
i are the well known Morse parameters (i.e., dissociation energy,
Morse parameter and equilibrium distance).
For heterogeneous reactions (i.e., reactions over a surface) the potential en-
ergy is expressed as in equation 2.76, taking into account that two terms refer to
the interaction of each atom (A and B) with the surface (s) and the third one
refers to A and B atoms interaction (i.e. 1 ≡ As, 2 ≡ Bs and 3 ≡ AB). Thus, the
Qi and Ui terms (i=1, 2) for the atom-surface interaction (Q1, Q2, U1, U2) must
be X, Y and Z dependent, while for the diatomic molecule interaction (Q3, U3)
the expressions must be r3 dependent, as in equations 2.77 and 2.78 (figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Sets of coordinates used to define the geometry of the two interacting
atoms (A and B) over a solid surface. Internal coordinates (r, φ, θ, Xcm, Ycm,
Zcm) (in green) and Cartesian coordinates (XA,. . . ,ZB) (in black) are depicted.
In addition, in the heterogeneous treatment, it is important to ensure the peri-
odicity of the surface. Thus, the Periodic LEPS model (PLEPS) (18, 19, 20) is
introduced, where each Morse parameter for the atom-surface interaction (i.e.,
i = 1, 2) depends on X and Y coordinates by means of a Fourier expansion. The
Fourier expansion depends not only on the total number of different sites used
for the fit but also on the surface symmetry. For instance, the general expression
of a Fourier expansion for two variables (u, v) takes the form,
Pj(u, v) = C00 +
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
m=1
[
Cnmcos
(2npiu
a
+
2mpiv
b
)
+ Snmsin
(2npiu
a
+
2mpiv
b
)]
(2.79)
where a and b stand for the periods of the function and C00, Cnm and Snm are
the Fourier coefficients which will be found by solving the system of equations
for a set of sites for each Pj Morse parameter (e.g., P1 = D1). In addition, (u, v)
represents the lattice coordinates for a given point of the surface.
An extension of the PLEPS model has been recently developed allowing to
reach a good level of accuracy (Flexible PLEPS, FPLEPS) (20, 21, 22). For
instance, in the case of the atom-surface system, a modified Morse potential is
used instead of the classical Morse function in order to better describe the medium
and short range interactions. Thus, the αi Morse parameter (for i = 1 and 2)
presents as well a Z dependence in order to describe both the attractive and
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repulsive parts of the interaction potential of the atoms with the surface,
αi(X, Y, Z) = (1− fsαi (Z)) · αl(X, Y, Z) + fsαi · αh(X, Y, Z) (2.80)
where fsαi is a switching function between the αl and αh functions, used for the
repulsive (low Z values, Zl) and attractive (high Z values, Zh) parts, respectively,
and obtained from the following equations that depend on α0, α1, α
′
0 and α
′
1
parameters obtained by the fitting procedure,
αh(X, Y, Z) = α0(X, Y ) + α1(X, Y ) · Z (2.81)
αl(X, Y, Z) = α
′
0(X, Y ) + α
′
1(X, Y ) · Z (2.82)
The expression for the switching function is,
fsαi =
1
2
(
1 + tanh(ς · Z − ζ)
)
(2.83)
where ς and ζ are chosen to give a connection between repulsive and attractive
part as smooth as possible.
Similarly, for the interaction between A and B atoms, α3(r) is more flexible
by using
α3(r3) = α˜0 + α˜1 · r (2.84)
which parameters are obtained from the molecular information (either experi-
mental or DFT data).
For the specific case where only one atom is interacting with the surface, the
general equation 2.76 for the potential can be simplified to,
V (X, Y, Z) = Q(X, Y, Z)± U(X, Y, Z) (2.85)
where Q and U are calculated from equations 2.77 and 2.78 considering the X, Y
and Z dependence of the Morse parameters. These two solutions correspond to
a bound and to an unbound state. For the bound one, (Q + U) a Morse-like
potential is obtained,
V (X, Y, Z) = De(X, Y )
(
1− e−α(X,Y )(Z−Ze(X,Y )))2 (2.86)
so the resulting potential does not depend on the Sato parameter (∆).
2.3.2 Interpolated PES construction
2.3.2.1 Corrugation Reducing Procedure
Within the rigid slab model for a system of one atom (A) interacting with a
surface, the potential must be three dimensional (V 3D(XA, YA, ZA)), while for
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describing the interaction of two atoms (A and B) with a surface must be six
dimensional (V 6D(XA, YA, ZA, XB, YB, ZB)). In that case, the slab potential
(V slab) will be constant although the contribution could be added from DFT slab
calculations or by using some empirical data (i.e., multidimensional PES). The
potentials commonly used are for example pair potentials, where the electronic
structure is replaced by a coefficient adjusted in such a way that some experi-
mental structural properties of the solid are reproduced satisfactorily.
The Corrugation Reducing Procedure (CRP) has been used in many gas-
surface systems (11, 23, 24). The corrugation term varies strongly with the atom
or molecule position, so direct interpolation of the ab initio points (i.e., DFT)
is not usually very satisfactory. The idea is to previously soften the data to
be interpolated later. For the interaction of one atom (A) with the surface, a
reference potential with the most of the atom-surface interaction is removed from
the V 3D obtaining a softer function,
I3D(XA, YA, ZA) = V
3D(XA, YA, ZA)−R3D(XA, YA, ZA) (2.87)
where (XA, YA, ZA) indicates the atom position over the surface and R
3D(XA,
YA, ZA) is usually expressed as a 1D pair potential summation,
R3D(XA, YA, ZA) =
N∑
i=1
V 1D(ri) (2.88)
where ri is the distance between the gas atom and an i atom from the surface,
considering only the N closer surface atoms. Usually, V 1D is taken as the inter-
action potential of the gas atom with a particular surface atom direction, where
the interaction is specially important and it is then interpolated by using cubic
splines 1D (25, 26); thus, the I3D(XA, YA, ZA) function behaviour in (X, Y ) is
much softer. The 3D interpolation is done over the Z coordinate by using cu-
bic splines and over X and Y with a Fourier expansion or cubic splines (26), in
agreement with the cell symmetry. These methods ensure the first derivatives
continuity. In addition, the spline function is defined at each interval as a third
order polynomial and the derivatives are calculated analytically at each interval.
Thus, the coherence between the interpolation and the derivatives is ensured.
Once the interpolation for I3D is done, the V 3D potential can be obtained for
any XA, YA, ZA configuration as,
V 3D(XA, YA, ZA) = I
3D(XA, YA, ZA) +
N∑
i=1
V 1D(ri) (2.89)
For the interaction of two atoms (A and B) with the surface the same criteria
are used, thus,
I6D(XA, YA, ZA, XB, YB, ZB) = V
6D(XA, YA, ZA, XB, YB, ZB) + (2.90)
−R3D(XA, YA, ZA)−R3D(XB, YB, ZB)
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The average error (∆E) done in the interpolation of N values can be computed
by means of the root mean square deviation (RMSD),
∆E =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(V iinterpolated − V iDFT )2 (2.91)
In most of the works where the CRP has been used, the interpolation was quite
good, since the average error performed was ∼100 meV approximately.
2.3.2.2 Modified Shepard Interpolation Scheme in Cartesian coordi-
nates for solid-gas interactions
The Modified Shepard Interpolation Scheme (MS) was firstly developed for gas
phase reactions (27, 28) in order to obtain an automated way of constructing a
PES. Due to its simplicity and good results, the method was quickly adapted
for diatomic gas reactions over a surface (29, 30). The development was ini-
tially expressed in internal coordinates (i.e., internuclear distances) to simplify
the expression of the system symmetry in gas phase. The implementation of the
method for gas-surface interaction was also initially developed by using internal
coordinates, but due to the specific symmetry requirements in the gas-surface
systems some problems were found (i.e., translational symmetry was not prop-
erly described and both energy and first derivatives obtained for a configuration
contained in the initial data were not satisfactorily reproduced). Thus, in order
to solve these problems, a new development of the method was carried out by
using Cartesian coordinates and implemented in the surfMScoord1 code.
In order to obtain the interpolated energy for a specific geometrical configu-
ration, weighted Taylor series around each of the available ab initio data points
(Ndata) were used,
V (X) =
Ndata∑
i=1
wi(X,Xi) · T i(X,Xi) (2.92)
where X stands for the configuration of the system where the energy wants to be
known (i.e., X = (X1, Y1, Z1, . . . , Zn) where n is the number of atoms) and X
i
for the geometry of each ab initio point (DFT). T i(X,Xi) stands for the Taylor
series developed around i evaluated at X and wi for the normalised weight.
The weights are a probabilistic estimation of the accuracy of a given T i term
in describing the total interpolated energy. Obviously, the sum of all the weights
1The code was developed from scratch during the PhD, collaborating with Dr. Ce´dric
Crespos from the University of Bordeaux I.
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should give the unity. Thus, the normalised weight is,
wi(X,Xi) =
νi(X,Xi)∑Ndata
i=1 ν
i(X,Xi)
(2.93)
where νi is the one-part primitive weight function,
νi(X,Xi) =
1
dp
(2.94)
where d is the geometrical distance between both configurations (i.e., for one
atom ((X1 − X i1)2 + (Y1 − Y i1 )2 + . . . + (Z1 − Zin)2)1/2) and p is an adjustable
parameter with values usually between 4 and 12. Thus, the closer X is to the
configuration Xi the higher will be the primitive weight.
The Taylor expansion to the second order for the potential energy around the
i point is calculated as,
T i(X,Xi) = V (Xi) +
Ncoord∑
j=1
(xj − xij)
(
∂V (X)
∂xj
)
X=Xi
+
+
1
2!
Ncoord∑
j=1
Ncoord∑
l=1
(xj − xij) · (xl − xil)
(
∂2V (X)
∂xj∂xl
)
X=Xi
(2.95)
where x1 = X1, x2 = Y1, . . . , xNcoord = Zn. Thus, the first and second derivatives
are needed for each configuration belonging to the Ndata ab initio points.
Analytical derivatives can be obtained easily by using the following expression,
∂V (X)
∂xj
=
Ndata∑
i=1
(
∂wi(X,Xi)
∂xj
T i(X,Xi) + wi(X,Xi)
∂T i(X,Xi)
∂xj
)
(2.96)
Thanks to the translational symmetry of gas-surface systems, only the unit
cell is needed to describe the whole 2D surface. Thus, to take into account the
periodic symmetry of the system, any configuration outside the unit cell will be
well reproduced by looking for the equivalent one inside it. As the energy is
calculated as a sum of Taylor expansions of the closest configurations in all the
space directions, when the energy of a point next to the unit cell border is needed
to be calculated, some of the configurations of the surrounding cells have to be
taken into account. In the surfMScoord code, the total Ndata configurations are
formed by the central unit cell and a certain portion of the eight surrounding
cells. In order to avoid an unnecessary high number Ndata, the portion of the
surrounding cells is selected by a single parameter (outln).
In many cases the whole unit cell can be generated by symmetry operations
(i.e., σ mirror planes) starting from a minimum area. The use of these symmetry
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Figure 2.2: Minimum triangle (green) and symmetry planes of a generic cubic
unit cell, which are used to produce the unit cell.
operations allows to minimize the number of configurations to be computed and
the total computing time. As an example, in figure 2.2 the minimum triangle is
used to generate the unit cell by using mirror planes.
To illustrate with some numbers the total Ndata points used for performing
the interpolation in the cubic system shown above, we consider 300 configura-
tions inside the minimum triangle area. These 300 configurations will produce a
total of 2,400 configurations inside the (1×1) unit cell (300×8). Moreover, if the
whole eight surrounding cells were considered (3×3 supercell), a total of 21,600
configurations would be generated to describe the system, but if outln parameter
is set to 0.5, Ndata will be reduced to only 9,600.
These data reduction is very important to minimize the computing time for
a single energy and first derivative interpolation. Nevertheless, experience shows
that this reduction is not enough to compute trajectories in an acceptable time.
Thus, a local data reduction was introduced considering that only the closer
configurations are relevant for the interpolation. The concept of a tolerance
weight (wtol) was introduced considering that configurations with a normalised
weight lower than the tolerance weight should not be considered. Depending on
the system and the values of the tolerance weight, this restriction can reduce
the total number of configurations in the summation 2.92 to less than 100, with
a negligible effect on the energy and first derivatives calculation. Several tests
done with the oxygen graphite system show that this procedure can reduce the
computing time more than one order of magnitude.
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One of the properties of the Modified Shepard interpolation is that the number
of Ndata ab initio points do not need to be calculated as a regular grid over the
configuration space. This property allows to add configurations selectively in
the areas where the dynamics is expected to be more important, avoiding the
calculation of points where it is not necessary. Thus, the construction of the
PES can be started from a small set of configurations and progressively grown
automatically until convergence of some dynamical properties is reached. The
general procedure is schematically described in figure 2.3 and can be splitted in
two general processes:
1. a certain number of configurations are added to the initial set of ab initio
configurations (Ndata) used to describe the PES as follows:
• a small batch of trajectories (i.e., Nsmall = 10) are carried out in order
to store their configurations along time.
• among the stored configurations (Nstore) some of the most relevant
ones are selected by means of some specific criterion.
• the energy, first and second derivatives of the selected Nadd configura-
tions are computed using DFT and added, increasing the number of
ab initio points to Ndata +Nadd.
• the process is repeated several times (N) from the first step using the
PES with the new data.
2. Once finished this previous loop, a bigger batch of trajectories (i.e., Nbig =
5, 000) is run and some dynamical properties of interest are calculated (i.e.,
reaction probabilities, polar scattering angles, . . . ). These properties are
compared with the calculated ones in the previous loop. If convergence is
reached between two consecutive loops the process is ended, otherwise the
process is started again from the first step.
Two criteria are used to select the Nadd (usually one or two) configurations to
be added from the Nstore points. One of them, considers that the best location to
improve the PES accuracy would be to include the most dynamically important
regions (just the zones where the main part of trajectories pass through), taking
into account that there are not already many data points there. This criterion
can be expressed using the h index for j configuration,
hj =
∑N ′store
m=1,m 6=j ν
m(Xj,Xm)∑Ndata
i=1 ν
i(Xj,Xi)
(2.97)
where N
′
store stands for the Nstore configurations stored directly from the trajec-
tory calculation plus all the symmetrically equivalent configurations inside the
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Figure 2.3: General flux diagram of the MS method used for PES construction.
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unit cell and the surrounding ones. From Nstore configuration we select the Nadd
ones that presents larger hj indexes.
The second criterion estimates the uncertainty of each j configuration evalu-
ating the variance associated as follows,
σ2j =
Ndata∑
i=1
wi(Xj,Xi) ·
[
T i(Xj,Xi)− V (Xj)
]2
(2.98)
Thus, if the Taylor series of the closest data points (with significant wi) evaluate
the configuration j very differently from the regular interpolation, this j configu-
ration is considered as inaccurate and the σ2j value will be large. Again, from the
Nstore configurations, the Nadd ones that present larger σ
2
j indexes are selected in
order to improve the description of the interpolated points.
Both criteria are alternated for each loop.
2.4 Quasiclassical Trajectory Method
Classical dynamics allows the study of the interactions of atoms and molecules
over a solid surface in a classical physics background during a period of time. At
the end of this time, the physical properties of interest are studied (i.e., reaction
probabilities, final energies, scattering angles,. . . ). Although the computational
cost is low, no quantum effects are taken into account in these simulations.
The nuclear motion for a N atom system along the time can be calculated
solving the 3N Hamilton equations of motion (31),
q˙i =
∂H
∂pi
, p˙i = −∂H
∂qi
, i = 1, 2, . . . , 3N (2.99)
where qi are the generalised coordinates, pi the linear momenta andH the classical
Hamiltonian of the system, which is defined as,
H =
3N∑
j=1
(
1
2mj
p2j
)
+ V (q1 . . . q3N) (2.100)
where mj is the mass of each implied atom. The last term in equation 2.100
stands for the interaction potential of the system, or in other words, for the PES.
Solving the coupled system of differential equations in a precise time t implies
the knowledge of the system in the previous time step t − ∆t. Among many
others, the Beeman algorithm (32) integrates the system along time with a quick,
accurate and simple way. The recursive method requires information about the
trajectory in t and t−∆t in order to get information at t+ ∆t.
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Figure 2.4: (X,Y, Z) orthogonal system of coordinates used in trajectory cal-
culations over a solid surface (e.g., graphite) along with the oblique (X
′
, Y
′
, Z
′
)
coordinates.
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For gas-surface dynamics assuming a rigid slab (i.e., solid without movement),
the coordinate system is fixed and usually localised over a first layer atom of the
solid (figure 2.4).
The initial (X, Y ) position for the atom (XA, YA) or the molecular center of
mass (Xcm, Ycm) are randomly selected inside the (1×1) unit cell by using random
numbers (ξi) (33). These numbers are multiplied by the a and b cell parameters
in order to obtain a randomly distribution of positions inside the unit cell by
using the equations,
XA = a · ξ1
YA = b · ξ2 (2.101)
In figure 2.5, the initial positions for randomly atomic sampling of the unit
cell are presented for 10,000 trajectories (NT ).
Figure 2.5: Random initial sampling of the atomic positions (XA, YA) for 10,000
trajectories inside an (1×1) unit cell (e.g., graphite cell).
The initial ZA for the atom or Zcm for the molecule are selected large enough
to ensure that there is no interaction with the surface. The initial velocity vector
(θv) corresponding to a selected kinetic collision energy (Ecol) for the atom or the
molecular center of mass (figure 2.1) is selected between 0◦ and 90◦ whereas φv
for off normal incidence is randomly selected between 0◦ and 360◦.
In order to define the initial molecule geometry, the internuclear distance (r)
is chosen between the corresponding inner (r−) and outer (r+) turning points for
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a selected (v, j). Initial θ and φ angles (figure 2.1) are randomly selected between
0◦ and 360◦. Furthermore, the angle η defining the orientation of ~L vector was
randomly selected within 0◦ and 360◦.
2.4.1 Generalised Langevin oscillator model
In a conservative system, the energy is conserved during the atomic or molecular
collision. Nevertheless, it is desirable to include dissipation effects and surface
temperature in the gas-surface dynamic simulations. Therefore, the substrate
should not only act as a sink but also as a source from which energy can be
transferred or received (heat bath), in order to model both thermalization and
accommodation processes. A method for accomplishing the above is the Gener-
alised Langevin Oscillator (GLO) model (34, 35, 36).
The surface motion can be represented in terms of a single 3D harmonic oscil-
lator of mass ms with coordinates ~rs(Xs, Ys, Zs) and an associated 3×3 frequency
matrix ωˆ3 (surface oscillator model). Then, the molecule-surface phonon coupling
for an AB gas-rigid surface, whose 6D PES can be expressed using the Cartesian
coordinates ~rA(XA, YA, ZA) and ~rB(XB, YB, ZB), is introduced by a space rigid
shift ~rs (Xs, Ys, Zs) of the 6D PES for the molecule in front of the rigid surface,
V (~rA, ~rB;~rs) = V
6D(~rA − ~rs, ~rB − ~rs) (2.102)
The GLO model adds dissipation and thermal fluctuation with the help of a
ghost 3D oscillator with coordinates ~rg(Xg, Yg, Zg) and associated 3×3 frequency
matrix ωˆ1(figure 2.6).
The ghost and surface oscillators are coupled by a 3×3 frequency matrix (ωˆ2 ).
Moreover, the ghost oscillator is subject to a viscous friction force with a damping
matrix γˆg and to a fluctuation (random) force frand (∆t), whose one-time average
value vanishes. The latter is obtained from a Gaussian white noise source and
variance (2kB ·Tsurf · γg ·ms/∆t)1/2 , which will be generated for each integration
step (∆t)
frand(∆t) = gi
(
2 · kB · Tsurf · γg ·ms/∆t
)1/2
(2.103)
where gi is a random number generated with a typical gasdev function (figure
2.7). This function is based on the polar form of the Box-Muller transformation
that allows to transform uniformly distributed random variables to a new set of
random variables with Gaussian (or Normal) distribution.
The 12 equations (i.e., 4×3) of motion to be integrated will be
d2~rA
dt2
= − 1
mA
~∇~rAV 6D(~rA − ~rs, ~rB − ~rs) (2.104)
d2~rB
dt2
= − 1
mB
~∇~rBV 6D(~rA − ~rs, ~rB − ~rs) (2.105)
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Figure 2.6: GLO model
Figure 2.7: distribution of Gaussian random numbers (x) generated by using the
gasdev function with an unit variance. 10000 calls are recorded and binned in ∆x
intervals of 0.05.
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d2~rs
dt2
= − 1
ms
~∇~rsV 6D(~rA − ~rs, ~rB − ~rs)− Ωˆ2p~rs + Λˆ1/20 ωˆ0~rg (2.106)
d2~rg
dt2
= −ωˆ20~rg + Λˆ1/20 ωˆ0~rs − γˆg
d~rg
dt
+
1
ms
frand(∆t) (2.107)
Equations 2.104 and 2.105 will correspond to the accelerations of A and B atoms.
Equation 2.106 describes the surface acceleration considering the rigid solid as a
3D oscillator of mass ms.
Equation 2.107 concerns to the 3D ghost oscillator, including the friction
(dissipation) and random (fluctuation) forces in the last two terms, which would
represent the simplest Langevin equation for a free Brownian particle in absence
of a potential (i.e., equation with only the last two terms). The friction and
random forces are related through the second fluctuation-dissipation theorem,
which qualitatively states that the energy dissipated must balance the energy
introduced by the fluctuations in order to maintain the bath temperature. The
frequency matrices (ωˆ0, Λˆ
1/2
0 , Ωˆp) , which appear in these equations, are related
with previous frequency matrices (ωˆ1, ωˆ2, ωˆ3) through the expressions:
Ω2p,i = ω
2
2,i + ω
2
3,i
ω20,i = ω
2
1,i + ω
2
2,i (i = 1, 2, 3 for x, y, z; units of ωj,i are time
−1)
Λ
1/2
0,i ω0,i = ω
2
2,i (2.108)
(see Appendix A for more details).
The surface oscillator (SO) model can be obtained from the GLO one removing
equation 2.107 and the term related with ~rg in equation 2.106, becoming the
system conservative.
The initial coordinates ((Xg, Yg, Zg), (Xs, Ys, Zs)) and linear momenta ((pxg ,
pyg , pzg), (pxs , pys , pzs)) of ghost and surface particles, respectively, are generated
using as well the gasdev function (see Appendix A for more details). The param-
eters of (ωˆ0, Λˆ
1/2
0 , Ωˆp, γˆg) matrices can be derived from knowledge of the surface
and its vibrations. These can be chosen to reproduce experimental or computed
information about the phonon spectral density (ρ(ω)) of the solid. Moreover,
some prescription for constructing the parameters matrices have been given by
some authors (34, 35), based mainly on the bulk and surface Debye frequencies,
or equivalently, the mass-weighted bulk and surface normal mean square displace-
ments. Nevertheless, the sensitivity results to variations on these parameters are
quite modest.
Usually, all matrices are assumed to have a diagonal form (i.e., uncorrelated
friction and random forces) in the most recent studies (36, 37). Moreover, these
latter studies confirm that the dynamical results are few sensitive to changes on
these frequency values, even when those are modified by two orders of magnitude
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(36, 37). Thus, for a Debye solid model,
ρ(ω) =
3
ω3D
ω2 · η(ωD − ω) (2.109)
where η(x) is an unit step function which cuts off the distribution for frequencies
greater than the Debye frequency (ωD), Ωp or ω0 can be estimated from
Ωp ≈ ω0 ≈ ωD√
3
(2.110)
The damping (friction) constants (γˆg) are assumed to be isotropic too and
can be chosen from the bulk or surface Debye frequencies of the solid by using
(34, 38)
γg,x = γg,y = γg,z =
piωD
6
(2.111)
The mass (ms) associated with the surface and ghost oscillators can be taken
as an effective mass and will be similar (within a factor of 5 or so) to the mass of
the real surface atoms (39). In fact, the incoming atom or molecule can interact
with more than one surface atom (Armand effect (40)) during the collision due to
the finite size of the projectile, which can justify even more the use of an effective
mass.
The GLO procedure has been introduced in our qctsurf code using the FOR-
TRAN subroutines from Fabio Busnengo, Antoine Salin and Ludovic Martin.
2.4.2 Product analysis
The reaction probabilities (Pi) and its statistical associated error (∆Pi) are cal-
culated as,
Pi =
Ni
NT
(2.112)
∆Pi = Pi
√
NT −Ni
NT ·Ni (2.113)
where Ni are the reactive trajectories for process i and NT correspond to the total
number of calculated trajectories.
The product molecules (AB) formed or initially scattered in gas-solid elemen-
tary processes will have a final vibrorotational state (v
′
, j
′
). A quasiclassical
approach allows to assign the quantum numbers.
The total energy for the molecules in gas phase (internal and translational
energy (41)) can be expressed as,
E = E
′
col + E
′
int (2.114)
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The positions of the A and B molecule atoms (~ri) and the linear momenta
(~pi) are known at the end of the trajectory and the center of mass position vector
can be calculated as,
~rcm =
mA · ~rA +mB · ~rB
Mtotal
(2.115)
where ~rA = (XA, YA, ZA) and ~rB = (XB, YB, ZB) are the position vectors for each
of the A and B atoms and Mtotal is the sum of the atomic masses. In a similar
way, the velocity vector for the center of mass can be calculated,
~vcm =
mA · ~vA +mB · ~vB
Mtotal
(2.116)
In addition, the relative velocity vector of atom B respect to A is,
~vR = ~vB − ~vA (2.117)
and similarly, the relative position vector
~r = ~rB − ~rA (2.118)
If the reduced mass of both atoms is introduced as,
µ =
mA ·mB
mA +mB
(2.119)
the translational energy of the molecule is obtained as the kinetic energy of the
molecule in its center of mass
E
′
col =
1
2
Mtotal
(
v2cm,X + v
2
cm,Y + v
2
cm,Z
)
(2.120)
and the kinetic energy related to the internal movement,
E
′
kin(int) =
1
2
µ
(
v2R,X + v
2
R,Y + v
2
R,Z
)
(2.121)
The total internal molecule energy for the AB molecule can be calculated as
a sum of its kinetic energy (equation 2.120) and its potential energy,
E
′
int = E
′
kin(int) + V (r) (2.122)
When the molecule is formed, the internuclear distance oscillates around the
equilibrium (re) molecule distance. The amplitude of these oscillations is in gen-
eral small, which allows to consider the development in Taylor series as,
V (r) ≈ V (re)+ 1
2!
(d2V (r)
dr2
)
r=re
·(r−re)2+ 1
3!
(d3V (r)
dr3
)
r=re
·(r−re)3+. . . (2.123)
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where V (r) at re corresponds to a minimum. Terms higher than order two can be
neglected so the relative movement of the nuclei can be separated in a vibrational
component equivalent to an harmonic oscillator movement
V (r) ≈ V (re) + 1
2
(d2V (r)
dr2
)
r=re
· (r − re)2 (2.124)
Thus, considering a rigid rotor model the internal energy can be expressed as
(42)
Eint(v
′
, j
′
) = V (re)+
(
v
′
+
1
2
)
hνe+j
′
(j
′
+1)hBe v
′
= 0, 1, 2, . . . j
′
= 0, 1, 2, . . .
(2.125)
The last term depends on the quantum number which determines the modulus
of the rotational angular momentum and stands for the energy associated to the
rotational movement of the molecules, which has the same energy than the rigid
rotor of two particles,
Erot = j
′
(j
′
+ 1)hBe j
′
= 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.126)
being Be the rotational constant of a rigid rotor in the equilibrium, calculated
from the momentum of inertia of the molecule,
Be =
h
8pi2Ie
=
h
8pi2µr2e
(2.127)
and the vibrational energy corresponds to the harmonic oscillator energy
Evib =
(
v
′
+
1
2
)
hνe v
′
= 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.128)
The rigid rotor oscillator approximation drives to good results when the in-
ternuclear distance is small and the molecular distortion, due to the centrifugal
effect is also small. When these conditions are not accomplished or the accuracy
needs to be improved, more terms should be added (42),
Eint(v
′
, j
′
) = V (re) +
(
v
′
+
1
2
)
hνe −
(
v
′
+
1
2
)2
hνeXe + j
′
(j
′
+ 1)hBe −
−j ′(j ′ + 1)
(
v
′
+
1
2
)
hαe − j ′2(j ′ + 1)2hDe + Y00 (2.129)
where
• Xe is the anarmonicity constant.
• αe is the vibration-rotation interaction constant. It is a measure of the
coupling between the vibrational and the rotational motion.
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• De is the centrifugal distortion constant and it is introduced in order to
correct the rotational energy since the molecule is not a perfect rotor and
can be distorted by the centrifugal effect when rotating.
• Y00 is related with the anharmonicity.
All these parameters are calculated from the potential energy function deriva-
tives. The angular momentum of AB molecule is calculated from the vectorial
product of the position vector and the relative velocity vector of the molecule,
~JAB = ~r ⊗ ~pR = µ · (~r ⊗ ~vR) (2.130)
so each component can be obtained by solving
JAB,X = µ[(YB − YA) · vR,Z − (ZB − ZA) · vR,Y ] (2.131)
JAB,Y = µ[(ZB − ZA) · vR,X − (XB −XA) · vR,Z ] (2.132)
JAB,Z = µ[(XB −XA) · vR,Y − (YB − YA) · vR,X ] (2.133)
and the internal angular momenta modulus,
JAB =
√
J2AB,X + J
2
AB,Y + J
2
AB,Z (2.134)
The quantum rotational level (j
′
) for the molecule can be calculated by as-
signing the closest integer (43) to the result of
j
′
=
(
− 1 +
√
1 + 4 · J2AB/~2
)
· 1
2
(2.135)
The internal energy of the molecule is defined by means of the implicit equa-
tion (43),
1
2
Jv′ − pi~
(
v
′
+
1
2
)
= 0 (2.136)
where
Jv′ = 2
∫ r+
r−
[
2µ
(
Eint − V (r)− J
2
AB
2µr2
)]1/2
dr (2.137)
integrating the vibrational action during a complete period (r− → r+). Finally,
from equation 2.136 and 2.137,
v
′
= −1
2
+
1
pi~
∫ r+
r−
[
2µ
(
Eint − V (r)− J
2
AB
2µr2
)]1/2
dr (2.138)
where r− and r+ are the inner and outer points for the potential at the given
internal energy (Eint). The solution is obtained numerically by means of Newton-
Raphson iterative method. As for j
′
, the final vibrational level (v
′
) is assigned to
the closest integer value.
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2.4.3 Rate constants calculation
The rate constant for an elementary process can be derived from probability
results of quasiclassical trajectories calculations. For instance, for the atomic
adsorption reaction over a surface,
A(g) + s
kad→ Aad (2.139)
the adsorption reaction velocity can be written as,
vad = kad[A(g)][s] = ZA(g) · Pad · θs (2.140)
where Pad is the adsorption probability obtained from a quasiclassical trajec-
tory calculation, θs stands for the fraction of free sites available for adsorption,
calculated as θs = [s]/[s]0 and ZA(g) can be calculated from,
ZA(g) =
PA(g)
(2pimAkBT )1/2
= [A(g)]
( kBT
2pima
)1/2
(2.141)
where PA(g) is the pressure of A gas and mA its mass. Thus, the rate constant for
the adsorption reaction has units of m3/s and is defined as,
kad = Pad
( kBT
2pimA
)1/2
· 1
[s]0
(2.142)
where the square term has the units of m/s and [s]0 is the initial concentration
of free sites (sites/m2).
The rate constant for molecular adsorption over two surface sites can be sim-
ilarly found. The molecular adsorption rate equation,
AB(g) + 2s
kad→ ABad (2.143)
can be expressed as
vad = kad[AB(g)][s]
2 = ZAB(g) · Pad · θ2s (2.144)
Thus, the rate constant (m5/s) for the molecular adsorption is found to be,
kad = Pad
( kBT
2pimAB
)1/2 1
[s]20
(2.145)
.
For an Eley-Rideal reaction, where one atom A from the gas phase reacts with
a preadsorbed one B
A(g) +Bad
kER→ AB(g) + s (2.146)
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The ER rate equation is expressed as
vER = kER[A(g)][Bad] = ZA(g) · θB · PER (2.147)
where the rate constant (m3/s) is
kER = PER
( kBT
2pimAB
)1/2 1
[s]0
(2.148)
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood process, in which two adsorbed atoms react to
form the molecule in gas phase,
Aad +Bad
kLH→ AB(g) + 2s (2.149)
has a rate equation as follows
vLH = kLH [Aad][Bad] = νi[s]0 · PLH · θA · θB (2.150)
where
νi =
1
∆
(pikBT
2mi
)1/2
(2.151)
Defining the mean distance between active sites as ∆. Thus, the LH rate constant
is found to be
kLH = PLH · νi 1
[s]0
(2.152)
expressed in m2/s.
2.5 Transition State Theory
For a generic elementary bimolecular gas phase reaction A+B → C +D (where
A,B,C and D are either atoms or molecules) the reaction velocity is expressed
as,
v = k(T )[A][B] (2.153)
where [A] and [B] stand for the atom or molecules concentration in gas phase,
with units of m−3, k(T ) is the rate constant (m3 · s−1), which depends on the
temperature, and v the reaction velocity in m−3 · s−1.
From statistical point of view, the Transition State Theory (TST) (44, 45, 46)
is the most used methodology, where the rate constant for the same elementary
reaction can be calculated from
k(T ) =
kBT
h
Z 6=
ZA(g)ZB(g)
e−∆E
6=
0 /kBT (2.154)
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where ZA(g) and ZB(g) are the partition functions divided by the volume (V) of
the reactants in gas phase and Z 6= is the partition function of the transition state
(divided also by V), which connects reactants and products. ∆E 6=0 is the energy
barrier of the process taking into account the zero point energy correction.
For a particular gas-surface elementary process, for instance, atomic adsorp-
tion (equation 2.139), the rate contant derived has units of m3 · s−1. In addition,
the rate constant can be derived from the general expression presented in equa-
tion 2.154 considering the specific reactants and transition state. For atomic
adsorption, the rate constant is expressed as,
kad =
kBT
h
Z 6=/S
ZA(g)Zs/S
e
−∆E
0 6=
ad
kBT (2.155)
where the partition function is divided by the volume (V) for gas phase species and
by the site surface area (S) for adsorbed species. Thus, for the atomic partition
function per unit volume in gas phase, only the three translational degrees of
freedom are taken into account then,
ZA(g) =
(2pimAkBT )
3/2
h3
(2.156)
where mA is the atomic mass. The partition function of a free site is Zs ≈ 1. For
the transition state, only vibrational degrees of freedom are considered,
Z 6= =
2∏
i=1
( 1
1− e−hcνi/kBT
)
(2.157)
where νi are the real i frequencies for the transition state, obtained from the
ab initio (DFT) calculations or from the PES; in this particular case just two
frequencies are needed since the third one is imaginary. In the case of the AB
molecular adsorption, the transition state will have five frequencies instead of
the two used for the atomic adsorption, but the expression will be equivalent to
equation 2.157. The degrees of freedom for the gas phase homonuclear molecule
are not only translational but also vibrational and rotational as well thus, the
expression will be,
ZAB(g) =
(2pimkBT )
3/2
h3
×
(
1
1− ehcν/kBT
)
×
(
8pi2IkBT
h2
)
(2.158)
and
kad =
kBT
h
· Z
6=/S
ZAB · (Zs/S)2 · e
−
∆E
6=
0,ad
kBT (2.159)
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For the ER elementary process (equation 2.146), the rate constant is defined
considering the reactants and the transition state as well,
kER =
kBT
h
Z 6=/S
ZA(g)ZBad/S
e
−∆E
0 6=
ER
kBT (2.160)
where ZA(g) will be calculated by using equation 2.156 and ZBad and Z
6= by using
equation 2.157 considering three and two frequencies, respectively.
2.6 Microkinetic Models
Microkinetic models allow to describe all the heterogeneous processes involving a
solid surface and a gas atom or a diatomic molecule, by modelling its elementary
steps. First of all, the possible elementary steps of the system have to be defined.
A simple model (47) can be considered assuming the following processes and their
velocity expressions:
Chemisorption of atoms:
A(g) + s
kad−−→ Aad (2.161)
vad = kad[A(g)][s] (2.162)
Dissociative molecular adsorption:
A2(g) + 2s
kdiss−−→ Aad + Aad (2.163)
vdiss = kdiss[A2(g)][s]
2 (2.164)
Eley-Rideal recombination:
A(g) + Aad
kER−−→ A2(g) + s (2.165)
vER = kER[A(g)][Aad] (2.166)
Langmuir-Hinshelwood recombination:
Aad + Aad
kLH−−→ A2(g) + 2s (2.167)
vLH = kLH [Aad]
2 (2.168)
Thermal atomic desorption:
Aad
kdes−−→ A(g) + s (2.169)
vdes = kdes[Aad] (2.170)
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Another processes could be added if they were relevant, (e.g., A2(g)+2s→ A2(ad)).
The time evolution of the species involved in any of the previous reactions can be
known along time, considering that all the processes are occurring at the same
time. In addition, the coverage of the surface varies along time until a steady
state is achieved,
d[Aad]
dt
= 0 (2.171)
Applying this condition and considering all the elementary processes and their
velocity expressions,
kad[A(g)][s]+2kdiss[A2(g)][s]
2−kER[A(g)][Aad]−2kLH [Aad]2−kdes[Aad] = 0 (2.172)
where [s] = [s]0 − [Aad] is the number of free sites per unit area, allowing the
calculation of [Aad] for a given pressure and temperature.
For the aim of this work, two coefficients are calculated since they are needed
for computer fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The atomic recombination co-
efficient γ (also called catalytic efficiency) (48, 49), and the chemical energy ac-
commodation coefficient β (48, 49). Both are within the range 0 6 γ, β 6 1 and
are supposed to depend on temperature an total/partial pressures.
The atomic recombination coefficient γ is defined as (50),
γ =
flux of atoms recombining at surface
flux of atoms impinging the surface
(2.173)
The number of consumed atoms per unit area and unit time can be derived
from the expression of the molecules formed,
− d[A(g)]
dt
= 2 · d[A2(g)]
dt
(2.174)
Thus, the γ coefficient can be calculated as,
γ =
{
2 · (−kdiss[A2(g)][s]2 + kER[A(g)][Aad] + kLH [Aad]2)
}
/ZA (2.175)
where γ coefficient depends on temperature, partial pressures (PA and PA2) and
ZA is calculated by using the Hertz-Knudsen equation,
ZA = [A]
√
kBT
2pimA
(2.176)
The β coefficient, can be defined as the ratio between the energy released
to the surface per atomic recombination and the maximum energy transferable.
Which in this general case could be defined as,
β =
∑
i FiQi
ZAγ(DA2/2)
(2.177)
where DA2 is the A2 dissociation energy, Fi represents the atomic or molecular
fluxes (m−2 · s−1) at the steady-state and Qi are the energies per atom required
or released in each process.
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Chapter 3
O/O2 mixtures over graphite
(0001) surface
3.1 Introduction
Carbon-based materials have received considerable attention for their use in
spacecraft components (e.g., reinforced carbon was used as a thermal protec-
tion system (TPS) in the nose of Space Shuttle) due to their light weight and
high strength. In the low Earth orbits (LEO), 160 - 2,000 Km above Earth’s
surface, atomic oxygen is one of the main present species and can collide with
the spacecraft surface at very high translational energies (i.e., about 4.5 ± 1.0 eV
due to the orbital velocity of around 7.5 Km/s) producing an important etching,
hence degrading any carbon-based TPS (51). Moreover, during hypersonic reen-
try flights into Earth’s atmosphere (e.g., Space Shuttle) not only atomic oxygen
but also molecular oxygen processes can be relevant to understand properly the
huge heat transferred and the TPS behaviour under these extreme conditions (52).
Therefore, a good understanding of all elementary processes involving atomic and
molecular oxygen with carbon-based materials is essential for space technology.
Thus, in principle, several heterogeneous processes could compete: a) O adsorp-
tion, b) O2 dissociative or non-dissociative adsorption, c) O recombination via
an Eley-Rideal (ER) mechanism (i.e., O(g)+Oad → O2(g)), d) O recombination
via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism (i.e., Oad+Oad → O2(g)) and e)
C etching producing CO or CO2, where ad labels adsorbed species and g gas
species. Another less important elementary processes could also be added.
There are abundant theoretical studies about the interaction of atomic and
molecular oxygen with graphite (53, 54, 55, 56, 57), graphene (58, 59) and car-
bon nanotubes (54, 60, 61) covering different aspects but without giving a global
approach about the O/O2 reactivity over these carbon surfaces. They are mainly
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concerned with adsorption studies over several type of surfaces (e.g., basal, zig-
zag, armchair,. . . ) for different coverages. Thus, there was shown that atomic
oxygen becomes mainly chemically adsorbed on a bridge position between two
adjacent carbon atoms of graphite or graphene, forming an epoxy group, with
adsorption energies in the range of 1.5 - 3.2 eV for a basal graphite surface de-
pending on the oxygen coverages and the level of the calculations (53, 54, 55, 56).
The molecular oxygen seems to be only physically adsorbed on basal graphite
surfaces with a low adsorption energies of about 0.12±0.01 eV at 1 ML coverage
as it has been shown using thermal desorption spectroscopy on highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (62). Common DFT studies are not accurate enough
to provide reliable adsorption energies for O2 over graphite (53, 54, 57), due to
the importance of the missing van der Waals (vdW) contributions. Neverthe-
less, a suitable vdW treatment could be done for instance by adding pairwise
interatomic C6r
−6 terms, where C6 coefficients can be derived from ground-state
electron density for molecules and solids (63). The inclusion of vdW interactions
reproduces quite well the O2 physisorption over graphite (64, 65). The interac-
tion of O2 with defective edge sites on graphite surfaces presents high adsorption
energies (2.6 - 6.2 eV (57)) in a similar way as for atomic oxygen (4.5 - 5.7 eV
(56)). Moreover, molecular oxygen adsorbs on edge graphite surfaces at 300◦C
and 1 atm of pressure (the perfect basal surface is hardly active (66)), being the
energy barrier for O2 dissociation larger and for CO formation lower when the
oxygen surface coverage diminishes (67).
Characterization of the ER and LH reaction pathways is very important from
a kinetic point of view. Only very recently, the migration (diffusion) barrier for
O on a graphene sheet has been investigated (58), indicating an energy barrier
of 0.58 eV at a coverage of 16.7%, which would imply a noticeable mobility of
isolated adsorbed atoms.
Apart from the mentioned experimental studies about O2 adsorption/desorp-
tion on graphite, there are as well a large number of experimental works concerned
mainly with the interaction of hyperthermal atomic oxygen on HOPG surfaces,
to understand the erosion and degradation of these surfaces under large collision
energies (51, 68, 69), by forming CO and CO2 gas species.
Thus, a study is done (70) including the main elementary processes involving
O and O2 over an initially clean graphite basal surface (0001) at the same DFT
level, characterizing not only the minima but also the transition states (TS) at
several oxygen coverages. These data are used in a proposed microkinetic model
based on calculated thermal rate constants derived from Transition State The-
ory, which allows a kinetic study for different temperatures and total and partial
pressures (i.e., several O/O2 mixtures). We also determine the atomic oxygen re-
combination coefficient γO(T,P) (06 γO 6 1). γO values are necessary in standard
computer fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations (52) of hypersonic flights in order
to evaluate the aerodynamic heating. Furthermore, to understand the processes
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from a microscopic point of view, a quasiclassical trajectory study is done for
the main reactions (i.e., atomic collisions with a clean and oxygen preadsorbed
surface and molecular collision with clean surface). Results obtained are com-
pared with some available experimental results based on beam-surface scattering
experiments at several conditions (71, 72) in order to evaluate the accuracy of
dynamical calculations and explain more precisely the experimental observations.
3.2 Bulk graphite study
The main characteristic of ideal graphite bulk stands on the layered structure.
On a singular layer, carbon atoms adopt a regular hexagonal ring distribution.
Two consecutive layers share the same position for some carbon atoms while some
other lay behind the hexagonal hollow. When this layer combination is repeated
on space, the third layer carbon atoms lay at the same positions than the first
one, an ABAB. . . graphite structure is obtained. Otherwise, if the third carbon
layer stands in a different position than in the previous layers, an ABCABC. . .
structure is obtained. For model simplicity, bulk and surface studies consider an
ABAB structure. It will be seen further on the manuscript that this decision does
not affect considerably on the properties studied.
Many experimental studies on graphite structure reveal very similar structural
properties. The values obtained by Wickoff (73), for a C6mc spatial group show
a C-C distance of 1.418 A˚ and an interlayer distance of 3.348 A˚. The unit cell
parameters are a = b = 2.456 A˚, c = 6.696 A˚, α = 120◦ and β = γ = 90◦ that
are depicted in figure 3.1 along with an overview of their spatial repetition.
A previous DFT study of the optimised bulk structure was carried out by
using similar conditions to those used in Incze et al. (55, 56) and Sha et al. (74).
Thus, Vanderbilt ultrasoft (US) pseudopotentials were used taking into account
the GGA approximation of Perdew-Wang 91 (75, 76) (PW91) using the VASP
code (77, 78, 79, 80). A cut-off energy of 270 eV for the US pseudopotentials and a
k-points mesh of 13×13×4 was used, although the Blo¨chl method was used for the
partial band occupancies as it improves the results for semiconductor structures.
Further calculations were carried out by using PAW pseudopotentials (81, 82)
with PW91, PBE (83), and with the revised PBE algorithm (RPBE) (84). In
order to obtain the optimal values of energy cut-off and the k-points mesh, some
convergence tests using the optimised geometry obtained above were carried out.
The energy convergence at different k-points meshes was firstly studied. The
tolerance in the energy difference for an increasing number of k-points was stated
at 0.001eV. For the PW91 case, a mesh of 14×14×4 (a total of 784 points) was
needed for energy convergence. Despite a mesh of 16×16×3 (a total of 768 points)
was enough for the PBE and RPBE functionals, one of 14×14×4 was used for
all functionals in order to simplify calculations. For calculations of the system
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Figure 3.1: Unit cell representation with a, b and c cell parameters for graphite
(0001) on the left. Spatial repetition of the unit cell in order to represent the solid.
using LDA approach, 16×16×3 k-points were needed. In table 3.1 the results for
the energy convergence depending on the k-point mesh used are presented for the
PW91 functional with PAW pseudopotentials. The energy convergence depending
on the cut-off energy shows that for PW91, PBE and RPBE functionals an energy
cut-off of 550 eV was enough, while 500 eV was the minimum energy cut-off for
the LDA approximation.
The cohesive energy was calculated for the different functionals and approxi-
mations using the following formula,
Ecoh =
1
NC
(
NCEC(g) − Ebulk(eq.)
)
(3.1)
where NC refers to the total number of carbon atoms in the unit cell, EC(g) stands
for the free carbon atom energy (triplet state) and Ebulk(eq.) for the total energy
of the system at the optimal equilibrium configuration.
The results listed in table 3.2 show a = b optimum parameters similar and
close to the experimental value (73) where the relative errors are lower than 1%.
On the other hand, optimised c parameter is overestimated in all cases. The
value varies an amount of 20% and 15% from the experimental one by using
RPBE and PW91 functionals, respectively. The common failure of GGA ap-
proach in predicting the c-axis lattice parameter and the small interlayer binding
energy is well known. The inclusion of vdW interactions (85) in GGA and LDA
calculations produces a good calculated interlayer binding energy, although the
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Table 3.1: Total energy for the bulk of graphite depending on the k-points mesh
(number of total k-points used in brackets) for the PW91 functional with PAW
pseudopotentials at the PW91-US previously calculated geometry.
k-points mesh Energy (eV)
9×9×3 (243) -37.18360
9×9×4 (324) -37.18172
10×10×3 (300) -37.20919
10×10×4 (400) -37.20921
12×12×3 (432) -37.19607
12×12×4 (576) -37.19504
14×14×3 (588) -37.20478
14×14×4 (784) -37.20479
16×16×3 (768) -37.20389
16×16×4 (1024) -37.20389
LDA description of c parameter is clearly closer to the experimental one. On the
other hand, cohesive energies calculated using equation 3.1 are found to be much
better described with the GGA approach. The value obtained with RPBE (7.516
eV/atom) is very close to the experimental one (7.371 eV/atom).
The isotropic bulk modulus (Biso) is also presented in table 3.2 and its pressure
derivative (B
′
iso) obtained from volume changes with a constant c/a ratio, with
several c values close to the experimental lattice parameter. Biso and B
′
iso are
derived by means of a fit to the calculated pressure-volume data by using the
third order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (90). It can be seen that the
calculated Biso values are very similar and in good agreement with experimental
ones, which were derived from the elastic constants of pyrolytic graphite (87, 88).
The correct calculation of the usual bulk modulus (B0) for highly anisotropic
materials implies the use of an uni axial compression (91) instead of an uniform
compression, which could produce values one order of magnitude larger than the
experimental ones. Hence, the poor description of the c lattice parameter does
not allow a proper calculation of Bo with the present DFT/GGA calculations.
Calculated B
′
iso are much lower than the experimental values estimated from the
initial slopes of elastic constants with pressure at atmospheric pressure and 295
K (87) as shown in table 3.2.
In general, the conclusion that calculations by using GGA/RPBE give a rea-
sonable good description of bulk graphite properties can be accepted, although
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Table 3.2: Calculated and experimental lattice parameters, interatomic distances,
cohesive energy, isotropic bulk modulus and its pressure derivative for graphite
compound.
Method a = b c dC−C Ecoh Biso B
′
iso
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (eV/atom)a (GPa)a
PW91 2.465 7.698 1.423 7.856 275.4 4.04
PBE 2.467 7.816 1.425 7.847 277.4 3.69
RPBE 2.467 8.022 1.425 7.516 270.3 4.29
LDA/CAb 2.441 6.64 – 8.903 – –
PW91b 2.461 ∼9.0 – 7.865 – –
Exp. 2.456c 6.696c 1.418c 7.371±0.005d 318±11(0K)e 13.6 (295 K)f
286±11(300K)e
aEcoh, Biso and B
′
iso were calculated by using the experimental c lattice value.
bLDA/Ceperley-Alder and GGA/Perdew-Wang 91 previous calculations with ultrasoft
pseudopotentials(85).
cExperimental values(73).
dExperimental value (86) derived from ∆fH
◦(0 K) for the process: C(graphite) →
C(g, ideal).
eExperimental values(87, 88) obtained from elastic constants (Cij) through the formula
Biso =
2
9(C11 + C12) +
4
9C13 +
1
9C33, (89).
fExperimental value(87) obtained from the pressure derivative of the previous equation.
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it is necessary to use the experimental c lattice parameter. This fact does not
represent a problem for the reliability of the atom or molecule-slab calculations in
further studies, as it has been also assumed in similar previous theoretical studies
(56).
3.3 DFT study of O/O2 interaction with graphite
3.3.1 Adsorption and diffusion of oxygen
The adsorption of atomic oxygen on the basal (0001) graphite surface was studied,
with a slab formed by one or two carbon layers. The results are almost identical
regardless of the number of layers of the slab model, possibly due to the very weak
interlayer interaction. This fact was also verified in previous O and K adsorption
studies over graphite (53) by using 1, 2 or 3 layers. Even similar O/graphite
studies have simulated the graphite surface as a single sheet of C atoms (54).
Three high-symmetry different sites have been considered (figure 3.2): on
top of a surface C atom, which is either above another C atom (T1) or above
an hexagon hollow of the second layer (T2), and over a bridge between the two
nearest-neighbour carbon atoms (B). The hollow of the hexagonal ring of the first
layer was also checked, but did not present significant adsorption in agreement
with previous studies (55, 56). The atomic coverage effect was studied considering
the adsorption of one O atom over three different unit cells: (1×1), (2×2) and
(3×3), namely 50, 12.5 and 5.5% of coverage with respect to the C atoms (i.e.,
T1 and T2 sites). These coverages would be doubled taking into account only the
most stable adsorption sites (i.e., true minima), which, in this case, correspond
to the bridge (i.e., B) sites. When an O is over a bridge site, the closest free
bridge sites become unavailable for another O adsorption because every C atom
can make only four bonds. This coverage will be indicated throughout the text
giving both values (i.e., % with respect to C or top sites and % with respect to
bridge sites).
Table 3.3 presents the results for the atomic adsorption on T1, T2 and B
sites for several oxygen coverages for a two-layer rigid slab. For T1 and T2 sites,
the results obtained for both adsorption energies and geometrical variables are
essentially matched. So, these top sites can be considered as almost identical
instead of the different spatial symmetry. However, the adsorption energies for
T1 and T2 sites are very small. The bridge site is the most stable one for all
coverages. The analysis of its harmonic vibrational frequencies shown in table
3.3 reveals that it is a true minimum (i.e., all frequencies are positive). It is more
stable for high O coverages, where O images are much closer (e.g., the minimum
dOO = a = 2.467 A˚ at 50% coverage) and can introduce an extra stabilization, in
a similar way as was observed for O/graphene (58).
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Table 3.3: Calculated properties for O adsorption over a basal (0001) graphite
surface, without slab relaxation.
Coverage Siteb Ead ZO dO−C νi (cm−1)c
(%)a (eV) (A˚) (A˚) ⊥ ‖
50/100 T1 -0.816 1.544 1.544 574.5 367.2i 374.2i
T2 -0.811 1.509 1.509 571.0 407.6i 410.5i
B 0.881 1.251 1.440 822.6 610.6 379.7
12.5/25 T1 0.281 1.556 1.556 542.7 89.0i 95.1i
T2 0.308 1.554 1.554 583.2 196.1i 201.2i
B 0.660 1.385 1.557 548.7 325.8 315.2
5.5/11.1 T1 0.0215 1.589 1.589 489.7 142.0 133.1
T2 0.0679 1.584 1.584 526.8 151.7i 170.5i
B 0.541 1.384 1.557 538.3 389.4 350.0
The slab geometry (two C layers) was fixed at its optimum geometry (dC−C = 1.425 A˚)
derived in absence of O but with the interlayer distance (d12) fixed to its experimental
value (3.347 A˚)).
aThe coverage was calculated with respect to the top sites (O/C %) or the bridge sites
(O/bridge %) to facilitate the comparison with previous studies.
bIn T1 and T2 sites, only the ZO variable was optimised.
cHarmonic vibrational frequencies of the atomic adsorbate with respect to the rigid sub-
strate. The first one corresponds to a perpendicular vibration and the other to parallel
vibrations to the graphite surface.
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Figure 3.2: Top view of the graphite (0001) two-layer slab model with the different
adsorption sites: bridge (B), on top a C with also a C below (T1) and on top a C
without a C below (T2). The atoms of the second layer are plotted a bit larger and
with light colour to be distinguished from first layer atoms. The transition state
for O diffusion between two bridge adsorption sites is also shown. The solid line
shows the (1×1) unit cell.
In all calculations, it was observed that the singlet state is the most stable for
all sites in agreement with previous studies for O/graphite (54, 55, 56). In general,
the present results are quite similar to the extensive study of Incze et al. (55, 56)
by using GGA/PW91 with ultrasoft Vanderbilt type pseudopotentials, although
they obtained large adsorption energies for bridge site (1.89 and 1.73 eV for 50
and 5.5% O/C coverages, respectively), within the rigid slab approximation.
T1 and T2 stationary points mainly present two imaginary frequencies, which
seem to connect with the adsorption bridge minimum and with a diffusion tran-
sition state (see below for more details), although the slab relaxation can affect
as well the character of these frequencies (e.g., reducing to one imaginary value
for T1 site at 12.5/25% coverage).
In table 3.4 the effect of slab relaxation is summarised just over the bridge
minimum site for several O coverages. This geometry relaxation corresponds to
a stretching of C-C bond along with a reduction of both C-O bonds, with also a
puckering of the two carbon atoms beneath the adsorbed atom. This behaviour
is in good agreement with a similar DFT study by means of GGA/PW91 with
ultrasoft pseudopotentials (54), which shows dO−C = 1.472 A˚ and dC−C = 1.500
A˚, compared to the graphite dO−C = 1.420 A˚ for a 5.5/11.1% coverage. However,
a larger adsorption energy (1.91 eV) was calculated in that work. We observe as
well that the slab relaxation implies that the adsorption energy tends to be larger
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for low O coverages (table 3.4), conversely to the behaviour found for rigid slab
(table 3.3).
Table 3.4: Calculated properties for O adsorption over a basal (0001) graphite
surface, with slab relaxation.
Coverage Ead ZO ZC dO−C dC−C νi (cm−1)c
(%) (eV) (A˚)a (A˚)a (A˚) (A˚) ⊥ ‖
50/100 0.945 1.254 -b 1.437 1.432 830.7 617.8 400.7
12.5/25 1.283 1.532 0.246 1.482 1.472 652.4 411.3 337.2
5.5/11.1 1.255 1.547 0.267 1.478 1.479 655.2 438.1 337.0
The carbon atoms directly bound to oxygen adsorbed atom on B site were allowed to
relax in all directions.
a Z = 0 at the first layer formed by the C atoms without including the carbons under-
neath the O, which are at dC−C separation.
bFor the highest coverage (50/100%), the C relaxation implies that all the first layer is
shifted upwards (i.e., d12 increases to 3.957 A˚). For another coverages, d12 was kept
fixed to its experimental value (3.347 A˚).
cHarmonic vibrational frequencies of the atomic adsorbate with respect to the rigid sub-
strate. The first one corresponds to a perpendicular vibration and the other to parallel
vibrations to the graphite surface.
The formation of this epoxide-like (COC) ring structure on bridge sites was
observed in theoretical and experimental studies on graphene (59) and graphite
(92, 93, 94) oxides. Thus, for symmetrical graphene epoxide, the calculated val-
ues, dO−C = 1.42 − 1.44 A˚ and dC−C = 1.49 − 1.50 A˚ (dC−C = 1.41 for clean
graphite) at high coverages show a similar trend as in the present work for oxygen
over graphite. The epoxide groups enhance the wrinkling of carbon sheets (i.e.,
ZC = 0.25−0.27 A˚, table 3.4) in agreement with previous Monte Carlo studies on
graphite oxide (〈ZC〉 = 0.33± 0.04 A˚ (94)). The oxidation of graphite increases
also its interplanar spacing from 3.39 A˚ to 6.91 - 6.96 A˚ due to the expansion
of the layers originated by the accommodation of various oxygen species in the
interlayer zone, according to experiments (92, 93) and Monte Carlo simulations
(94). In the present study, with only O and O2 gas species, it is believed that
sub-surface processes (e.g., O or O2 penetration) will be negligible. For instance,
in the centre of the hexagonal hollow, where O could seemingly enter into the
sub-surface, the energy is very repulsive for O approach (e.g., for ZO = 1.91, 1.52
and 1.12 A˚ the energy is 0.43, 1.51 and 4.52 eV with respect to O + slab asymp-
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tote, respectively). Another possibility for O penetration into the slab could be
through the same O bridge adsorption, although this would imply the breaking
of the underlying C-C bond. This process seems to be infrequent as it has been
shown in Monte Carlo simulations on graphite oxidation (94), where the use of
only one C layer and the additional presence of hydrogen atoms in the gas phase
could facilitate even more this penetration process in comparison with our two
layer model that uses only pure oxygen atoms.
It was also observed a slight interlayer (d12) enlargement for O adsorption at
the highest coverage (50/100%, table 3.4), when slab was allowed to relax, but
without O penetration into the slab. In fact, the interlayer distance was fixed to
its experimental value in almost all calculations due to the poor description of
vdW interaction with the present DFT approach.
A Bader’s charge analysis of the epoxy groups shows an important charge
transfer between the C atoms of the surface and the adsorbed oxygen (e.g., qO =
−0.99, qC = +0.41, +0.58 at 50/100%). This arrangement of negatively charged
oxygen atoms could avoid the nucleophilic attack on C atoms, explaining the
relative chemical stability of the epoxide groups in graphite oxides, as it was
earlier suggested (92).
In table 3.5 are summarised the properties of transition states for O adsorption
and diffusion processes over the basal (0001) graphite surface at several coverages
for rigid slab approximation. Adsorption process is clearly activated as it was
also demonstrated for atomic hydrogen over graphene (∆E 6= ∼ 0.14 eV at low
coverages (95)) or graphite (∆E 6= = 0.23 eV at 12.5/25% coverage (74)). The
main difference is that H is mainly adsorbed on top carbons while O prefers the
bridge sites. In spite of H and O have different electronic properties, their open
shell nature could justify the rather similar behaviour when reacting over the
same substrate.
The energy barrier is larger for high O coverages, although slab relaxation
tends to decrease this barrier as was observed for 12.5/25% coverage calculations.
Usually, more exothermic reactions (i.e., atomic adsorption with slab relaxation)
show lower energy barriers (i.e., early TS) in agreement with Hammond’s Pos-
tulate. The slab relaxation modifies mainly the Z coordinate of both C atoms
below the O adsorbed one, but the O-C distances are almost unchanged.
The analysis of the imaginary frequency in this transition state confirms that
mainly the perpendicular movement of oxygen with respect to the surface (i.e.,
ZO coordinate) corresponds to the adsorption process. This TS has mainly a
triplet character due to its proximity to the O gas asymptote.
The diffusion of one adsorbed O over a bridge to the closest bridge is also
an activated process that follows a path roughly shown in figure 3.2, with a TS
mainly with a singlet character as in the adsorption minimum. The imaginary
frequency involves mostly a parallel movement to the surface as could be expected
for a diffusion process. The corresponding energy barrier decreases significantly
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Table 3.5: Calculated properties of the transition states for O adsorption and
diffusion processes over the basal (0001) graphite surface.
Process and coveragea ∆E 6= ZO dO−C νi (cm−1)d
(eV)b (A˚)c (A˚)c ⊥ ‖
Og + s → Oad (adsorption)
50/100% 0.67(0.69) 1.755 1.878 1.910 535.4i 220.2 123.4
12.5/25% 0.31(0.32) 1.874 1.940 2.090 734.1i 103.8 47.5
0.19(0.13e) 2.060 1.863 1.918 112.1i 266.7 171.1
5.5/11% 0.28f 1.848 1.981 1.981 - - -
Oad + s
′ → Oad′ + s (diffusion)
50/100% 1.43(1.49) 1.425 1.955 675.1 611.7i 306.4
12.5/25% 0.38(0.42) 1.533 1.555 549.7 188.6i 113.0
0.73(0.70)e 1.718 1.421 709.6 157.3 101.7i
5.5/11.1% 0.47(0.51) 1.585 1.588 519.9 169.8 97.8i
The slab geometry (two C layers) was fixed at its optimum geometry (dC−C = 1.425 A˚)
derived in absence of O but with the interlayer distance (d12) fixed to its experimental
value (3.347 A˚).
a s or s
′
correspond to C-C bridge sites.
bEnergy barriers with respect to reactants (including zero point energy between paren-
theses).
cThe transition state for adsorption is practically over the C-C bridge site and for dif-
fusion is between two non-adjacent C atoms (figure 3.2).
dHarmonic vibrational frequencies of the atomic adsorbate with respect to the rigid sub-
strate.
eIn this case, the carbon atoms directly bound to oxygen adsorbed atom were allowed to
relax in all directions (i.e., ZC = 0.314 and 0.297 A˚ for adsorption and diffusion TS,
respectively).
fThis TS was derived approximately from the crossing between the singlet and triplet
states.
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when the coverage is reduced, likewise as for the adsorption process (table 3.5).
However, the slab relaxation increases considerably this energy barrier from 0.38
to 0.73 eV at 12.5/25% as could be expected because the adsorption energy
of adatom changed from 0.66 to 1.28 eV due to C relaxation in Z direction.
Therefore, the adatom should diffuse quickly over the graphite surface only at
high temperatures, which is also in agreement with previous values derived for
O over graphite (∆E 6= > 0.36eV at 3.12% (53)) or graphene (∆E 6= = 0.58 eV at
16.7% (58)).
Although DFT calculations do not reveal any physisorption minimum, curves
calculated over a specific site for several ZO distances show the existence of a
physisorption minimum in the entrance valley. Thus, in order to evaluate the
possible stabilization of this minimum over a bridge site, the empirical dispersion
energy based on C6·r−6 terms was added (96). The dispersion correction to the
DFT energy is defined as,
Edisp = −s6
Nat−1∑
i=1
Nat∑
j=i+1
Cij6
r6ij
fdmp(rij) (3.2)
where Nat stands for the number of atoms in the system, C
ij
6 denotes the dis-
persion coefficient for atom pair ij, s6 is a global scaling factor taken as 0.75
for PBE functionals, and rij is the interatomic distance between i and j atoms.
fdmp is a dumping function used to avoid near-singularities for small internuclear
distances, and takes the form of,
fdmp(rij) =
1
1 + e−d(rij/rr−1)
(3.3)
where rr is the sum of atomic vdW radii and d the threshold distance for energy
cut-off (d > 20A˚). The graphite slab used for the calculations was a two layers
model formed by 64 carbon atoms (4×3 supercell), locating the oxygen atom
approximately in the middle of the supercell to make sure that all relevant O-C
interactions were properly included.
The curves obtained for the adsorption over a top or a bridge site show similar
minima (figure 3.3a and 3.3b, respectively). The most stable minimum calculated
corresponds to ZO = 2.731 A˚ over a bridge site and a stabilization energy of Ead =
0.124 eV, while over a top site, the stabilization energy is smaller, Ead = 0.117
eV for a distance between the surface and the oxygen atom of ZO = 2.769 A˚.
3.3.2 Molecular adsorption
With the present DFT approach the adsorption of molecular oxygen on the basal
surface of graphite was also studied. Thus, perpendicular and parallel initial con-
figurations with the center of mass over the different adsorption sites (figure 3.2)
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Figure 3.3: DFT calculated curves for atomic oxygen over a) bridge site and b)
top site at different surface distances (ZO) in red, the dispersion corrected ones in
green and the fitted curve for each physisorption minima in a dotted black line.
The value of the asymptote is plotted with a black line.
were considered, optimizing all degrees of freedom including also the slab relax-
ation by using a 2×2 unit cell. There were found very low adsorption energies
(Ead 6 0.01 eV) at long distances of the center of mass from the surface (Zcm=
3.70 - 3.75 A˚) with O-O bond distances of 1.238 A˚, slightly larger compared to
those for the free molecule of 1.235 A˚. These results are quite similar to previous
studies that used either a cluster (Ead = 0.011 eV, Zcm = 4.212 A˚, dOO = 1.167
compared with 1.166 A˚ in O2(g) (57)) or slab model (Ead = 0.039 eV, Zcm = 3.362
A˚, dOO = 1.238 A˚ compared with 1.237 A˚ in O2(g) (54)) over graphite, which also
showed that triplet state was more stable than the singlet one. The quality of
the DFT spin description of this system would not possibly explain these energy
differences because it was also observed a clear and reasonable spin polarization
involving mostly the gas and some of the first layer slab atoms in another very
similar studies (e.g., O and N over β-cristobalite (97) or over α-alumina (98)).
Those could be rather originated by the DFT limitations to describe the vdW
interactions, whose importance has also been postulated in some previous exper-
imental and theoretical studies for O2 with carbon SWNT bundles or graphite
(64, 65), as it was explained above (section 3.3.1). Therefore, a better DFT de-
scription should be necessary to account for the small experimental physisorption
energy (0.12 ± 0.01 eV at 1 ML coverage (62)). For this reason, the empirical
dispersion energy correction to the DFT calculated energies was included as for
the atomic oxygen adsorption (previous subsection, equations 3.2 and 3.3). Op-
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timised configurations for O2 molecule parallel to the surface at several distances
(Zcm) were used to calculate the curve plotted in figure 3.4. The inclusion of the
Figure 3.4: DFT calculated curves for the molecular oxygen over bridge site (red)
at different surface distances. The dispersion corrected ones in green and the fitted
curve for the physisorption minimum in a dotted black line. The value of the
asymptote is plotted with a black line.
dispersion energy stabilizes more the vdW minimum, which is finally located at
Zcm = 3.548 A˚, r = 1.240 A˚ and Ead = 0.060 eV, with a slightly larger r dis-
tance compared to the free molecule bound distance of 1.235 A˚. These results are
similar to those found on bibliography (62) and quite close to the experimental
physisorption energy of 0.12 ± 0.01 eV although were calculated for a much lower
coverage.
3.3.3 Recombination reactions of atomic oxygen
The minimum energy reaction paths (MEP) for ER and LH processes were cal-
culated by means of the climbing Nudge Elastic Band (NEB) method (99, 100),
using at least 6 images. For instance, for ER reaction, the first image was the
adsorbed atom of oxygen over a bridge along with the O(g) above it, but well sep-
arated from the surface. The final image was the O2 molecule in a perpendicular
configuration far from the surface. It was checked that the final stationary points
had the lowest energies and that they properly correspond to ER or LH pro-
cesses, being therefore independent of the MEP. Moreover, as the construction of
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the analytical and interpolated PES was planned for O/graphite and O2/graphite
or O/O-graphite dynamical studies, additional grids of points were calculated at
different geometries over the unit cell, whose energies were in complete agreement
with the proposed stationary points.
Atomic recombination processes (i.e., ER and LH reactions) over the basal
(0001) graphite surface were found to be activated processes although their energy
barriers considerably decrease when the coverage is increased, as can be seen in
table 3.6.
The ER transition state corresponds to a perpendicular O-O orientation over
the bridge site (figure 3.5), being the imaginary frequency also a perpendicular
movement that gives place to O2(g). Contrarily, the LH transition state presents
a parallel configuration with a similar O-O distance as for ER TS (e.g., for a 2×2
unit cell); in this case, the imaginary frequency has a mixture of both parallel
and perpendicular movements, as could be expected. There is not experimental
information to compare with these energy barriers. However, a similar DFT study
with H over graphite (0001) surface for a 12.5/25% coverage shows that at this low
coverage, the ER energy barrier would be equally very low (6 0.05 eV), as could
be observed from cross-section vs. incident energy plots of quantum scattering
calculations (74). However, the authors assumed a puckering of the C atom
below the adsorbed H on top (Z = 0.36 A˚), which possibly reduces more this ER
energy barrier. Conversely, the relaxation of the slab in the present study could
increase this energy barrier for O as occurred for the diffusion process, because
the adsorbed oxygen atom tends to become more stable after slab relaxation.
This effect could also be expected for LH reaction, although the slab relaxation
effect should be checked with additional calculations.
The LH reaction is expected to be by far, less important than ER (or hot atom)
reaction as can be concluded from the large differences in their energy barriers.
This fact has also been previously found for O recombination over β-cristobalite
(101) and will be confirmed in the next section.
3.3.4 CO etching processes
Experimental results (51, 71) show an important formation of CO molecules when
hot atomic oxygen impinges the graphite surface, among other species as CO2.
Although the process will not be included in the microkinetic model, an estima-
tion is computed for the energy necessary to take out a carbon atom from the
surface to form a gas phase CO molecule leaving a vacant in the graphite surface.
Figure 3.6 shows the energetic profile for the CO formation from a perfect
graphite surface and an oxygen atom approaching to the surface at XO and YO
corresponding to the top site. The DFT calculations were done as in previous
calculations (i.e., RPBE functional, 11×11×1 k-points mesh,. . . ) using a (2×2)
supercell. It has to be considered as a first approximation that the graphite
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Figure 3.5: Geometries corresponding to the transition states for: a) ER reaction
and b) LH reaction, labelling the different interatomic distances.
surface is not relaxed when the oxygen is pulling up the carbon atom from the
surface. This relaxation could imply a reduction in the energy barrier and the
asymptote. However, the current calculation gives a threshold to the barrier that
should be considered for this kind of process. The calculated energy necessary to
form the CO molecule from adsorbed O atom is found to be 4.362 eV (endother-
micity) through a barrier of 5.362 eV. The C-O distance for the transition state
was found to be 1.159 A˚ (slightly larger than the calculated for the CO molecule
in gas phase, 1.143 A˚). Specifications for the transition state can be found in ta-
ble 3.7, where the imaginary frequency shows mainly a perpendicular movement
of both atoms respect the surface. The calculated ∆Eetching (3.608 eV) from O(g)
to form CO(g) is close to the experimental value of 4.2 - 4.5 eV (102). It is worth
noting that the total process implies: first the adsorption of the atom through
the calculated adsorption barrier and then the abstraction of the CO described
here. This second process is much more endothermic.
The initial collision energies at the temperatures used for the microkinetic
model presented are considerably lower than the calculated barrier for the etching
(i.e., if T=1,300 K, the mean kinetic energy for the atoms will be 0.17 eV).
Thus, the etching process is not expected to play an important role in the global
representation and thus, will not be considered. However, this is not true for the
initial conditions used in the experiments done by Paci et al. (71), where the
hyperthermal distribution of colliding oxygen atoms presents a maximum at 5.22
eV. In that case, the etching of the graphite surface should be considered for the
dynamical simulations but PES has not been constructed yet taking into account
this specific process.
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Table 3.7: Calculated properties of the transition state for the CO formation from
an O adsorbed over a C atom of the surface.
∆E 6= (eV) 5.362
ZO (A˚) 2.979
ZC (A˚) 1.820
dO−C (A˚) 1.159
⊥ ‖
νi (cm
−1) 228.8i 479.7 101.3
3935.8 477.1 74.3
Figure 3.6: Energetic diagram for the etching process of a carbon atom from the
graphite surface by an incoming oxygen atom. Slab was considered rigid excepting
the reacting C atom.
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3.4 Microkinetic model for O/O2 mixtures re-
acting over graphite
A microkinetic model is proposed to estimate the overall effect of all studied het-
erogeneous processes involving different O/O2 mixtures over a graphite (0001)
surface. Six surface elementary processes were included:
Chemisorption (k1) and desorption (k−1) of oxygen atom:
O(g) + s
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
Oad (3.4)
Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction (k2) and dissociative molecular adsorption (k−2)
Oad +Oad
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
O2(g) + 2s (3.5)
Eley-Rideal reaction (k3) and another dissociative molecular adsorption channel
(k−3)
O(g) +Oad
k3−−⇀↽−
k−3
O2(g) + s (3.6)
where s indicates a free site over the surface. Despite the elementary processes
were listed using direct and reverse notation, both type of processes can be pro-
duced simultaneously and almost independently (i.e., 2/-2 or 3/-3) for the several
O/O2 initial reactant’s mixtures.
Non-dissociative molecular adsorption is not taken into account because the
almost negligible above-mentioned O2 physisorption. The O2 dissociation can
produce several final products (e.g., Oad + Oad, O(g) + Oad, . . .). The diffusion
processes (e.g., Oad + s→ O′ad + s′ , for instance between two bridge sites) will not
have a global contribution to the final atomic coverage because its reverse process
would cancel the direct one (vdif = v−dif ). However, diffusion could enhance the
approach of two adatoms to adjacent bridges separated only with a C-C bond,
which could increase the LH probability. Atomic diffusion should be included in
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, where non-uniform atomic coverages can occur.
Nevertheless, in the present simple model, with an uniform coverage assumption
is not possible to include the diffusion over the surface.
For each elementary step, the rate constant was derived from the standard
Transition State Theory (46) (TST) by equations presented in section 2.5 where
the partition functions of reactants and transition state are needed. Thus, accu-
rate DFT calculations for these specific geometries are required.
The DFT data for rigid slab and low coverage (i.e., 12.5/25% for one adsorbed
atom processes or 11.1/22.2% for LH reaction) were used in order to derive the
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Figure 3.7: Energy diagram for several O heterogeneous elementary processes over
a graphite (0001) surface for a 12.5/25% coverage (11.1/22.2% for LH reaction).
Values between parentheses give the energy barriers without ZPE with respect to
the closest reactants. O2 dissociation energy can change in approximately ±0.1 eV
due to a small size consistency problem in the asymptotes (i.e., O(3P)+O(3P)+slab
calculated as supermolecule or as fragments addition.
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different thermal rate constants. The energy diagram for the overall processes
considered in the model is plotted in figure 3.7. The initial surface density of
free sites [s]0 was taken as 1.90 · 1019 bridge sites/m2. Figure 3.8 shows the
calculated TST rate constants within the 400 - 2,000K range of temperature. It
Figure 3.8: Calculated TST thermal rate constants for the different heterogeneous
processes involved in the proposed microkinetic model, based on DFT data for a
12.5/25% coverage (11.1/22.2% for LH reaction). Only ki with same units could
be compared directly. Points are connected with a line to guide the view.
is evident that there are large differences in rate constants, so it is expected that
they will play an important influence on the global kinetics of the system once
the concentrations are included.
Certainly, during reentry (e.g., of Space Shuttle) there are several regimes de-
pending on the altitude and the velocity of the vehicle: a) chemical and thermal
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equilibrium, b) chemical non-equilibrium with thermal equilibrium and c) chem-
ical and thermal non-equilibrium inside the shock layer (52). Near the surface
(in the boundary layer), a lot of kinetic models assume thermal equilibrium with
chemical non-equilibrium (47, 48). Therefore a canonical ensemble approach was
considered as suitable for the description of the regime.
From the differential equation for adsorbed atomic oxygen (d[Oad]/dt) can
be developed the expression in terms of the atomic surface coverage (θO), which
takes the form,
dθO
dt
= θ2O
(
2
3
k−2[O2][s]0 − 22
3
k2[s]0
)
−
−θO
((
k1 + k3
)
[O] + 2
2
3
k−2[O2][s]0 + k−3[O2] + k−1
)
+
+
(
k1[O] +
2
3
k−2[O2][s]0 + k−3[O2]
)
(3.7)
where the 2/3 factor takes into account that only for LH reaction (or its reverse)
two adsorbed atoms (or two free sites) not in adjacent bridges and separated only
with a C-C bond are able to react (e.g., 4 from 6 possibilities in a 2×2 supercell).
The numerical integration of this differential equation for a constant flux of an
O/O2 mixture impinging over the surface allows to obatin the time evolution of
θO.
The O and O2 partial pressures were introduced through the [O] and [O2]
concentrations (e.g., [O] = PO/RT ). In fact, these pressures were kept constant
in the model (i.e., [O]≈[O]0 and [O2]≈[O2]0) because the reactivity is very low
and moreover, in several experiments with the aim of determining γ0 coefficients,
the initial concentrations of gas are maintained constant during time (103, 104).
It is worth noting that a steady-state (ss) is reached rapidly for different
initial conditions (i.e., PO, PO2 and T) with a final low atomic coverage in all
studied cases (figure 3.9). In figure 3.10 the θO is plotted at several temperatures
for two representative partial pressures although another combinations were also
explored. Thus, very low values of a final steady-state atomic surface coverage
(θO < 10
−3) are observed between 300 and 1,000 K for both mixtures, with larger
values for the higher O partial pressure as could be expected. This chemisorption
of atomic oxygen on the (0001) graphite surface was also revealed experimentally
(66), with a low level of adsorption on the basal surface, mainly enhanced by the
concentration of defect sites (67). Moreover, these low final θO values support as
well the use of the DFT data for low coverage in the calculated rate constants.
The shape of θO as a function of the temperature shows a maximum at different
temperatures (i.e., 400 and 500 K), which depends basically on the initial PO value
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Figure 3.9: Atomic surface coverage time evolution for two O/O2 initial mixtures:
(100, 100 Pa) and (5000, 0 Pa) at 700 K (dashed line) and 900 K (solid line).
as could be expected because at high temperatures the desorption becomes the
most important process.
The atomic oxygen recombination coefficient was also estimated from the
following equation,
γO =
k1[O](1− θO(ss))[s]0 + k3[O]θO(ss)[s]0 − k−1θO(ss)[s]0
ZO
(3.8)
which includes only the processes that directly involve atomic oxygen, namely
adsorption, ER and desorption, once achieved the steady-state (θO(ss)), and where
ZO is the number of O collisions per unit area and unit time with a planar surface
(equation 2.176).
The γO coefficient shown in figure 3.10 almost matches the shape of the θO
plot. An analysis of the three contributions establishes clearly that at low tem-
peratures adsorption and ER reaction are the most important processes with
similar contributions, while at high temperatures the rates for adsorption and
desorption processes are counterbalanced (i.e., v1 = v−1), and γ0 finally decreases
as a consequence of the lower θO(ss) values. Although the final steady-state cov-
erage depends as well on LH process (see equation 3.7), in the present case its
contribution is really small due to its low rate constant.
The comparison of the γO(T ) shape over graphite with respect to other mate-
rials (e.g., metals (105), alumina (103), silica (104),. . .) is similar but with lower
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Figure 3.10: Atomic surface coverage and γO coefficient in front of the tempera-
ture for two O/O2 initial mixtures: in black circles (100, 100 Pa) and red squares
(5,000, 0 Pa).
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values. Moreover, the γO decline is produced at lower temperature for graphite,
possibly as a consequence of its lower desorption energy. The introduction of new
rate constants based on DFT data with slab relaxation and/or higher coverages
does not produce very important changes with respect to the present results as
was checked with some additional calculations, possibly because the very low γO
values.
The effect of introducing molecular oxygen (i.e., PO2 6= 0) in the initial flux
is negligible in all the temperature range explored (300-1,000 K) for both γO
and θO. This is supported by the large energy barriers associated with the two
dissociative molecular processes (i.e., very small k−2 and k−3).
The very low γO coefficients and the large melting point of the graphite
(4,800±100 K at a pressure of 10 - 100 MPa (106)) could seemingly indicate
that carbon-based materials should be a good proposal to be used as TPS for
atmospheres containing oxygen. Nevertheless, the oxidative etching of graphite,
forming CO(g) and also CO2(g), can degrade this material and would prevent
its use even at moderate temperatures. In fact, several experimental studies
(67, 102, 107) have shown that O2 (or O) oxidation can produce finally CO(g) (a
highly endothermic process, 4.2 - 4.5 eV (102)). Although this carbon etching
is mainly enhanced by the presence of defect sites, at temperatures higher than
1,148 K also occurs in basal plane carbon atoms (106); HOPG samples at 298 -
493 K exposed to pulsed hyperthermal beams containing atomic and molecular
oxygen yield an important and spatially anisotropic etching (69). For this reason,
calculations were only made with the proposed microkinetic model up to 1,000 K.
Therefore, at higher temperatures, the etching and other surface processes should
be included, as for instance:
O(g) + graphite→ CO(g) + graphite (vacant) (3.9)
O2(g) + graphite→ CO2(g) + graphite (vacant) (3.10)
In spite of the fact that this kind of microkinetic models are frequently used to
simulate the heterogeneous chemical kinetics of dissociated air impinging different
kind of surfaces (47, 108) with good agreement in comparison with available
experimental data (e.g., total heat flux to the surface, γ coefficients, . . . ), more
sophisticated Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., N over silica (105), H over graphite
(109)) can also be performed including, for instance, different types of Eley-Rideal
mechanisms or the coverage effect through the time evolution of the system.
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3.5 PES construction for O/O2 over graphite
system
One of the aims of this work is to study the dynamics of the atomic and molecular
oxygen interacting with a basal graphite surface. For this reason, fundamental
potential energy surfaces for O/O2 over graphite surface were constructed from
DFT data. In the case of the atomic oxygen over graphite, two methods were
used to obtain two different potential energy surfaces: an analytical one by means
of the Flexible Periodic London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (FPLEPS) method and an
interpolated one by using the Modified Shepard (MS) method. In general, the
description of the system by means of an interpolated surface is in principle
considered more accurate than using an analytical one since a higher number of
geometrical configurations are included in the first method and the energies of
these configurations are perfectly matched. According to this, analytical surfaces
are cheaper and easier to construct in the sense that just a small set of DFT
data is needed to describe the system. In this work, just a small set of DFT
points was used for the FPLEPS fit whereas a broad set was used for the MS
interpolation. The general trends of both methods were described in section 2.3,
so just some particularities for the systems of interest are presented here. DFT
calculations were carried out in the same conditions as the adsorption study of
section 3.3.1, (i.e., the GGA/RPBE functional by means of the VASP code with
11×11×1 k-points).
3.5.1 Atomic oxygen over graphite PES
3.5.1.1 Unit cell and symmetry considerations
The complete 2D (X, Y ) description of the surface of graphite is achieved by con-
sidering just the minimum triangle area inside the unit cell, as shown in figure
3.11. According to this, equivalent configurations to those inside the minimum
triangle can be extended to the whole surface through basic symmetry opera-
tions (i.e., translations, rotations, ...). Thus, in order to study the interaction of
atomic oxygen with the entire graphite surface is enough with getting the energy
associated with several DFT configurations, that means to calculate at different
XO, YO, ZO coordinates of the impinging atom just only inside this minimum tri-
angle area. For the case of FPLEPS fitting, just a reduced set of DFT points at
six selected sites (i.e., XO, YO), namely T1, T2, B, H, T1H and T2H (hereafter
high-symmetry sites) at different ZO values were enough. Figure 3.12a plots the
location of the high-symmetry sites inside the minimum triangle area whereas ta-
ble 3.8 shows their XO, YO coordinates. A 2×2 supercell (coverage of 12.5/25%)
was used for the calculations in order to avoid as much as possible the interaction
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Figure 3.11: Graphite slab top view. The unit cell is shown with black dotted lines
and the minimum triangle needed to define the whole solid surface by symmetry
operations is shown in red.
with atoms of surrounding cells.
Table 3.8: Cartesian coordinates for the six high-symmetry sites used for the
FPLEPS fitting.
Site XO (A˚) YO (A˚)
T1 0.000 0.000
T2 1.234 0.712
B 0.617 0.356
H 0.000 1.424
T1H 0.000 0.712
T2H 0.617 1.068
For each high-symmetry site a total of sixteen ZO values in the range of 0.2
A˚ 6 ZO 6 3.1 A˚ were considered. Thus, a total of 96 DFT data were used
for obtaining the FPLEPS PES. For the case of MS interpolation a total of 465
DFT points at different geometries (XO, YO, ZO) were considered as it can be
seen in figure 3.12b. Of all these configurations, only 399 were obtained from
a regular grid over the minimum triangle area at ZO distances in the range of
0.9 A˚ 6 ZO 6 3.7 A˚, whereas 66 configurations were added during the surface
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Figure 3.12: XO, YO distribution of DFT points (black dots) used for a) FPLEPS
and b) MS PESs. For MS the red points are extra geometries added during the
growing process.
growing process. It was observed that very repulsive configurations (ZO 6 0.9
eV) give a non negligible effect on the interpolated energy at points close to
this distance. Thus, configurations for lower ZO values were not included in the
interpolation. On the other hand, a deeper study of asymptote for the system at
longer distances than 3.1 A˚ showed the existence of a physisorption minimum.
For this reason, configurations between 3.1 A˚6 ZO 6 3.7 A˚ were also added for
the MS interpolation.
Second derivatives for the points (Xi, Xj) needed for the MS interpolation
were calculated by using the finite difference method (110) expressed as,
∂2V
∂Xi∂Xj
=
(
∂V/∂Xi
)
Xj+∆
− (∂V/∂Xi)Xj−∆
2 ·∆Xj
(3.11)
where ∆ is a small displacement in the Xj direction. After several convergence
tests, ∆ was taken as 0.05 A˚.
3.5.1.2 Analytical FPLEPS PES
The specific FPLEPS expression used for the interaction potential of the oxygen
atom with the surface is expressed as in equation 2.85. In previous studies, the
FPLEPS (20, 21, 22) model was applied for the interaction of atom/molecule with
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metallic surfaces, where the atom/molecule potential could be described with a
modified Morse type potential. Since the oxygen adsorption on graphite shows a
more complicated picture with the presence of barriers along the adsorption path
(figures 3.13a-f), the good description of these barriers requires the introduction
of small modifications in the FPLEPS model. Thus, a switching function to the
atom/surface potential was added as follows,
U
′
Os(XO, YO, ZO) = UOs(XO, YO, ZO) +
1
2
fsO(XO, YO, ZO) (3.12)
Q
′
Os(XO, YO, ZO) = QOs(XO, YO, ZO) +
1
2
fsO(XO, YO, ZO) (3.13)
where the switching function has the form of,
fsO(XO, YO, ZO) = λ(XO, YO) ·
(
1+tanh
(
ϑ(XO, YO) ·ZO+χ(XO, YO)
))
(3.14)
where ϑ(XO, YO) and χ(XO, YO) are taken as follows:
ϑ(XO, YO) =
7
Zl(XO, YO)− Zh(XO, YO) (3.15)
χ(XO, YO) = −3.5− Zh(XO, YO) · ϑ(XO, YO) (3.16)
Thus, fsO(XO, YO, ZO) varies between 0 at ZO = Zl and 2λ at ZO = Zh where
λ, Zl and Zh, are obtained from the fit of the DFT data. Knowing that the
height and position of these barriers are significantly shifted from one site to
another, it is necessary to introduce an explicit dependence of the switching
function parameters (Zl, Zh and λ) with the XO and YO coordinates as done for
the Morse parameters ∆Os, αOs and Ze,Os. It is worth noting that the periodic
dependence of αOs is taken into account through the parameters α0, α1, α
′
0 and α
′
1
which are also periodic functions of (XO, YO). This dependence of the parameters
with (XO, YO) is attained by using a Fourier expansion, which will be introduced
below. The advantage of adding the fsO function is to well describe the entrance
barriers found with DFT calculations.
The Coulomb and exchange integrals (UOs and QOs) of equations 3.12 and
3.13, respectively, have the of equations 2.78 and 2.77, respectively, presented
in section 2.3.1. Furthermore, for the accurate description of the attractive and
repulsive branches, the switching function presented in equation 2.83 takes the
form,
fsαO =
1
2
(
1 + tanh(35 · ZO − 52.5)
)
(3.17)
According to this, αOs = αl (equation 2.81) for values of ZO < 1.2 A˚ (for the
repulsive branch) and αOs = αh (equation 2.82) for values of ZO > 1.66 A˚ (for
the attractive branch).
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The fitting is performed independently at each high-symmetry site considered
(T1, T2, B, H, T1H and T2H). The values obtained with this fit are listed in
table 3.9. These parameters reproduce perfectly the DFT curves at each high
symmetry site, as it can be seen in figure 3.13.
Table 3.9: Value of the parameters Pj at each high-symmetry sites obtained from
fitting the DFT data in FPLEPS surface.
T1 T2 H T2H B T1H
DOs (eV) P1 6.345 6.370 3.795 2.916 4.860 3.038
Ze,Os (A˚) P2 1.492 1.491 1.736 1.454 1.348 1.448
α0 (A˚
−1) P3 -1.791 -1.791 -0.208 -0.537 -1.732 -0.432
α1 (A˚
−2) P4 2.376 2.376 1.029 1.670 2.137 1.576
α
′
0 (A˚
−1) P5 2.375 2.360 0.649 1.315 1.655 1.318
α
′
1 (A˚
−2) P6 -0.752 -0.736 0.370 0.262 -0.084 0.246
Zl (A˚) P7 0.800 0.800 0.460 0.550 0.790 0.510
Zh (A˚) P8 3.110 3.110 3.980 3.270 3.140 3.310
λ (eV) P9 3.250 3.250 2.590 1.80 2.150 1.900
As mentioned above, to get the values for the parameters at any XO, YO
coordinates, a Fourier series as a function of vectors of the reciprocal lattice is
used. Thus, for each parameter (i.e.,DOs, Ze,Os, α0, α1, α
′
0, α
′
1, Zl, Zh and λ) a
fifth order expansion is used, since 6 high-symmetry sites were considered,
Pj(XO, YO) = Cj0 + Cj1
(
cos
(
2pi
a
(uO + vO)
)
+ cos
(
2pi
a
uO
)
+ cos
(
2pi
a
vO
))
+
+Cj2
(
sin
(
2pi
a
(uO + vO)
)
− sin
(
2pi
a
uO
)
− sin
(
2pi
a
vO
))
+
+Cj3
(
cos
(
2pi
a
(2uO + vO)
)
+ cos
(
2pi
a
(uO + 2vO)
)
+ cos
(
2pi
a
(uO − vO)
))
+
+Cj4
(
cos
(
4pi
a
(uO + vO)
)
+ cos
(
4pi
a
uO
)
+ cos
(
4pi
a
vO
))
+
+Cj5
(
sin
(
4pi
a
(uO + vO)
)
− sin
(
4pi
a
uO
)
− sin
(
4pi
a
vO
))
(3.18)
where a is the cell parameter (a = b = 2.468 A˚) Pj stands for each parameter (i.e.,
P1 ≡ DOs,. . . ; as shown in table 3.13) and where uO and vO are the components of
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Figure 3.13: DFT calculated data (red points) and FPLEPS fitting (blue lines)
for the six high-symmetry sites over graphite: a) T1, b) T2, c) B, d) H, e) T1H
and f) T2H. Zero of energies is considered at O+graphite asymptote.
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the lattice vectors of the rombohedric cell (although for simplicity α cell parameter
was 60◦ instead of 120◦)
uO = XO − YO√3 , vO = 2√3YO (3.19)
For each of the parameters, a system formed by 6 equations and 6 variables is
constructed with the Fourier expansion over each of the high-symmetry sites.
The solution of the system allows to obtain the Fourier coefficients listed in table
3.10.
Table 3.10: Fourier coefficients for each of the parameters Pj obtained by solving
the system of equations.
Cj0 Cj1 Cj2 Cj3 Cj4 Cj5
DOs (eV) P1 4.079 0.383 0.635 0.475 -0.102 0.139
Ze,Os (A˚) P2 1.456 -2.942·10−2 -4.980·10−2 3.917·10−2 2.639·10−3 -2.464·10−3
α0 (A˚
−1) P3 -0.991 -0.223 -0.416 -9.075·10−2 4.686·10−2 -0.111
α1 (A˚
−2) P4 1.828 0.143 0.275 3.317·10−2 6.333·10−3 1.617·10−2
α
′
0 (A˚
−1) P5 1.521 0.174 0.296 9.133·10−2 1.978·10−2 -3.368·10−2
α
′
1 (A˚
−2) P6 1.283·10−2 -0.125 -0.207 -0.129 -1.444·10−3 5.581·10−3
Zl (A˚) P7 0.634 4.500·10−2 8.949·10−2 1.750·10−2 -7.222·10−3 2.406·10−2
Zh (A˚) P8 3.280 -8.000·10−2 -0.150 4.000·10−2 -1.667·10−2 1.732·10−2
λ (eV) P9 2.220 9.250·10−2 0.131 0.270 -1.917·10−2 4.330·10−3
It is worth noting that the Fourier series used ensures the 2D periodicity of
the FPLEPS surface. In order to use the Fourier expansion presented in equation
3.18, it is necessary to determine the Fourier coefficients. This determination is
equivalent to solve a system of linear equations (n is the number of unknown
Fourier coefficients):
CS(n, n) · C(n) = P (n) (3.20)
where, C(n) is the Fourier coefficients matrix, CS(n, n) is the cosine and sine
terms matrix and P (n) is the matrix with the parameter values over the high-
symmetry sites. The resolution of the system is performed by using a LU decom-
position which decomposes the CS(n, n) matrix as the product of a lower trian-
gular matrix (L matrix) and an upper triangular matrix (U matrix): CS = L ·U .
Therefore, it can be considered CS ·C = (L ·U) ·C = P that can be solved easily
considering the two following steps:
1. Another matrix B, can be defined as B = U · C, so the equation to be
solved is LB = P . As the L matrix is triangular, the determination of the
B matrix is straighforward.
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2. Afterwards, it is solved U · C = B . As the U matrix is triangular, the
Fourier coefficients matrix (C) can be finally reached.
When the value of the parameters over the high-symmetry sites (the P matrix)
are constant, the resolution of the system, that is the determination of the Fourier
coefficients is done only once.
Analytical derivatives were also obtained for the FPLEPS surface in order to
integrate Hamilton’s equation of motion.
3.5.1.3 Interpolated MS PES
The specific expression for the interaction description by MS interpolation scheme
is,
V (XO, YO, ZO) =
Ndata∑
i=1
wi(XO, YO, ZO) · Ti(XO, YO, ZO) (3.21)
where i refers to each of the DFT data used in the interpolation, Ti is a Taylor
expansion and wi is the weight associated with i configuration. The total number
of ab initio data (Ndata) used is the sum over all the 465 DFT points calculated
inside the minimum triangle area and all the equivalent configurations inside the
(1×1) unit cell obtained by using symmetry operations. Considering the unit cell
and the half of the surrounding ones (outln parameter set to 0.5), a total of 9,156
configurations were used, of which 2,289 were inside of the initial unit cell. The
normalised weight wi for a specific Ti is defined as,
wi =
νi(XO −Xi, YO − Yi, ZO − Zi)∑Ndata
j=1 νj(XO −Xj, YO − Yj, ZO − Zj)
(3.22)
The primitive weight νi for each configuration is calculated considering a simple
form depending on the distance between the interpolated point (XO, YO, ZO) and
a specific i configuration (Xi, Yi, Zi) as,
νi(XO −Xi, YO − Yi, ZO − Zi) = 1(√
(XO −Xi)2 + (YO − Yi)2 + (ZO − Zi)2
)p
(3.23)
The selection of parameter p was tested for different values within the range 4
6 p 6 12 and checking the energy conservation during the trajectory, obtaining
an optimal value of p = 8. Using the same checking procedure, a threshold or a
tolerance for the normalised weight (wi) was stated at wtol = 1 · 10−8. Thus, con-
figurations with a weight smaller than this limit (wi 6 wtol) were not considered
in the potential energy summatorium (equation 3.21). Obviously considering a
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smaller limit gives very small differences on the interpolated points (in all checked
cases lower than 0.0001 eV).
In order to describe the asymptotic behaviour, a switching function is used
(fass) for ZO higher than 3.7 A˚ (Z1 = 3.7 A˚) with the form of,
fass =
ZO
Z
Z
0.97·(ZO−Z1)
1
O
(3.24)
where the value 0.97 is selected in a way that when ZO tends to Z1 the derivatives
of the function fass tend to the derivatives of the interpolated function in Z1,
ensuring a soft connection. The potential is then calculated as,
V (XO, YO, ZO) = (V (XO, YO, ZO = 3.7A˚)− Vass) · fass + Vass (3.25)
where Vass is the asymptotic value (-151.6343 eV) corresponding to O + slab.
For the automated growing of the number of configurations (i) for the MS
surface interpolation, the two criteria mentioned in section 2.3.2.2 were used
(equations 2.97 and 2.98). Applying these criteria, the surface was grown in
66 points for three initial collision energies (Ecol = 0.3, 1.0 and 3.0 eV) for the
trajectory calculations.
3.5.1.4 Characterization of FPLEPS and MS PES
Previously to the dynamical study, a preliminary characterization and comparison
between the two PES developed for the atomic oxygen interaction with graphite
is presented.
In order to have a first evaluation of the accuracy of the FPLEPS surface, it
was calculated the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD, equation 2.91) between
several DFT calculated energies and the ones obtained with the fit at the same
geometry. Very repulsive configurations were not used for the RMSD calculation
since the absolute value of the energy for these points is very high and the total
RMSD increased considerably. Furthermore, at the initial collision energies used
for dynamical calculations these configurations will not be accessible. Thus, a
total of 64 configurations between 1.1 A˚ 6 ZO 6 3.1 A˚, used for constructing
the FPLEPS, were included to obtain the RMSD, giving a value of 0.0348 eV.
Furthermore, the energies of the DFT configurations used for the MS interpola-
tion, were also compared with the fitted energies. In that case, not only repulsive
configurations were rejected but also the configurations introduced in the fitting.
A total number of 328 configurations were used, giving a RMSD of 0.0954 eV.
With those results, it can be said that the FPLEPS surface is very accurate for
the system in the tested region.
For comparing FPLEPS and MS surfaces, several curves for the interaction of
the oxygen atom at different surface distances (ZO) at a fixed position over the
surface (XO, YO) are plotted in figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Oxygen atom interaction energy at different surface distances (ZO)
for a given XO and YO position over the graphite surface for a) FPLEPS, b) MS
and c) for calculated DFT data. Curves named as TS are calculated at the XO
and YO where the minimum barrier was found.
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Curves were calculated over four high-symmetry sites (B, T1, T2 and H)
according to figure 3.12 and over two intermediate points: the one in the middle of
the minimum triangle area (H2) and one over the point (TS) where the minimum
barrier was found at each PES. The energy values found for each curve calculated
over the high-symmetry points at the minimum and the barrier are listed in table
3.11.
Table 3.11: Calculated properties for atomic O adsorption over a basal (0001)
graphite surface, without slab relaxation. Zero of energies were considered at O(g)+
Slab as a supermolecule.
B T1 T2 H2 TS
F
P
L
E
P
S Emin (eV) -0.677 -0.298 -0.317 -0.003 -0.326
ZOmin (A˚) 1.384 1.567 1.564 ∼ 1.49 ∼ 1.43
E 6= (eV) 0.261 0.309 0.312 0.259 0.227
Z 6=O (A˚) 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.87 1.91
M
S
Emin (eV) -0.742 -0.347 -0.363 -0.112 -0.742
ZOmin (A˚) 1.384 1.549 1.547 ∼ 1.45 ∼ 1.31
E 6= (eV) 0.241 0.281 0.279 0.359 0.237
ZO (A˚) 1.86 1.87 1.85 1.82 1.87
D
F
T
Emin (eV) -0.660 -0.281 -0.308 – –
ZOmin (A˚) 1.385 1.556 1.554 – –
E 6= (eV) 0.310 ∼ 0.31 ∼ 0.31 – –
ZO (A˚) 1.874 ∼ 1.90 ∼ 1.90 – –
It is important to note that the absolute energy used as the asymptote for the
adsorption study presented in section 3.3.1 and within FPLEPS surface, differs
slightly from the one used in MS PES. In all cases, the zero of energies was
obtained for a supermolecule calculation considering the oxygen atom far away
from the surface although the absolute value for the MS PES was 0.052 eV higher.
This new asymptote for the MS was considered after a deeper study at longer
distances. The asymptote was taken as the higher absolute energy from several
calculations of the oxygen atom at a distance of 5 and 6 A˚ from the surface at
several XO and YO configurations. The asymptote used for the adsorption study
and within the FPLEPS surface was calculated averaging the energy of several
XO and YO configurations at a distance of 3.1 A˚. Thus, the physisorption minima
observed for MS curves in figure 3.14 at distances close to 3 A˚ is not reproduced
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in the FPLEPS curves. The 0.052 eV energy difference in the asymptote has to
be taken into account when, for example, the results of table 3.11 are compared.
The computed minimum adsorption energies for three high-symmetry sites
with FPLEPS and MS surfaces are very close to the calculated ones listed in table
3.3 at the same coverage (12.5/25%). The highest difference between calculated
adsorption energies and PES description is found for the bridge minimum for the
MS PES, which is not only due to the reference asymptote difference but also due
to the bad description of the first and second derivatives around the calculated
minimum. The first derivatives in a Taylor series define the slope whereas the
second derivatives define the curvature; thus, a bad description in these first
or second derivatives for a specific point, as the bridge minimum, leads to a
bad description of the area around the point. On the other hand, the optimised
distances of oxygen atom from the surface are similar in all computed minima. In
that case, the value of the distance does not depend on the asymptote assignment
and it can be seen in the close values obtained for both PES. Actually, bridge
minimum ZO distance is the same for both surfaces and very close to the DFT one.
Furthermore, top minima are also consistent with the values found in previous
adsorption calculations (see table 3.3); although some discrepancies arise from
the different surface used. Regarding to the MS physisorption minimum, it is
found at distances around 2.75 A˚ with an stabilization energy lower than 0.06
eV, although vdW contribution is missing (see section 3.3.1).
Calculated barriers over the three high-symmetry sites considered are slightly
lower for the MS surface compared to the FPLEPS ones, mainly because of the
asymptote definition. On the other hand, the barrier found for the H2 site is found
0.1 eV smaller for FPLEPS surface than for MS one, probably as an artefact of
the less accuracy of the fitted surface, since less DFT data were used. It is worth
noting that the minimum barrier for the FPLEPS surface appear to be a bit
lower than the barrier over the bridge site for the same surface, which seems to
be an artefact of the fitting procedure due to the lack of DFT points used in
this area. This fact is not observed in the MS surface, where the lowest barrier
found (TS) lays in the bridge surroundings, as could be expected. The TS curve
was calculated at different ZO distances from the surface, fixing the position XO
and YO, where the minimum barrier was found. For the FPLEPS, this barrier is
found close to the T1 in an area where no DFT points were added. As before
mentioned, TS curve for MS is almost coincident with the bridge curve for the
same surface, which indicates that actually the MEP is close to the adsorption
minimum.
Several energy contour plots at three fixed distances of the oxygen atom to the
surface at different XO and YO values are presented in figures 3.15a-f in order to
give a complete analysis and comparison between both surfaces. In general, good
agreement between both representations is found. MS potential energy surface
shows wiggly equipotential lines for the effect of the low accuracy in the second
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Figure 3.15: Energy contour plots for fixed ZO along XO and YO oxygen coor-
dinates over graphite surface for FPLEPS at a) 1.30 A˚, b) 1.80 A˚, and c) 2.50 A˚
and for MS at d) 1.30 A˚ e) 1.80 A˚ and f) 2.50 A˚. The energy separation between
lines is 0.25 eV for a) and d), 0.2 eV for b) and e) and 0.05 eV for c) and f).
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derivatives calculation, as discussed in section 2.3.
The energy contour plots for a ZO close to the adsorption minimum (figure
3.15a and 3.15d for FPLEPS and MS PES, respectively) show that the central
area of the hexagon (close to the hollow site) is quite repulsive. This fact avoids
the penetration of the atom in the graphite bulk. The most stable adsorption
minimum is found on the Bridge site, above the C-C bond. Furthermore, top
sites (T1 and T2) are shown to be more repulsive at this surface distance than
the surrounding areas, so the adsorption will be clearly directed to the absolute
minimum on bridge site.
Contour plots drawn in figures 3.15b and 3.15e show the energy at a fixed
ZO of 1.80 A˚, close to the barrier distances. Although the energetic differences
are more clear in these plots due to the smaller scale, the central area of the
hexagon is still repulsive and the areas around the bridge and top sites are found
to have lower barriers for both surfaces. For the plots at a distance of 2.5 A˚ a
basic difference between the two surfaces is shown. MS surface describes a small
stabilization due to the small physisorption minimum, while in FPLEPS surface
this minimum is not observed. As it has been told before, this fact is due to the
deeper study of the asymptote for the MS surface that was not carried out at the
moment of constructing the FPLEPS. Even though, the trend is similar in both
plots, where the hexagonal hollow is more repulsive than areas close to the bridge
and top sites.
3.5.2 Two oxygen atoms over graphite PES
The interaction of two oxygen atoms with the graphite surface was studied from
two points of view. First, the processes associated with the interaction of an im-
pinging O2 molecule with the surface (this basically leads to molecular scattering
and dissociation of the molecule where either both oxygen atoms end in the gas
phase or with one or both oxygen atoms being chemisorbed over the surface).
And second, the processes related with the interaction of an oxygen atom with
an oxygen-precovered surface. In that case, not only processes as adsorption and
reflection of the impinging atom or desorption of the preadsorbed atom are stud-
ied, but also the Eley-Rideal reaction, which is very important in heterogeneous
reactivity. For these reasons, an FPLEPS analytical surface was initially con-
structed considering a preadsorbed oxygen atom, namely OA, interacting with an
incoming oxygen atom (hereafter OB). Since the most stable atomic adsorption
site was the bridge one for the atomic constructed PES as well as for DFT data,
the configurations included into the PES fitting procedure consider also an OA
atom fixed to the DFT calculated bridge minimum for a 3×3 supercell (i.e., a
11.1% of coverage considering bridge sites). Working with such a big supercell
increases considerably the number of atoms to be included in DFT calculations,
and consequently the computing time but, this was necessary in order to avoid
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interactions between adsorbed atoms in contiguous cells. A picture showing the
parameters used to define the geometry of the system is found in figure 2.1. To
ensure a proper description of the interaction of the incident OB atom with the
preadsorbed one, configurations at different φ angles (i.e., φ = 30◦, 60◦, 90◦ and
120◦) were calculated for several impact parameters (figure 3.16) in the range of
0.0 A˚ 6 b 6 3.0 A˚ and considering OB atom at ZOB values between 1.1 A˚ and
3.1 A˚. For the analytical fit, a total of 563 geometrical configurations were used
at the different before mentioned conditions.
Figure 3.16: Definition of the impact parameter b.
The FPLEPS expression for the two incoming oxygen atoms case is expressed
as in equation 2.76 considering that Coulomb and exchange integrals are expressed
in the same manner than in equations 2.77 and 2.78, respectively. A term to
improve the entrance valley shape for the ER reaction is added with the form,
2∑
i=1
Gi(φ) (3.26)
where each Gi(φ, b, Zcm) takes the form of a Gaussian function,
Gi(φ, b, Zcm) = Ai(φ) · e
−
[(
(b−bi(φ))2
σi(φ)
)
+
(
(Zcm−Zcm,i(φ))2
σcm,i(φ)
)]
i = 1, 2 (3.27)
where,
Zcm =
(ZOA+ZOB )
2
, b =
√
(XOB −XOA)2 + (YOB − YOA)2 (3.28)
where Zcm refers to the molecule center of mass, and b to the impact parameter.
The other parameters used in equation 3.27 (i.e., Ai, bi(φ), Zcm,i(φ), σi(φ) and
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σcm,i(φ)) define the height, the position and the width of the function and are
found by fitting the DFT data available.
From now on, the Sato and Gaussian parameters are used in the FPLEPS
to fit the DFT data within the ER area entrance channel. The parameters used
for the molecular terms (QOAOB , UOAOB) and for the Sato ∆Os parameter for the
atomic interaction with the surface require to include the φ dependence. The
function defining this dependence must accomplish,
f(φ) = f(−φ) and f(φ) = f(pi + φ) (3.29)
which corresponds to the periodicity of the surface when atom OA is adsorbed
over a bridge site (the function would be different if the adsorbed atom were over
another site like the T1). Pj(φ) function used for the j parameter calculation is
defined as follows,
Pj(φ) = Bj0 +Bj1 cos(2φ) +Bj2 cos(4φ) +Bj3 cos(6φ) (3.30)
These Bij parameters are obtained by solving the equation system listed below,
Bj0(φ) =
1
6
(
Pj(φ = 30
◦) + 2Pj(φ = 60◦) + 2Pj(φ = 90◦) + Pj(φ = 120◦)
)
Bj1(φ) =
1
3
(
Pj(φ = 30
◦) + Pj(φ = 60◦)− Pj(φ = 90◦)− Pj(φ = 120◦)
)
(3.31)
Bj2(φ) =
1
3
(
Pj(φ = 30
◦)− Pj(φ = 60◦)− Pj(φ = 90◦) + Pj(φ = 120◦)
)
Bj3(φ) =
1
6
(
Pj(φ = 30
◦)− 2Pj(φ = 60◦) + 2Pj(φ = 90◦)− Pj(φ = 120◦)
)
where Pj(φ) are obtained from the fitting of the ER DFT data. The parameters
Pj(φ) obtained by the DFT data fit are found in table 3.12. First and second rows
parameters found in the table correspond to Sato parameters, and the rest are as-
sociated with the Gaussian functions defined above (equation 3.27). Furthermore,
in table 3.13 the Bji coefficients obtained by solving the system of equations for
Pj(φ) are listed.
The φ dependence used in the FPLEPS model produces an artefact in the
potential at b = 0 since the φ angle is not well defined at this value. Thus,
in order to obtain a correct representation for this impact parameter, it was
necessary to include a switching function for the two Sato parameters as,
∆
′
OAOB
(φ) = (1− fsb) · ξ1 + fsb ·∆OAOB(φ) (3.32)
∆
′
Os(φ) = (1− fsb) · ξ2 + fsb ·∆Os(φ) (3.33)
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Table 3.12: Pj(φ) parameters obtained by fitting DFT data for the FPLEPS
surface.
φ = 30◦ φ = 60◦ φ = 90◦ φ = 120◦
∆OAOB (φ) (eV) P1 -0.10 0.01 -0.27 0.01
∆Os(φ) (eV) P2 -0.13 -0.16 -0.13 -0.35
A1(φ) (eV) P3 -1.97 -0.80 -0.41 2.24
b1(φ) (A˚) P4 1.07 1.05 1.11 1.53
σ1(φ) (A˚) P5 0.17 0.08 0.17 0.20
Zcm,1(φ) (A˚) P6 1.72 1.73 1.98 1.27
σcm,1(φ) (A˚) P7 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.13
A2(φ) (eV) P8 0.85 1.33 0.92 0.38
b2(φ) (A˚) P9 2.26 1.64 1.64 1.69
σ2(φ) (A˚) P10 0.22 0.09 0.13 0.50
Zcm,2(φ) (A˚) P11 1.39 1.43 1.36 1.26
σcm,2(φ) (A˚) P12 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.04
Table 3.13: Bij coefficients for each Pj(φ) function.
Bj0 Bj1 Bj2 Bj3
∆OAOB (φ)(eV) P1 -0.10 5.67·10−2 5.67·10−2 -0.11
∆Os(φ) (eV) P2 -0.18 6.33·10−2 -6.33·10−2 4.67·10−2
A1(φ) (eV) P3 -0.36 -1.53 0.49 -0.57
b1(φ) (A˚) P4 1.15 -0.17 0.15 -5.37·10−2
σ1(φ) (A˚) P5 0.15 -4.00·10−2 4.00·10−2 2.50·10−2
Zcm,1(φ) (A˚) P6 1.74 6.67·10−2 -0.24 0.16
σcm,1(φ) (A˚) P7 6.83·10−2 -4.67·10−2 2.67·10−2 1.17·10−2
A2(φ) (eV) P8 0.96 0.29 -0.34 -5.83·10−2
b2(φ) (A˚) P9 1.98 -0.25 0.63 -9.83·10−2
σ2(φ) (A˚) P10 0.19 -0.11 0.17 -3.33·10−2
Zcm,2(φ) (A˚) P11 1.37 6.67·10−2 -4.67·10−2 -1.67·10−3
σcm,2(φ) (A˚) P12 3.00·10−2 6.67·10−3 2.00·10−2 3.33·10−3
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where ξi is the value of the Sato parameter at b = 0. The switching function used
is,
fsb =
1
2
(
1 + tanh($2 · b+ κ2)
)
(3.34)
where $2 and κ2 are chosen in order to give a connection as smooth as possible.
Furthermore, in order to obtain a good behaviour of the PES at b = 0 compared
with the DFT data, the Sato parameters at b = 0 (ξi) are obtained as,
ξi = (1− fisb2) · li + fisb2 ·mi i = 1, 2 (3.35)
where li and mi correspond to the values you have to switch. For ξ1 the values
to switch are related with P1 ≡ ∆OAOB and the values varies from 0.010 eV to
-0.158 eV. For ξ2 the values to switch are related with P2 ≡ ∆Os and the values
change from -0.250 eV to -0.133 eV. The switching function used have the form,
f1sb2 =
1
2
(
1 + tanh($3 · r + κ3)
)
(3.36)
f2sb2 =
1
2
(
1 + tanh($3 · ZOs + κ3)
)
(3.37)
where $3 and κ3 are chosen to the smoothest connection. The parameters used
for the correct description at b = 0 are listed in table 3.14.
Table 3.14: Values for the parameters used in Sato switching functions for the
correct description of b impact parameter at 0.
κ2 (adim.) -3.5
κ3 (adim.) −3.5− 1.48$3
$2 (A˚
−1) 20
$3 (A˚
−1) 76.923
l1 (eV) 0.010
l2 (eV) -0.350
m1 (eV) -0.158
m2 (eV) -0.113
Parameters used in equation 2.77, 2.78 and 2.84 for the molecular term (∆OAOB ,
α˜0, α˜1, r
e), are obtained from the gas phase O2 potential determined from cou-
pled cluster calculations (111), which are in good agreement with experimental
results (i.e., DO2(exp) = 5.210 eV and r
e
OAOB(exp)
=1.219 A˚ (112)) and are listed in
table 3.15.
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Table 3.15: Parameters obtained from the gas phase O2 Morse fitting used in
equations 2.77, 2.78 and 2.84.
DO2 (eV) 5.219
α˜0 (A˚
−1) 1.541
α˜1 (A˚
−1) 0.956
re (A˚) 1.219
As mentioned in section 2.3.1 several parameters from the atom/surface term,
presented in previous equations (∆Os, Z
e
Os, α0, α1, α
′
0, α
′
1, Zl, Zh, λ) depend on
(XO, YO) coordinates and are periodic through a Fourier expansion, which de-
pends on the crystal surface symmetry. These parameters at each high-symmetry
site were already calculated for the atomic FPLEPS and can be found in table
3.9. Furthermore, the Fourier coefficients that allow to compute the parameters
at any (XO, YO) coordinates are found in table 3.10.
The behaviour of the fitted surface was checked at different conditions. Firstly,
the description of the atomic adsorption at two different bridge sites far enough
from each other is plotted in figure 3.17 in order to confirm as negligible the
interaction between them. The graph shows a perfect concordance with the re-
sults obtained for the atomic FPLEPS surface; one atom adsorption energy is
reproduced along with the adsorption barrier for each of the independent atoms.
Thus, the minimum observed for Oad + Oad is at 1.35 eV. Furthermore, the en-
ergetic of the surface when one of the oxygen atoms is over a bridge site and
the other over the contiguous one at several ZOA and ZOB values is plotted in
figure 3.18a. The distance between two contiguous bridge sites is of 1.214 A˚,
very close to the equilibrium distance for the O2 molecule used in the FPLEPS
(1.219 A˚). Thus, the energetics of the O2 molecule approaching to the surface
can be considered approximately when ZOA = ZOB . It can be observed in figure
3.18a that at long distances from the surface, the energy is lower than -5 eV (see
the diagonal of the graph), in concordance with the O2 gas dissociation energy of
5.219 eV (used in the FPLEPS fit). For shorter distances the interaction becomes
repulsive, which indicates that the adsorption of two atoms on consecutive bridge
sites is unfavourable. In the picture can be also seen (i.e., long ZOA and short
ZOB distances) that the surface reproduces as well the adsorption energy of a
single oxygen atom on a bridge site when the other is at long surface distances.
For the approaching of one O atom to the surface when the other one is already
preadsorbed, it is observed that to form the O2 molecule (Eley-Rideal process),
a transition state with a lower barrier is obtained. In figure 3.18b the energetics
of the approaching for both atoms over the same bridge site is also plotted. The
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Figure 3.17: Energy contour plots for fixed XOA , YOA and XOB , YOB over two
distant bridge sites assuring that the interaction between atom A and B is negli-
gible. The energetic separation between lines is 0.5 eV and the zero of energies is
at O(g) +O(g) + slab.
Figure 3.18: Energy contour plots for fixed XOA , YOA and XOB , YOB a) over
consecutive bridges at a distance of 1.214 A˚ and b) both atoms over the same
bridge (perpendicular configuration) where the approximate TS (for ER reaction)
is indicated by a black square. The energetic separation between lines is 0.5 eV.
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very repulsive yellow area drawn corresponds to configurations where the atoms
are very close to each other or very close to the surface. On the other hand, the
stabilised blue area corresponds to the formation of the O2 molecule perpendic-
ular to the surface. When for example one atom is adsorbed Oad and the other
is at long distances, the atomic adsorption energy is well reproduced. Equally
to the previous plot, a transition state with a low barrier is observed for the O2
formation via Eley-Rideal reaction considering this specific configuration.
In order to analyse the transition state for the Eley-Rideal process, different
plots were made for a grid of XO and YO, keeping fix the ZO for the incoming
O atom and the coordinates of the other atom fixed to the optimum adsorption
minimum in the FPLEPS surface (i.e.,XOA = 0.627 A˚, YOA = 0.362 A˚ and
ZOA = 1.384 A˚). Plots presented in figure 3.19a and 3.19b show the more stable
XOB and YOB positions for the approximation of the oxygen atom on gas phase to
the preadsorbed atom on the surface at ZOB = 2.5 and 3.0 A˚, respectively. It can
Figure 3.19: Energy contour plots for fixed preadsorbed OA (XOA = 0.627A˚,
YOA =0.362 A˚, ZOA=1.384 A˚) on the bridge minimum site (represented by a blue
circle) for a grid of the incoming OB atom (XOB , YOB ) at a) ZOB = 2.5 A˚ and b)
ZOB = 3.0 A˚. The energetic separation between lines is 0.5 eV.
be seen that at 3.0 A˚ the most stable approximation area is over the contiguous
bridge sites while at a closer distance of 2.5 A˚, areas close to the hexagonal
hollow are also accessible. Thus, in order to find a threshold for the ER reaction
some calculations were carried out taking into account these specific positions.
Due to the small value of the barrier no full optimization for this TS structure
was possible, but several calculations reveal that a TS could exist when O atom
is approaching to the surface near the hollow area. The geometric parameters
found for the TS are listed in table 3.16 and lead to a low barrier of 0.112 eV. The
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analysis of second derivatives at this point show an imaginary frequency, which
ensured the existence of a transition state although further dynamical results will
show the possible existence of a lower one, which was not found in the exhaustive
analysis of the present potential energy surface.
Table 3.16: Geometric parameters for the Eley-Rideal transition state. C1 and
C2 are the closest carbon atoms to both of the oxygen atoms.
ZOA (A˚) 1.345
ZOB (A˚) 3.05
r (A˚) 2.053
∆E 6= (eV) 0.112
dOAC1 (A˚) 1.519
dOAC1 (A˚) 1.524
dOBC2 (A˚) 3.331
dOBC2 (A˚) 3.324
The analytical surface obtained by fitting the DFT data (mainly for ER con-
figurations) was tested by comparing with additional DFT data in order to check
the accuracy of this PES. Thus, new molecular DFT configurations were calcu-
lated with the O2 molecule center of mass fixed over the bridge site at several
Zcm values between 1.3 A˚ and 5.0 A˚. The internuclear distance (r) was varied in
the range 1.15 A˚ 6 r 6 3.0 A˚. A total of 654 calculated configurations were com-
pared with the FPLEPS analytical energy discarding the same points that have
a repulsion energy higher than 3.0 eV. The RMSD obtained was 0.773 eV. It was
also calculated the RMSD for some of the configurations used in the PES fitting.
For that purpose, as it was done before, only configurations with a repulsion en-
ergy lower than 3.0 eV were taken into account. Thus, a total of 332 points were
used, giving a RMSD of 0.701 eV. These results, if compared with RMSD for
the atomic FPLEPS, could seem not very good. Nevertheless, the configurations
used here are allowed to be much more repulsive than in the atomic case.
Contour plots of the energy for the oxygen molecule at the equilibrium dis-
tance re = 1.219 A˚ for a grid in Xcm and Ycm are plotted in figure 3.20 for φ = 30
◦
and 120◦ for parallel configurations of the molecule respect the surface (θ = 90◦
(figure 2.1) at three Zcm distances of 1.8, 2.4 and 3.5 A˚. To simplify the com-
prehension, asymptote used for these plots has been considered zero for the O2
molecule in gas phase at a long distance from the surface. The interaction at the
closest distances of the molecule to the surface is repulsive. It can be observed
for distances of 1.8 A˚ that the φ orientation of the molecule has a big effect on
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Figure 3.20: Energy contour plots for the molecule at the equilibrium re inter-
atomic distance of 1.219 A˚ for a (Xcm, Ycm) grid at a) φ = 30
◦ and Zcm = 1.8 A˚,
b) φ = 120◦ and Zcm = 1.8 A˚, c) φ = 30◦ and Zcm = 3.5 A˚ and d) φ = 120◦ and
Zcm = 3.5 A˚. The energetic separation between lines is 0.5 eV for a) and b) and
0.01 eV for c) and d).
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the energy. In general, for φ = 30◦ the configurations are much more repulsive
than for φ = 120◦ ones. No physisorption minimum is observed as the DFT cal-
culations predict. Although a better vdW description of the interaction (section
3.3.2) could produce a small physisorption minimum that has not been included
here.
The energetics of the molecule at different orientations (θ, φ) and surface dis-
tances (ZOA , ZOB) point out that molecular adsorption is not an important pro-
cess in that system (section 3.3.2 and figure 3.20). On the other hand, molecular
dissociation energetics was explored fixing the molecular centre of mass over the
bridge site for φ = 0◦ and 90◦ for parallel configurations (θ = 90◦). In figure
3.21 the energy variation along r internuclear distance and Zcm is plotted. The
zero reference energy is taken here as the two atoms in gas phase at long surface
distances, thus, the minimum observed in figure 3.21a at short Zcm distances for
r ≈ 2.5 A˚ corresponds to the adsorption of two oxygen atoms over two indepen-
dent bridge sites (notice that the distance between two non consecutive bridge
sites is 2.468 A˚). The dissociation process (O2(g) → Oad + Oad) observed at this
specific configuration has a high activation energy associated with a transition
state. Although no transition state was found analysing the PES, from the figure
a threshold is observed at ∆E 6= = 5.657 (with an endothermicity of 3.865 eV) eV
for φ = 0◦, θ = 90◦ at r = 1.75 A˚ and Zcm = 1.65 A˚. At φ = 90◦ and θ = 90◦ the
behaviour is very similar to that presented before. The only significant difference
is found at short surface distances since the PES does not present any adsorption
minimum. Obviously, the dissociation could present different energetic profiles
from the bridge site if different Zcm is fixed at other coordinates (Xcm, Ycm) over
the surface.
3.6 QCT study of oxygen interaction with graphite
3.6.1 Atomic oxygen QCT collision study
3.6.1.1 Computational details
A dynamical study of the adsorption and reflection of atomic oxygen over (0001)
graphite surface was done by means of the quasiclassical trajectory method. Sev-
eral initial collision energies between 0.05 eV 6 Ecol 6 3.0 eV were considered
for both FPLEPS and MS surfaces at two incident angles, θv = 0
◦ and 45◦, for
the initial velocity vector ~v (figure 3.22). All these conditions were firstly ex-
plored assuming rigid slab model without the effect of the surface temperature
and with the surface temperature effect via a Generalised Langevin Oscillator
(GLO) model (section 2.4.1). Surface temperatures (Tsurf ) considered were in
the range of 100 K 6 Tsurf 6 1,300 K. In addition, thermal initial conditions
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Figure 3.21: Energy contour plots for fixed Xcm=0.627 , Ycm =0.362 A˚ at several
Zcm and r at a) φ = 0
◦ and b) φ = 90◦ and θ = 90◦. The energetic separation
between lines is 0.5 eV. Zero of energy at O(g) +O(g) + slab.
for O atom (Tg) were also investigated for a temperature range between 300 K
6 Tg 6 1,500 K for initial θv = 0◦ and 45◦ approaching angles. Finally, a hyper-
thermal atom distribution at Tsurf = 503 K was also studied in order to compare
directly with the experimental study of Paci et al. (71).
Initial incoming oxygen position (XO, YO) is randomly selected along the
(1×1) unit cell meanwhile initial ZO position is set to 6.5 A˚, where the inter-
action with the surface is negligible. Quasiclassical trajectories were calculated
with qctsurf program developed in our group, which integrates the Hamilton’s
equations with the Beeman algorithm. The time step used for both surfaces was
5 · 10−17 s which ensures a total energy conservation along the trajectories lower
than 10−4 - 10−5 eV when GLO bath was not used. Total integration time was
set to a maximum of 1.5 · 10−12 s, long enough to ensure a proper interaction of
the oxygen atom with the surface.
In order to classify the trajectories in one of the two possible exit channels
(adsorption or reflection) the following criteria were taken into account. For a
trajectory to be considered as reflection, ZO coordinate must be higher than 7.1
A˚ and the direction of the velocity vector must be pointing to the vacuum. On
the other hand, for a trajectory to be considered as adsorption, the ZO of the
incoming atom should be lower than 2.2 A˚ and the number of total rebounds
with the surface have to be more than 8. In figure 3.23 a specific ZO evolution
along time for an adsorption trajectory is represented in order to facilitate the
comprehension of the rebounds over the surface. It has also checked that the
adsorption probability is not dependent when varying both the threshold distance
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Figure 3.22: Initial and final velocity angles (θv and θ
′
v, respectively) definition
for scattered atoms along with their perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (‖) components.
of the atom to the surface and the total number of rebounds. For the MS surface
physisorption is also observed, so these trajectories were classified separately from
the chemisorption. In that case, the trajectory was integrated a longer time and
was considered as physisorbed if the distance to the surface was in the range
where the vdW minimum was observed (2.2 - 4.1 A˚). For adsorption probabilities,
physisorption and chemisorption were summed together.
The minimum number of total trajectories (NT ) calculated for each condition
was at least of 10, 000 which, for example, leads to a maximum error of 1.65%
for the adsorption probability with FPLEPS PES at Ecol = 0.325 eV, normal
incidence (θv = 0
◦) and without surface temperature effects.
To account for energy exchange and dissipation, a generalised Langevin model
(GLO) is used for atomic or molecule oxygen colliding with a clean graphite
(0001) surface. Initially, as oscillator frequencies (ωi,x, i = 1, 2, 3) were used the
values derived from bulk (TD) or surface (Ts,D ≈ TD/
√
2 ) Debye temperatures
of graphite (i.e., Ts,D = 350 K (113) and TD = 423.6 K (114) , 393.9 K (115)) by
means of equations 2.108 and 2.110 listed in the theoretical background. Thus,
values close to 1·10−3 for ωD and to 5·10−4 for ωi, in atomic units of time−1,
were reported. These values were used as guess frequencies to fit the experimen-
tal mean-square of perpendicular displacement of graphite surface atoms as a
function of the surface temperature (116), as shown in figure 3.24.
The agreement with experimental data is quite good for surface temperatures
over 150 K. The optimal parameters are: ωi,x = ωi,y = 1 · 10−3 and ωi,z =
3.4 ·10−4 a.u. for i = 1,2,3). The optimum ωi,z value is also close to the maximum
(i.e., 5.8·10−4 a.u.) of the frequency distribution relative to lattice vibrations
perpendicular to the basal plane of graphite (116).
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Figure 3.23: ZO evolution along time for a specific adsorption trajectory, where
a total of 8 rebounds on the surface are observed.
Figure 3.24: Experimental and calculated (GLO model) mean-square perpendicu-
lar displacement of graphite surface atoms as a function of the surface temperature.
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It was checked that changes on the effective ms mass (e.g., from 12 (one atom)
to 60 amu (5 atoms of the unit cell)) produce negligible effects on the quality of
the fit of
〈
Z2s
〉
in figure 3.24. Thus, it was added an extra and previous QCT
calculation to select ms along with (γg,x, γg,y, γg,z) parameters for the GLO model.
30,000 trajectories were calculated for hyperthermal O atom (
〈
Ecol
〉
= 5.2 eV)
colliding at off-normal incidence (θv = 45
◦) over highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) with a surface temperature of 503 K (71). The final values ms = 60
amu and γg,x = γg,y = γg,z 4.0·10−4 (units of time−1) parameters were able to
reproduce the experimental peak near 60◦ of the polar angular distribution (θ
′
v) of
the scattered O, although QCT distribution was broader than the experimental
one.
The final GLO parameters are able to describe the above-mentioned experi-
mental distributions although another combination of those could also be accept-
able.
It was also verified that the average total energy of the GLO system at a given
surface temperature corresponds to the expected value of 3NkBTsurf with N=2
(surface and ghost particles). Moreover, kinetic and potential (referred to the
minimum) energy averages were also coincident as virial theorem states.
3.6.1.2 Dynamical study for FPLEPS surface
• Without surface temperature
Adsorption and reflection probabilities were calculated at different initial condi-
tions of Ecol and θv. In a first study, surface temperature was not taken into
account. Thus, for each incident angle (θv), Ecol was varied in the range of 0.1 to
2.0 eV.
Results plotted in figure 3.25 show that reflection is by far more important
than atomic adsorption at all energies and incident θv angles explored. Dynamical
results for normal incidence, show a threshold for the adsorption at an energy
around 0.20 eV. Below this energy adsorption is not observed. The threshold
values are in agreement with the lowest energy barrier found in the PES (table
3.11). However, the barrier height depends on the XO and YO position of the
incoming atom. Thus, when the atom overcomes the barrier to the potential
well (ZO < 2.0 A˚) part of the perpendicular kinetic energy, which is the effective
energy for surpassing the barrier, is transformed into parallel energy making more
difficult to the atom to return back to the gas phase producing that the atom
remains adsorbed. Furthermore, even if the initial angular momentum for the
atom is zero when θv= 0
◦, it is not necessary conserved along the trajectory.
Thus, a variation on the effective centrifugal potential while the atom is close to
the surface, will produce an increase of the barrier (the centrifugal contribution
to the potential is always positive) favouring even more the trapping.
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Figure 3.25: Oxygen adsorption and reflection probabilities (Pi) as a function of
collision energy at initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ for a rigid slab with the FPLEPS surface.
In the inset, a detail of the adsorption probability for θv = 45
◦ is also plotted.
If Ecol is slightly increased, the adsorption probability also increases. This
happens until a maximum value that is reached at around 0.325 eV. The increase
of the probability within this small energy range is also explained by the small
changes of the energy values produced at different XO, YO coordinates (table
3.11). The incoming atom at these collision energies is able to overcome not only
the minimum adsorption barrier but also higher energy barriers found in other XO
and YO regions of the surface. Again, when the incoming atom is on the potential
well, the conversion of perpendicular effective kinetic energy into parallel one and
the modification of the barrier by the effective centrifugal potential favours the
trapping of the atom. On the other hand, at higher Ecol the trapping is not
possible. This explains the decrease of the adsorption probability for Ecol >
0.325 eV.
For off normal incidence it is observed a clear increase of the reflection at
all energies with a small maximum in the adsorption probability for a collision
energy of 0.8 eV as it can be seen in the inset image in figure 3.25. In that case,
the threshold for the adsorption is found at 0.5 eV. This can be explained since
the effective perpendicular energy is lower when increasing the angle of incidence,
E⊥ = Ecol · cos2(θv) (3.38)
For instance, when Ecol = 0.5 eV and θv = 45
◦, the initial effective perpendicular
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energy is 0.25 eV, which is almost coincident with the threshold observed for
normal incidence. This fact explains the shift of the adsorption probability at
higher values of Ecol when compared with normal incidence. Furthermore, the
adsorption probabilities are lower at all energies compared with the case of normal
incidence, which could be explained since the effective centrifugal potential for
the atom presents larger barriers (this fact makes also the effective minimum
shallower).
Energy scaling (i.e., total or normal) can be studied when results at different
θv are available. For this purpose, probabilities at several θv are plotted versus
the E
′
col where
E
′
col = Ecolcos
n(θv) (3.39)
and n is selected in such a way that the probabilities at different angles lay in
the same curve or line. If n= 2, parallel energy scaling is observed and when n=
0 it is said that total energy scaling is obtained. For the oxygen graphite system
none of the n values between 0 and 2 accomplish the condition, although as it
can be seen in figure 3.26 and as it was explained before, the thresholds and the
maximum of the probability position are coincident at both θv angles (for n =
2). Thus, a clear dependence on the perpendicular collision energy is observed.
However, a deeper study should be done since a complex behaviour is expected.
For instance some parallel momentum accommodation (117) or a dependence on
the initial collision energy (118) could also be present. Thus, there is a clear
Figure 3.26: Adsorption probabilities as a function of perpendicular initial colli-
sion energy for two incident angles (θv).
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breakdown of the typical energy scaling limits in this system.
The initial position of the trajectories that finally produce adsorption and
reflection for a normal incidence trajectory calculation at Ecol = 0.3 eV (close
to the maximum of 0.325 eV of figure 3.26) are presented in figure 3.27a along
with the final position of the adsorbed atoms (figure 3.27b). It can be observed
Figure 3.27: a) Initial XO and YO position for adsorbed (red) and reflected
(blue) trajectories and b) final position for adsorbed (green) trajectories for normal
incidence at Ecol = 0.3 eV.
favourable initial positions for the finally adsorbed trajectories mainly above the
area where the minimum barrier for the FPLEPS adsorption was found (figure
3.11a) and close to the C-C bridge sites. Final adsorbed atoms lay on bridge sites
and their surroundings, where the stabilization is favoured whereas adsorption
trajectories are not observed over the repulsive hexagonal hollow area, which
clearly enhances the reflection together with C top sites. It is worth noting that
trajectories initially started over the unit cell can finally produce adsorption on
the bridges of adjacent cells. This could be explained considering that oxygen
atoms can diffuse (e.g., with some rebounds) over the graphite surface before
becoming adsorbed.
The analysis of the polar scattering angle for the reflected trajectories (θ
′
v) is
presented in figure 3.28 for trajectories at initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦. To make possible
comparison between different initial conditions, the distributions are normalised
to the unit area. Thus, the sum of the amplitude of each data bin multiplied by
its intensity is normalised to the unit, although the graphs are depicted joining
intensity points for each bin with a straight line. For low perpendicular E⊥
collision energies (Ecol = 0.25 eV at normal incidence and Ecol = 0.25, 0.5 eV
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for θv = 45
◦) elastic reflection is observed. Thus, for normal incidence (figure
Figure 3.28: Polar scattering angle distribution for Ecol = 0.25, 0.5, 1.3 eV and
a) θv = 0
◦ and b) θv = 45◦ for the FPLEPS surface without temperature effects.
3.28a), scattering angles close to the normal (θ
′
v ≈ 0◦) are obtained, while for
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off normal incidence a maximum probability of the scattering angle equivalent
to the incident velocity angle is observed (θ
′
v ≈ 45◦). Note that θ
′
v and θv are
the minimum angle between velocity vector and the positive Z-axis (figure 3.22).
At higher collision energies, the final scattering angle distributions are broader.
To illustrate this behaviour of the scattering angle it is appropriate to analize
the minimum distance to the surface just before that the trajectory is reflected.
The mean values of the corresponding Zmin at each collision energy for normal
incidence are listed in table 3.17 and the distribution of Zmin is plotted in figure
3.29. A bimodal distribution is observed centered around 1.2 A˚ and 2.0 A˚, being
the peak at 1.2 A˚ more important for high collision energies. At lower collision
energies (e.g., Ecol = 0.25 eV), the reflection follows mainly the MEP because
the Zmin is practically the value corresponding to the TS (table 3.11). When
the energy is increased the system can evolve through configurations far from the
MEP and the atom interacts at distances closer to the surface (Zmin ≈ 1.2 A˚)
where the potential is more repulsive. This can explain that inelastic trajectories
are scattered with a wider range of scattering angles (θ
′
v).
Table 3.17: Mean value of the 〈Zmin〉 for the oxygen atom along reflected tra-
jectories for a batch of 10,000 trajectories at several initial collision energies, with
θv = 0
◦.
Ecol (eV) 〈Zmin〉 (A˚)
0.25 1.973
0.30 1.664
0.50 1.262
0.80 1.205
1.30 1.167
• With surface temperature
The effect of the surface temperature was added by using the GLO model pre-
sented in section 2.4.1. Trajectory calculations within a surface temperature
range of 100 - 1,300 K were carried out at different collision energies in the range
of 0.05 eV 6 Ecol 6 3.0 eV for two initial incident angles (θv = 0◦ and 45◦).
The probabilities for the reflection and adsorption processes of oxygen atom
over graphite at a surface temperature of 100 K and 900 K for different initial
collision energies are presented in figure 3.30. Adsorption probabilities show
higher values than without considering surface temperature at the same energies
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Figure 3.29: Zmin distribution of the reflection trajectories with normal incidence
at three initial collision energies.
for both incident angles (figure 3.25). For low energies, adsorption is the main
process observed, overcoming the reflection probability, i.e. for normal incidence
at energies between 0.3 and 0.8 eV. This fact was not observed for calculations
without including surface temperature. Although the explanations given for the
system without including surface temperature are valid in that case too, the model
for taking the surface temperature into account allows the gas atoms to exchange
energy with the surface adding some extra phenomena to explain the adsorption.
As will be seen later in the text, generally the surface takes energy from the
atom reducing its kinetic energy. This loss of kinetic energy favours the trapping
of the atom into the adsorption potential well. Moreover, adsorption process is
observed to occur at lower initial collision energies than in the case of a slab
without temperature effect. This is specially true for higher energies as 900 K,
where adsorption is already observed with more than an 18% of probability, when
the collision energy is 0.2 eV. For slab with no temperature effects, adsorption
was not observed until an energy of 0.25 eV with approximately just a fourth
of the probability observed at 900 K. Thus, the thermal bath is not only giving
extra stabilization by exchanging energy with atoms, but also is allowing atoms
with smaller collision energy to overcome the barrier as the bath can provide
some extra energy to the oxygen atoms. The effect of energy exchange between
oxygen and the surface is more important as the surface temperature is increased.
Thus, although including the temperature increases the adsorption probability for
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Figure 3.30: Oxygen adsorption and reflection probabilities (Pi) as a function of
initial collision energy at initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ at two surface temperatures a)
Tsurf = 100 K and b) Tsurf = 900 K with the FPLEPS surface.
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the above-mentioned extra stabilization, an increase in the surface temperature
enhances the atomic reflection due to the increment of desorption, as it would
be expected. The maximum probability for the adsorption at Tsurf =100 K for
normal incidence is 66.3% while at 900 K is 53.8%. This maximum is observed
at 0.5 eV while for rigid slab was observed at 0.325 eV, which proves again the
effect of the energy exchange with the surface which allows the stabilization of
more energetic collisions. The behaviour for θv = 45
◦ is similar to that observed
with the model without surface temperature.
An analysis of normal incidence trajectories considering a surface temperature
of 300 K is done in figure 3.31. Thus, initial position of the adsorbed and reflected
atoms at Ecol = 0.3, 0.5 and 1.2 eV are shown in figure 3.31a, b and c, respectively.
In addition, the final position for the adsorbed trajectories is plotted in figure
3.31d, e and f for the same Ecol values, respectively. Comparing with the same
results obtained for a slab with no temperature effects (figure 3.27), adsorbed
atoms tend to finally stay closer around the bridge region. The atom can diminish
its energy (i.e., decreasing its potential or kinetic energy) getting closer to the real
adsorption minimum. Furthermore, it can be observed how the concentration of
finally adsorbed atoms is decreasing rapidly when moving away from the central
unit cell bridges. This fact proves that diffusion in this system will be smaller
than the observed in the rigid slab, specially at lower energies.
Reflected atoms at low collision energy (i.e., Ecol = 0.3 and 0.5 eV) are pro-
vided from two sets of initial positions. Trajectories starting close to the hexago-
nal hollow yield mainly to reflection as could be expected. On the other hand, a
big amount of trajectories started above the adsorption sites (tops and bridges)
produce reflection as well, mainly at Ecol = 0.3 eV. This is more difficult to ex-
plain, as the value for the adsorption barrier in this area is not the lowest but is
not specially high (0.261 eV) compared for example with the barrier over T1 and
T2 (0.309 eV and 0.312 eV, respectively). The XO and YO time evolution for some
reflected trajectories, that start over the bridge site, is plotted in figure 3.32; this
shows the tendency of the oxygen atom to gain kinetic energy in the X and Y di-
rections. This movement parallel to the surface is not favouring the adsorption,
specially for these trajectories, started over the bridge site and its surroundings
which are, in many cases, driven to the repulsive hollow area, giving reflection
processes. When analysing the minimum approximation distance (Zmin) of the
impinging atom to the surface along the trajectories it is observed two different
patterns, similarly as for calculations without including surface temperature ef-
fects (figure 3.29). Zmin distribution for reflected trajectories is shown in figure
3.33a. The distribution shows two maxima centered at very different distances,
one around the 1.2 A˚, once the barrier is overcomed, and another around the
2.0 A˚, near the barrier position, as in the case of a surface with no temperature
effects (figure 3.29). Initial positions for reflected trajectories depending on the
Zmin to the surface are plotted in figure 3.33b. It can be observed that atoms
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Figure 3.31: Initial XO and YO position for adsorbed (red) and reflected (blue)
trajectories (left panels) and final position for adsorbed trajectories (right panels,
in green) at normal incidence (θv = 0
◦) for a), d) Ecol = 0.3 eV, b), e) Ecol = 0.5
eV and c), f) Ecol = 1.3 eV at Tsurf = 300 K.
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Figure 3.32: XO and YO trajectory time evolution for five selected reflected
trajectories at normal incidence and Ecol= 0.3 eV starting over the bridge site.
The repulsive hollow area is represented on the graph by a grey circle. The black
circle shows the initial position and the arrows show the trajectory evolution.
Figure 3.33: a) Zmin distribution of the reflected trajectories with normal inci-
dence at 0.5 eV and b) initial position of the reflected trajectories achiving Zmin
vales within the intervals of 0.9 A˚ 6 Zmin 6 1.5 A˚ and 1.8 A˚ 6 Zmin 6 2.2 A˚.
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initially above the hollow site are reflected at large distances (1.8 A˚ 6 Zmin 6
2.2 A˚) due to the direct interaction with the potential wall found at this area
(highly repulsive) while trajectories starting on bridge site and its surroundings
achieve shorter surface distancies (0.9 A˚ 6 Zmin 6 1.5 A˚) and reflection is caused
by nuclear repulsion at shorter distances.
The main conclusions obtained by considering initial and final incoming atom
position of trajectories at a lower energy, can be applied to higher ones. In that
case, the total amount of reflected trajectories is much higher and the initial area
where the atoms are reflected expands on the entire space. The effect of gaining
kinetic energy on parallel direction to the surface enhances the reflection of tra-
jectories when starting close to the bridge site. The opposite effect is observed
when trajectories start close to the repulsive hollow area. In this case, oxygen
atom is driven from the repulsive area directly to the adsorption minimum over
bridge site, favouring the adsorption over the surface.
Polar scattering distribution (θ
′
v) of reflected atoms was studied for Ecol =
0.25, 0.5 and 1.3 eV at θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ for low and high surface temperatures
(Tsurf = 300 K and Tsurf = 900 K, respectively). When surface temperature
is considered the behaviour observed in figure 3.34 does not differ substantially
from the one observed for a surface without temperature effects in figure 3.28.
Thus, elastic reflection is mainly observed at low collision energies while the
distribution is wider at higher collision energies. The only small difference that
could be mentioned is the tendency for off normal incidence at Ecol = 0.5 eV
to give a peak slightly shifted to higher values due to the possibility of energy
exchange between impinging atoms and surface. The distributions obtained for
both temperatures do not show any remarkable difference.
When the thermal bath is introduced the energy exchange between the im-
pinging atom and the surface is possible. In figure 3.35 the distribution of the
difference between the final and initial collision energies (∆Ecol = E
′
col − Ecol)
is plotted for three different initial collision energies (Ecol = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.30
eV) and normal incidence. The energy exchange is in general from the atom to
the surface (negative values) and becomes more important as the initial collision
energy increases. Furthermore, it can be observed for a small number of trajec-
tories a positive energy exchange, which means that in some cases, the surface is
giving energy to the impinging atom. This effect increases as temperature does
as it could be expected and it is more important for low initial collision energies.
As before mentioned, this positive exchange of energy allows that trajectories
starting at an energy not high enough to overcome the energy adsorption barrier
get finally adsorbed.
Batches of trajectories were also run considering a quasithermal gas temper-
ature with a Boltzmann distribution at the same surface temperature (Tsurf =
TO = T ) for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦. Results plotted in figure 3.36, show very low
adsorption probabilities as the initial collision energies for such temperatures are
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Figure 3.34: Polar scattering angle distribution for Ecol = 0.25, 0.5, 1.3 eV for
a) θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 300K, b) θv = 45◦ and Tsurf = 300K, c) θv = 0◦ and
Tsurf = 900K and d) θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 900K with FPLEPS surface.
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Figure 3.35: Energy exchange (∆Ecol) for reflected trajectories at initial Ecol =
0.25, 0.5 and 1.3 eV and θv = 0
◦ at a) Tsurf = 300 K and b) Tsurf = 900 K.
Between parentheses are given the mean values (〈Ecol〉) in eV.
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in general very low (i.e. 〈Ecol〉 = 0.19 eV for T = 1, 500 K). Thus, the general
Figure 3.36: Adsorption and reflection probabilities for and impinging oxygen
atom at different temperatures for initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦.
trend of the studied properties (i.e., probabilities, polar scattering angles,. . . ) is
expected to be close to the one found at low initial collision energies (figure 3.30
and 3.37). When temperature is increased at normal incidence it is observed a
small tendency of giving slightly wider distributions, which is also observed for
off normal incindence.
Concerning to the energy exchange of the atom with the surface (figures
3.37c and d), it can be said that the behaviour is similar to the one observed
at Ecol=0.25 eV for state specific calculations. This fact occurs because the mean
initial collision energy for these temperatures is very low. For instance, the mean
value of 〈Ecol〉 for a thermal distribution for the atomic oxygen at 1,500 K is 0.194
eV. When the temperature increases, there is more available energy to exchange
between the impinging atom and the surface, hence becoming the distributions
wider.
Finally, a simulation of experimental conditions of Paci et al. (71) was carried
out. A Pulsed beam of hyperthermal O and O2 was used for surface scattering
experiments with HOPG at 503 K. A batch of 30,000 trajectories are calculated
emulating the initial experimental population (figure 3.38). Both, experimental
and theoretical results for the final scattering angle are presented in figure 3.39
where the maximum was normalised to one to compare with experimental distri-
bution. The peak observed for the polar scattering angle distribution is located
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Figure 3.37: Polar scattering angle (left panels) and energy exchange distributions
(right panels) of reflected atoms for trajectories at three different temperatures
and a) and c) θv = 0
◦ and b) and d) θv = 45◦ with FPLEPS surface. Between
parentheses are given the mean values (〈Ecol〉) in eV.
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Figure 3.38: Experimental hyperthermal distribution of atomic oxygen (71) in
blue and the simulated by QCT calculations in red.
Figure 3.39: Theoretical and experimental (71) polar scattering angle distribu-
tions of reflected atomic oxygen for a hot (hyperthermal) beam with an incident
angle of θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 503 K, using the FPLEPS PES.
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very close to the experimental one (θ
′
v = 62
◦). This result could be expected
since one of the criteria used for selecting the mass of the ghost atom used in
the GLO model was the comparison of these experimental and theoretical distri-
butions. Nevertheless, experimental results show a much narrower distribution
than theoretical one. However, in the experiment both O and O2 are in the same
beam. This fact, suggests that incident O atoms could also react directly with
preadsorbed O to produce O2 (Eley-Rideal mechanism), scattering from the sur-
face with another distribution. Thus, a part of the incoming atoms would not be
scattered and this fact could modify also the final angular distribution. More-
over, some important formation of both CO and CO2 molecules is reported in
the experimental study. In the present theoretical study all atoms are necessary
reflected. Therefore, the O atoms that directly participate in O2 and/or CO/CO2
formation would change the initial O distribution that are finally reflected. It is
worth noting that the theoretical results in that case, give a correct general trend
compared with the experimental data available, but are not able to reproduce
them with high accuracy, possibly because our PES should introduce another
reacting processes (i.e., CO formation). Moreover, the study of scattered O in a
surface precovered with O will show the effect on the final polar angle scattering
distribution when comparing with a clean surface study.
3.6.1.3 Dynamical study for MS surface
An equivalent dynamical study to that done for the FPLEPS surface was carried
out by using the MS interpolated surface. Thus, firstly, adsorption and reflection
probabilities at different initial conditions of Ecol and θv without including surface
temperature were carried out.
•Without surface temperature
Reaction probabilities at θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ for initial collision energies in the range
between 0.05 eV 6 Ecol 6 2.0 eV are plotted in figure 3.40. The main process
observed for both initial incident angles is reflection. For both, normal and off
normal incidence, a maximum in the adsorption probability is observed at similar
energies than for the FPLEPS surface with no temperature effects, and explana-
tions given there, are also valid here. On the other hand, important differences
on probabilities are found at very low energies. This is due to the physisorption
minimum described for the MS surface, which was not introduced in FPLEPS.
The adsorption probability contains the sum of the physisorption and chemisorp-
tion contributions. In this case, physisorption only appears at low energies while
chemisorption is shown at high ones. Moreover, physisorption decreases rapidly
when initial collision energy is increased. Physisorption probabilities for off nor-
mal incidence are much more important.
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Figure 3.40: Oxygen adsorption and reflection probabilities as a function of col-
lision energy at initial θv = 0
◦and45◦ for a slab without surface temperature over
the MS PES. In the inset, a detail of the adsorption probability for θv = 45
◦ is also
plotted.
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Initial positions for the finally adsorbed and reflected atoms for normal in-
cidence trajectory calculations at Ecol = 0.3 eV are plotted in figure 3.41. The
Figure 3.41: a) Initial XO and YO position for adsorbed (red) and reflected
(blue) trajectories and b) final position for adsorbed (green) trajectories for normal
incidence at Ecol = 0.3 eV.
area that favours the adsorption of the atom is initially around the bridge and
top sites where the barriers are lower. In general, there is no adsorption when
the trajectory is started around the repulsive zone of the hexagonal hollow site.
This result differs a bit respect the one obtained with the FPLEPS, where the
initial position for adsorption was concentrated mainly between top and hollow
sites (T1H and T2H, figure 3.12). However, in both PES, final adsorbed trajec-
tories are found stabilised on the bridge sites and their surrounding areas and no
adsorbed atoms are found over the repulsive hollow area.
Distributions of the polar scattering angle for Ecol = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.3 eV at
θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ are plotted in figure 3.42. Results are comparable to the ones
obtained for the FPLEPS surface. The only small difference is found in the polar
scattering distribution of the trajectories at Ecol= 0.5 eV. This is probably due
to the small minimum observed in the hollow site at a surface distance of 2.0 A˚
and at 0.5 eV (figure 3.14). As it was observed before, the range of scattered
angles (θ
′
v) obtained for the reflected atoms increases with collision energy as the
atom can reach shorter ZO distances with a stronger interaction. This effect can
be specially observed for normal incidence when collision energy increases from
0.25 eV to 0.50 eV and from the latter to 1.3 eV. At θv = 45
◦ and Ecol = 1.30
eV a wide range of scattered angles of atoms is observed, although the peak for
elastic scattering at around 45◦ is still present. On the other hand, the scattering
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Figure 3.42: Polar scattering angle distribution for Ecol = 0.25, 0.5, 1.3 eV at a)
θv = 0
◦ and b) θv = 45◦ for rigid slab with the MS surface.
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of atomic oxygen at low energies at θ
′
v gives specular reflection, which is lost
gradually when increasing the initial collision energy.
•With surface temperature
Surface temperature was added for the dynamical study with the MS surface
as for the previous PES. The trends observed for the FPLEPS surface are also
observed here (figure 3.43) with the same arguments used previously. The main
difference between the two surfaces is due to the physisorption minimum. The
adsorption probability at 100 K presents two maxima. Each of them corresponds
to a chemisorption at high collision energies whereas to a physisorption for low
energies. In figure 3.44 the contribution of chemisorption and physisorption to the
total probability is plotted for normal incidence at 100 K. For Ecol higher than 0.5
eV, the adsorption probability is due to chemisorption; at collision energies lower
than 0.2 eV is due mainly to physisorption, while a mixture of both contributions
gives the total adsorption at intermediate Ecol. Physisorption strongly depends
on surface temperature. At low surface temperature (Tsurf =100 K) adsorption
probability increases considerably as the initial collision energy decreases. On the
other hand, at higher temperature (Tsurf = 500 K) the adsorption probability
does not increase as initial collision energy decrease. This different behaviour
can be explained if energy exchange between the surface and the oxygen atom
is considered. The energy transferred from the surface to the atom at 900 K is
enough to overcome the physisorption well and release the oxygen back to the
gas phase, while at 100 K the energetic exchange would not be enough for the
desorption process to occur. The effect of the temperature in the energy exchange
between surface and oxygen atom will be discussed below.
Initial positions for finally adsorbed and reflected atoms at normal incidence
for Tsurf = 300 K at initial Ecol = 0.3, 0.5 and 1.3 eV are plotted in figure 3.45.
Reflected trajectories at the collision energy of 0.3 and 0.5 eV (figure 3.45a and b)
are found mainly on the hexagonal hollow area. The domain of this area is bigger
than for the FPLEPS equivalent results. It is easy to explain if it is considered
that reflection probability for MS at this collision energy and surface temperature
is higher than for FPLEPS at same conditions. On the other hand, reflected atoms
whose trajectories started around the bridge site lead to smaller reflection than in
the case of the FPLEPS surface. The tendency to reflection for the trajectories
started over this site is more diffuse along the space than in FPLEPS. When
the initial collision energy is increased, adsorption trajectories are started around
the same areas obtained for the FPLEPS. Thus, close to the repulsive hollow
site, trajectories are redirected to the bridge sites favouring the adsorption, while
trajectories starting over the bridge sites and their surroundings, again tend to
give reflection processes due to the tendency of the surface to displace the atom
towards the repulsive hollow site. Final adsorbed atoms, clearly finish around
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Figure 3.43: Oxygen adsorption and reflection probabilities as a function of initial
collision energy at initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ at a) Tsurf = 100 K and b) Tsurf = 900
K) with the MS surface.
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Figure 3.44: Contribution of chemisorption and physisorption to the total ad-
sorption probability for normal incidence at Tsurf = 100 K.
the bridge sites since energy is dissipated to the surface, giving to the atom the
opportunity to be finally stabilised at the minimum well. The concentration of
final trajectories over the different bridge sites along the surface shows again
the effect of diffusion. Some of the atoms get adsorbed on bridge sites, that
are not located neither on the sampled unit cell nor immediately close to this
cell. This fact means that these atoms diffuse over the surface to bridge sites
located further in space, although the total number of atoms arriving to these
sites decreases clearly with the distance from the initial sampled cell.
Polar scattering angle distribution is presented in figure 3.46 at two surface
temperatures for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦. The distributions show similarities with
FPLEPS results, although some small differences are found. For instance, the
distributions for the lowest energy (0.25 eV) at normal incidence for both tem-
peratures show a peak at low angles. If compared with previous results, the peak
is a bit wider and slightly shifted to higher angles. The minimum observed in the
hollow site, which could be accessible if the atom gains enough energy from the
surface, could be the responsible for this small change. As observed previously,
the amplitude of the polar scattering angle distribution increases with collision
energy. The behaviour observed for off normal incidence is quite comparable
with the observed in calculations with no surface temperature with MS surface
and with the FPLEPS results. The double peak observed at initial collision en-
ergy of 0.5 eV, which was not observed before, could be produced by the hollow
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Figure 3.45: Initial XO and YO position for adsorbed (red) and reflected (blue)
trajectories and final position for adsorbed (green) trajectories at normal incidence
at Tsurf= 300 K for a) Ecol = 0.3 eV, b) Ecol = 0.5 eV and c) Ecol = 1.3 eV for
the MS PES.
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Figure 3.46: Polar scattering angle distributions for Ecol = 0.25, 0.5, 1.3 eV at
a) θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 300 K, b) θv = 45◦ and Tsurf = 300 K, c) θv = 0◦ and
Tsurf = 900 K and d) θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 900 K with MS surface.
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minimum, but none of the analysis carried out gave a clear explanation to this
fact.
Distribution for the exchange energy (∆Ecol) is plotted for three different
initial energies (Ecol = 0.25, 0.50 and 1.3 eV) for normal incidence in figure 3.47.
In general, it is observed a negative energy exchange of the oxygen with the
surface, which means that the oxygen collision energy decreases giving part of
it to the surface. This is also observed for atoms at an initial collision energy
of 0.25 eV although there is an important fraction of those gaining some energy
from the surface, reflected in the positive values of the ∆E distributions. This
is specially true for the lowest collision energy at the higher temperature (figure
3.47b) where an amount of 0.5 eV can be transferred from the surface to the
impinging atom. As was mentioned before, this extra energy transferred to the
atom could be the responsible for the decreasing probability of physisorption
when surface temperature is increased. At these higher temperatures, the energy
gained by the reflected atom can be high enough to minimize the effect of the
physisorption well, being the atom released back to the gas phase.
QCT calculations at thermal conditions (Tsurf = TO) for temperatures be-
tween 300 - 1,300 K for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ are also performed. As it was said
for the FPLEPS thermal study, the initial collision energy achieved by the atom
at these temperatures is in general very low, so the results should be similar to
those obtained for the state specific case at low energies. The adsorption and
reflection probabilities at different temperatures are presented in figure 3.48. At
lowest temperature, the probability of adsorption is very similar to the reflection
one for normal incidence and a little bit higher for off normal incidence. When
increasing temperature, a decrease in the adsorption probability is observed un-
til a temperature of 1,300 K, when adsorption increases again. In contrast with
FPLEPS results, the huge adsorption probability observed at low temperatures
is due to the physisorption well, which is favoured at off normal incidence. When
increasing temperature, the physisorption process will decrease for two reasons:
firstly because the initial collision energy is higher, so oxygen atoms have too
much energy to be stabilised around the physisorption well, and secondly, be-
cause the increase in surface temperature allows an energetic exchange from the
surface to the oxygen atom, which gives to the atom energy enough to go back
to the gas phase. On the other hand, when temperature is high enough, some
of the atoms have enough energy to overcome the adsorption barrier and lead
to chemisorption. Thus, the increase in adsorption probability from 1,300 K to
1,500 K is produced for the small increment in the chemisorption process.
Scattering polar angle distributions presented in figure 3.49 show different
behaviour than the previous results (figure 3.37). This is specially evident for
the scattering angle distribution observed at T = 300 K where the initial colli-
sion energies are very low. The amplitude of the distribution shows no specific
tendence for any particular angle because of the interaction of these low energy
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Figure 3.47: Energy exchange (∆Ecol) for reflected trajectories at initial Ecol =
0.25, 0.5 and 1.3 eV and θv = 0
◦ at a) Tsurf = 300 K and b) Tsurf = 900 K for MS
surface. Between parantheses are given the mean values of 〈Ecol〉 in eV.
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Figure 3.48: Adsorption and reflection probabilities for the atomic oxygen and
the surface at different temperatures for initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ impinging angles.
atoms with the physisorption well. It can be observed how the effect of the in-
teraction with the physisorption well is less important for higher energies as the
atom has in general higher initial collision energy. On the other hand, the en-
ergy transferred is also perfectly comparable with the FPLEPS results. Thus,
when increasing temperature, the exchange of energy between the atom and the
surface is higher because of the higher initial collision energies and the surface
temperature, although mean values are close to 0, indicating both types of energy
transfers.
Experimental conditions of Paci et al. (71) were also simulated with the MS
surface as was also discussed in previous section. Figure 3.50 shows the calculated
scattering angle distribution compared with the experimental one. A batch of
30,000 trajectories were calculated emulating the initial experimental population
of the experiment with a hot oxygen beam impinging the surface at θv = 45
◦ and
Tsurf = 503 K. The peak observed for the scattering angles distribution is situated
around θ
′
v = 65
◦ for the theoretical results and at θ
′
v = 62
◦ for the experimental
ones. As for the FPLEPS simulation, peaks are very close, although experimental
results show a narrower distribution. The FPLEPS and MS results are similar
and the explanation in previous section is valid also here.
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Figure 3.49: Polar scattering angle (left panels) and energy exchange distributions
(right panels) of reflected atoms for trajectories at three different temperatures at
a), c) θv = 0
◦ and b), d) θv = 45◦ with MS surface. Mean values (between
parentheses) of ∆Ecol are given in eV.
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Figure 3.50: Theoretical and experimental (71) distribution of polar scattering
angle of reflected atomic oxygen for a hot (hyperthermal) beam with incident angle
θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 503 K using the MS surface.
3.6.1.4 Summary and comparison of dynamical results
Two different potential energy surfaces for the interaction of atomic oxygen over
graphite (0001) surface have been constructed: the FPLEPS surface, based on a
reduced set of DFT data over high-symmetry sites, and the MS one that uses the
interpolation scheme of Shepard, based on a large set of DFT data. Quasiclas-
sical trajectory method has been applied to the study with both PES in order
to get adsorption and reflection probabilities as a function of collision energy
and surface temperature and for two different incident angles (θv = 0
◦ and 45◦).
In addition, scattering angle distributions and energy exchanged (∆col) between
the incoming atom and the surface has been investigated at three collision ener-
gies (Ecol = 0.25, 0.5 and 1.3 eV) with several surface temperatures. Moreover,
some quasithermal and hyperthermal studies have been done in order to reach
scattering angle distribution at some particular conditions for comparing with
experimental data available.
In general, the results obtained by using the two PES are in agreement in prac-
tically all the conditions explored. Nevertheless, some discrepancies are obtained
at very low collision energies due to the presence of a physisorption minimum
in MS surface that was not reproduced in FPLEPS one. The description of the
system by means of interpolated surfaces is considered more accurate than ana-
lytical ones since a big amount of geometry information is included in order to
describe the system; it is worth noting that MS surface matches the DFT or ab
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initio information whereas the FPLEPS one is obatined by fitting, so an associ-
ated root mean square deviation respect to DFT or ab initio data is associated
with it.
The polar scattering peak for hyperthermal conditions is practically repro-
duced by the two surfaces constructed, although the shape of the theoretical
distributions are wider than the experimental one. However, both O and O2
species composed the experimental hot beam. However, there are some differ-
ences with the experimental conditions because in the experiment the molecular
beam contains O and O2, hence a part of the incident O atoms can react to pro-
duce O2 (ER) and also incoming O atoms can be scattered with the solid surface
with O-precovered.
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3.7 QCT study of two oxygen atoms and molec-
ular oxygen interacting with graphite sur-
face
3.7.1 Atomic oxygen QCT collision study with O-pread-
sorbed graphite (0001)
3.7.1.1 Computational details
A dynamical study involving the interaction of atomic oxygen over an oxygen
preadsorbed graphite surface was done by means of the quasiclassical trajectory
method. Several initial conditions were sampled in order to investigate state spe-
cific, thermal and hyperthermal processes. For state specific calculations initial
collision energies between 0.01 eV 6 Ecol 6 2.0 eV were used at two incident
angles (θv = 0
◦ and 45◦), defined similarly as for atomic oxygen but using the
center of mass velocity (figure 3.22). All these conditions were explored without
and with surface temperature (100 K 6 Tsurf 6 900 K). In addition, thermal
initial conditions for O atom were calculated for a temperature range between 100
6 T 6 1,100 K for θv = 0◦ and 45◦. Finally, an hyperthermal initial atomic dis-
tribution, emulating experimental studies from Paci et al. (71), was also studied
using a surface temperature of 503 K and θv = 45
◦.
Initial gas phase oxygen position (XO, YO) is randomly selected along the
(1×1) unit cell meanwhile initial ZO position is set to 7.5 A˚, where the interaction
with surface is negligible. The preadsorbed oxygen atom to the surface (coverage
of a 50/100% of the initial sampled cell) was fixed initially at the equilibrium
geometry of the minimum found for the FPLEPS surface (XO = 0.621 A˚, YO =
0.359A˚, ZO = 1.385 A˚, table 3.11).
The GLO model was also used for atomic collisions over a surface with an
preadsorbed atom at a given Tsurf . In this case, the adsorbed atom is located at
the adsorption minimum (i.e., its equilibrium geometry). This atom is initially
(t = 0) displaced with the same coordinates (Xs, Ys, Zs) (equation A.8) of the
surface particle to avoid any change in its potential. Then we impose to this
adatom a distribution of kinetic energies, twice the value of the average kinetic
energy at the thermal equilibrium (i.e., using T = 2Tsurf ). We observe that this
adatom is correctly thermalised together with the GLO bath during the trajectory
and before the arrival of the incoming atom. Thus, when the incoming atom is
close enough to the adsorbed one or to the surface, the adatom is vibrating
properly around its initial equilibrium position with similar average kinetic and
potential energies. Thus, the XO, YO, ZO evolution along time and the total,
potential and kinetic energies of the atom were plotted for several trajectories.
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It can be seen in figure 3.51 that for the plotted trajectory the adsorbed atom
remains around the equilibrium position and showing the usual oscillations of
the kinetic and potential energies. The total energy is not constant due to the
thermal bath effect.
Figure 3.51: XO, YO, ZO of the adsorbed oxygen atom along time (left axis).
Energies (dotted lines) are plotted (right axes) for the total (black), kinetic (blue)
and potential (orange) energies.
Quasiclassical trajectories were run with qctsurf program, the same used as
for O + graphite study.
Six possible exit channels were considered in order to classify the reactivity
of the system. Adsorption and reflection of the impinging atom was considered
either if the preadsorbed atom remains adsorbed to the surface or if it desorbs.
The formation of the O2 molecule was considered to give two different channels
when it remains adsorbed to the surface after its formation or when it forms the
gas phase molecule via an ER process. For atomic adsorption classification, the
ZO should be lower than 2.2 A˚ and the number of total rebounds with the surface
more than 8, as was also set for the interaction of one atom with the surface. On
the other hand, O atom was considered reflected if ZO value was higher than 7.6
A˚ and the direction of its velocity vector pointed to the vacuum. These same
conditions were considered for the O atom to be desorbed. The oxygen molecule
was considered formed when the internuclear distance r was lower than 2.0 A˚ and
dissociated when r was higher than 3.0 A˚. Similarly to the atomic adsorption, to
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consider the molecule adsorbed, the Zcm should be smaller than 2.2 A˚ and the
number of total rebounds with the surface more than 8.
Batches of a minimum of NT = 10, 000 trajectories were run at each initial
condition, which leads to statistical errors lower than the 1% for the ER proba-
bility at normal incidence (θv = 0
◦) and Ecol = 0.5 eV.
3.7.1.2 Dynamical study
•Without surface temperature
Probabilities for each of the defined channels were calculated for state specific
conditions at θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ at several initial collision energies between 0.01 eV
and 2.0 eV.
Results plotted in figure 3.52 show that the reflection of the impinging atom
and the ER reaction are the two main processes observed among others, which
present clearly smaller probabilities. For normal incidence (figure 3.52a) the re-
flection probability of the incident oxygen atom decreases when increasing initial
collision energy to a more or less stationary probability at collision energies higher
than 0.8 eV. On the other hand, ER probability increases with initial collision en-
Figure 3.52: Reaction and reflection probabilities as a function of collision energy
at initial a) θv = 0
◦ and b) θv = 45◦ without surface temperature over an oxygen
precovered graphite surface.
ergy and decreases again when Ecol > 1.5 eV. This decreasing at higher collision
energies is mainly due to an increase of the desorption of the preadsorbed atom.
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Probably, this secondary process is getting more important at higher energies be-
cause the impinging atom will destabilize the preadsorbed one. At very low initial
collision energies ER probabilities are not zero, which is seemingly contradictory
with the presence of an activation barrier. Thus, as was mentioned in section
3.5.2, the calculated transition state was possibly not the lowest one for the ER
process. At initial collision energies between 0.2 eV and 1.6 eV, adsorption of the
impinging atom can be observed with a very low probability either producing or
not the desorption of the second atom. The observed adsorption is lower than
in the case of a clean graphite (0001) surface (studied in section 3.6.1.2) because
now the bridge site is occupied by the preadsorbed oxygen and there are not
another free bridge site inside the (1×1) unit cell.
When off normal incidence is considered, ER reaction probability decreases
considerably compared with normal incidence results. The process is also ob-
served at very low collision energies and increases with initial collision energy
until an almost constant value of the probability. Desorption of the atom is con-
siderably higher than for normal incidence probably because the kinetic energy
parallel to the surface of the impinging atom is more efficient in order to interact
with the preadsorbed one.
Initial position for the O impinging atom is plotted in figure 3.53 for a calcu-
lation at θv = 0
◦ and Ecol = 0.3 eV. It can be seen that trajectories leading to ER
Figure 3.53: InitialXO and YO position for reflected atoms (blue) and ER reaction
(orange) for trajectories with normal incidence and Ecol = 0.3 eV. Adsorbed atom
is indicated with a red circle.
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reaction generally start at positions close to the preadsorbed atom and around
the areas where the interaction with surface was found more stable (figure 3.19).
The scattering angle of the reflected atom is plotted in figure 3.54a and b in
order to study the effect of a preadsorbed atom. This distribution compared with
the collisions over a clean surface (figure 3.28) shows that in the case of normal
incidence there is a clear shift towards higher scattering angles (e.g., ∼ 60◦ for
Ecol = 0.20 eV). Therefore, the presence of preadsorbed oxygen atom affects the
final distribution. Results obtained for off normal incidence show a maximum at
around θ
′
v = 40
◦, with a broader distribution compared to the one presented in
figure 3.28.
The analysis of initial position of the impinging atom for normal incidence
depending on the final θ
′
v angle is plotted in figure 3.55. It can be seen that
atoms reflected at low angles are located initially far from the preadsorbed one.
Thus, it can be said that the interaction of these atoms is like an interaction with
a clean surface, giving a small scattering angle. On the other hand, atoms that
give higher scattering angles are found close to the areas where trajectories lead
to ER (white areas in figure 3.55). Consequently, these trajectories feel strongly
the interaction with the preadsorbed atom and are deviated although do not react
with it.
The final velocity angle distribution for O2 molecules formed via ER reaction
was also studied and plotted in figure 3.54c and d. Results show that molecules
tend to leave the surface at low angles. In the case of normal incidence a peak
is observed at angles around 10◦ - 20◦, while for θv = 45◦ distribution of final
velocity angle is shifted a bit at higher values (15◦ - 35◦).
•With surface temperature
The effect of the surface temperature was added using the GLO model presented
in section 2.4.1. Before the extensive QCT study, a preliminary study of the
evolution of the preadsorbed oxygen atom was carried out to ensure its correct
thermalization (figure 3.51).
Trajectory calculation at surface temperatures in the range of 100 - 900 K were
carried out at different collision energies between 0.01 eV 6 Ecol 6 3.0 eV for
two initial incident angles (θv = 0
◦ and 45◦). Results are presented in figure 3.56
at three selected surface temperatures for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦. Comparing results
for normal incidence at a low surface temperature ( Tsurf =100 K , figure 3.56a)
with calculations without surface temperature, it is possible to state that general
trends are kept. Most differences found involve secondary processes. The ad-
sorption probability of the impinging atom increases when surface temperature
is taken into account, possibly due to the possibility that the impinging atom
exchange energy with the surface. This adsorption tends to decrease at higher
temperatures. The atomic desorption is observed from high to low collision en-
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Figure 3.54: Atomic polar scattering angle distributions for Ecol = 0.2, 0.5, 1.2
eV at a) θv = 0
◦ and b) 45◦, and molecular polar scattering angle distribution for
ER formed O2 molecules for Ecol = 0.2, 0.5, 1.2 eV at c) θv = 0
◦ and d) 45◦.
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Figure 3.55: Initial XO and YO position of the impinging atom for reflected tra-
jectories with normal incidence and Ecol = 0.2 eV depending on the final scattering
angle observed. White areas correspond to initial positions that give place to ER
reaction.
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Figure 3.56: Reaction and reflection probabilities for an oxygen atom impinging a
preadsorbed graphite surface as a function of collision energy at several conditions,
a) θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 100 K, b) θv = 45◦ and Tsurf = 100 K, c) θv = 0◦ and
Tsurf = 500 K, d) θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 500 K e) θv = 0◦ and Tsurf = 900 K and
f) θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 900 K.
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ergies when the surface temperature in increased, as could be expected.
The analysis of the initial XO and YO position for the impinging atom was
done for a batch of trajectories at two initial collision energies (Ecol = 0.3 eV and
0.7 eV). The observed features for the lower energy in figure 3.57a show a similar
behaviour as when surface temperature was not taken into account. In that case,
Figure 3.57: Initial XO and YO position of the incoming atom for several reflected
atoms (blue), ER processes (orange), O adsorption (green) or O adsorption with
O desorption (black) at normal incidence (θv = 0
◦) for a) Ecol = 0.3 eV and b)
Ecol = 0.7 eV at Tsurf = 500 K.
the initial position of the atom leading to ER reaction is slightly more diffused
into the surface, but in general, the trajectories started on the surroundings of the
preadsorbed atom allow the interaction between both oxygen atoms to form the
O2 molecule. At higher initial collision energy there are more processes that can
be observed (figure 3.57b). Concerning to the ER reaction, trajectories starting
at the same areas than for lower collision energy lead to formation of O2, although
trajectories starting at a longer distance of the preadsorbed atom can finally react
with it due to the higher available energy. Furthermore, the initial position of
trajectories producing the adsorption of the gas atom while the preadsorbed one
remains on the surface, show that it is only possible when the distance to the
adatom is long enough to consider the interaction almost negligible. Thus, in
that case, incoming atom is behaving as if it was interacting with a clean surface.
The analysis of the final position of these trajectories shows that this atom finally
adsorbs at bridge sites located close to the starting position of the trajectories but
in another close cells with free sites. Likewise, in trajectories where the adsorption
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of O atom is observed at the same time that atom O desorbs, initial positions are
found far from the preadsorbed atom as well. A final position close to the initial
one for impinging atom for these trajectories suggests that the desorption of the
other atom is not due to direct interaction with the impinging one. Probably the
desorption is an effect of the surface temperature although small interaction at
long distances with impinging atom could help the preadsorbed one to end in the
gas phase.
The scattering angle of the impinging atom was analysed in order to under-
stand the effect of the presence of a preadsorbed atom on the surface. Results
are plotted in figure 3.58 for three initial collision energies (Ecol = 0.2 eV, 0.5
eV and 1.2 eV) for the two initial incident angles (θv = 0
◦ and 45◦). Comparing
the scattering angles for normal incidence with the results obtained for a surface
without temperature the same general trend is observed for the lowest depicted
initial collision energies. A peak around 50◦ - 60◦ is observed at this energy
while the probability for smaller angles is much lower. On the other hand, for
higher energies this behaviour is also observed, although the distribution is wider
and the lower angles appear with higher intensity. This is specially clear for
Ecol = 1.2 eV where two maxima are observed, one at angles around 60
◦ - 70◦
and a second one smaller at around 20◦. Results for off normal incidence are
comparable to the ones obtained without surface temperature. The distribution
observed is very wide, although for Ecol = 0.2 eV a maximum appears at angles
around 40◦. This distribution is not like the one obtained for a clean surface.
The effect of increasing the temperature is not producing important changes on
the distributions.
Initial positions of incoming atoms are plotted in figure 3.59 as a function of
the final θ
′
v scattering angle values to show how the atoms interacting closely to
the preadsorbed one tend to scatter at higher angles than the atoms interacting
far from it, similarly to the results without surface temperature effect.
The exchange of energy between the impinging atom and the surface was
evaluated at three initial collision energies for three surface temperatures (figure
3.60). The energy exchange between the impinging atom and the surface with the
preadsorbed one is in general negative, which means that the final collision energy
of the reflected atom is lower than the initial one. Only when initial collision
energy is very low (Ecol = 0.2 eV) and the surface temperature high enough, the
surface energy due to the temperature is able to increment the collision energy of
impinging atom. This effect is higher when the surface temperature is increased.
For more energetic collisions the energy is generally transferred from the atom to
the surface.
The study of the scattering angle of the O2 formed molecules via ER reaction
was also analysed. Results plotted in figure 3.61 show similar behaviour to the
results obtained without temperature (figure 3.54c and d). Actually, the effect of
surface temperature is not noticeable.
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Figure 3.58: Polar scattering angle distribution for Ecol = 0.2, 0.5, 1.2 eV at
normal incidence (left panels) and θv = 45
◦ (right panels) at a) and b) Tsurf = 100
K, c) and d) Tsurf = 500 K, and e) and f) Tsurf = 900 K.
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Figure 3.59: Initial XO and YO position of impinging atoms of reflection trajec-
tories with a) Ecol = 0.3 eV and b) Ecol = 0.7 eV, for θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 500 K
depending on the final scattering angle observed.
An analysis of the internal and collision translational energy of the formed
molecules via ER reaction is presented in figure 3.62 at two initial collision energies
for normal incidence only at Tsurf = 500 K as surface temperature effect was
expected to be almost negligible. Molecules are observed with excited vibrational
and rotational levels respect to the initial ones (v= 0, j= 1). Initial collision
energy does not play an important role for any of the studied properties. The area
for the distribution of final translational energy of the formed molecules for an
initial collision of 0.2 eV and 1.2 eV is equal to the unit. Both distributions show a
very similar mean value of the translational energy even when the initial collision
energy is considerably different. The increase of Ecol does not produce a significant
change into the vibrational distribution although it is observed some rotational
excitation, probably due to the transfer of Ecol to the final molecular rotation.
Nevertheless, as the rotational energies are much lower than the vibrational ones,
this fact is not reflected into the internal energy distribution (Eint).
QCT reaction probabilities at thermal conditions (Tsurf = T ) between 300 -
1,500 K for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ are presented in figure 3.63. As it was observed on
previous results at low initial collision energies and normal incidence (figure 3.56),
the reflection of the impinging atom is the predominant process observed, with
an ER reaction probability of around the 10% - 30% at the studied temperatures.
The rest of the processes can be considered negligible. Only, the desorption of
the preadsorbed atom together with the reflection of the impinging atom must
be considered at the higher temperatures (i.e., T = 1,500 K). The increment in
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Figure 3.60: Energy exchange (∆Ecol) for reflection trajectories at initial Ecol =
0.2, 0.5 and 1.2 eV and θv = 0
◦ at a) Tsurf = 100 K , b) Tsurf = 500 K and c)
Tsurf = 900 K. Between parantheses are given the mean values (〈Ecol〉) in eV.
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Figure 3.61: Final polar scattering angle distribution of ER formed O2 molecules
for normal incidence (left panels) and θv = 45
◦ (right panels) at a) and b) Tsurf =
100 K, c) and d) Tsurf = 500 K and e) and f) Tsurf = 900 K.
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Figure 3.62: Final collision (translational) and internal energy of oxygen
molecules formed via ER with normal incidence for initial a) Ecol = 0.2 eV and b)
1.2 eV. Final vibrational distribution at c) Ecol = 0.2 eV and d) 1.2 eV. Rotational
distribution for a specific vibrational state (v
′
= 5) at e) 0.2 eV and f) 1.2 eV.
Tsurf = 500 K.
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Figure 3.63: QCT reaction probabilities for the incoming oxygen atom interacting
with a O precovered surface at different temperatures for initial a) θv = 0
◦ and b)
45◦.
desorption probability of preadsorbed atom goes together with a decrease of the
process where the impinging atom reflects whereas the other remains adsorbed.
Thus, it can be considered that the desorption at T = 1, 500 K is due to the
thermal surface energy, which provides to the preadsorbed atom the energy nec-
essary to desorb and leave the surface. Off normal calculated probabilities are
also consistent with the probabilities obtained at low initial collision energies.
Scattering angles of the impinging atom for the O2 formed molecules via
ER and for O desorbed atoms are plotted in figure 3.64 for thermal conditions.
The scattering angles observed for normal and off normal incidence at the three
temperatures plotted show similar trends that can be observed at state specific
conditions (figure 3.61) for O2 (figure 3.58) and reflected O (figure 3.61) atoms.
The angular distribution for desorbed atoms appears at lower angles than for
reflected atoms at both θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ conditions.
The energy exchange between the impinging atom and the surface was anal-
ysed comparing the final collision energy of the scattered atom with its initial
collision energy. In figure 3.65 it can be seen that for three plotted temperatures
the mean of the increment on the energy is positive. Thus, the impinging atom
is gaining translational energy, which must be given by the surface. The effect
of the temperature can also be observed not only in the mean values but also
on the shape of distributions, which are wider as higher is the temperature. The
final energy of the formed molecules via ER was also studied by plotting the final
translational and internal (vibrational and rotational) energy of the O2 molecule
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Figure 3.64: Scattering angle for reflected atomic oxygen at a) θv = 0
◦ and b)
θv = 45
◦. Scattering angle of desorbed oxygen atoms at c) θv = 0◦ and d) θv = 45◦.
Scattering angle of formed oxygen molecules via ER at e) θv = 0
◦ and f) θv = 45◦.
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Figure 3.65: ∆Ecol for reflected trajectories at θv = 0
◦ and several temperatures.
Between parentheses are given the mean values (〈Ecol〉) in eV.
in figure 3.66. If the mean energies for these distributions are compared at the
same temperature it can be deduced that molecules are internally more excited
than translationally. The increase of temperature produces a major translation-
ally and internally excitation of O2 molecules possibly due to the increase of the
surface temperature, as the increase in the collision energy was shown that had
a small effect (figure 3.62).
•Hyperthermal conditions
The effect of a preadsorbed atom on the scattering angle for state specific con-
ditions was shown previously in this section. In order to analyse the possible
effect in experimental results of Paci et al. (71), a batch of 30,000 trajectories
was calculated and analysed for the experimental hyperthermal distribution of
the colliding atom when Tsurf = 503 K and θv=45
◦. The comparison with the
results obtained for atomic oxygen scattered over a clean graphite surface (figures
3.67 and 3.39) shows that the presence of an oxygen preadsorbed shifts the peak
of the distribution at lower angles and broadens it. (71). The experimental one
resembles more the case with a clean surface possibly because the low coverage
in the experimental conditions, although both QCT distributions are too broad.
The O2 molecules formed show angular distribution at much lower angles (peak
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Figure 3.66: Final translational (E
′
col) and internal (E
′
int) energy of oxygen
molecules formed via ER reaction at a) T = 300 K and b) T = 1, 500 K.
Figure 3.67: Theoretical and experimental (71) distributions of polar scattering
angle of a) reflected atomic oxygen and b) ER O2 formed molecules for a hot
(hyperthermal) beam and an incident angle of θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 503 K.
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at ∼ 40◦) close to the specular angle while the experimental is around 60◦. Nev-
ertheless, the experimental values correspond to an initial O2/O flux impinging
the surface and therefore measured O2 distribution will give the two possible con-
tributions: a) O2 formed via ER reaction and b) initial O2 that is scattered. In
the next section the second contribution will be shown.
3.7.2 Molecular oxygen QCT collision study
3.7.2.1 Computational details
A dynamical study of the processes involving the interaction of the O2 molecule
with the graphite surface was done by means of the quasiclassical trajectory
method. Several initial conditions were studied in order to investigate state spe-
cific and hyperthermal conditions. For state specific calculations initial collision
energies for the center of mass of the molecule between 0.1 eV 6 Ecol 6 2.0 eV
were used for selected rovibrational levels (v=0-2, j=1,27). Initial molecular ori-
entation angles (θ and φ, figure 2.1) were sampled by the standard Monte Carlo
method, within intervals 0◦ - 180◦ and 0◦ - 360◦ respectively. Initial collision
angles were selected at θ = 0◦ and 45◦ while the φ angle was randomly selected
between 0◦ and 360◦. Initial r distance was chosen between the corresponding
inner (r−) and outer (r+) turning points of each O2 (v, j) internal level. Only
odd j initial levels were chosen for O2(X
3
∑−
g ) molecule because even rotational
levels are unpopulated due to the nuclear spin of O16 is zero (119). These con-
ditions were explored with and without surface temperature (100 6 Tsurf 6 900
K). Finally, an hyperthermal initial distribution emulating experimental studies
from Paci et al. (71) was also studied using a surface temperature of 503 K.
Initial position of the molecule center of mass Xcm and Ycm is randomly se-
lected in the (1×1) unit cell, and Zcm was set at 7.5 A˚, where the interaction
with surface is negligible. Quasiclassical trajectories were run with qctsurf code
as previous studies.
Five possible exit channels were considered to classify the reactivity of the
system: molecular adsorption, molecular reflection and molecular dissociation
producing several gas or adsorbed atoms (O(g) + O(g), Oad + O(g), O(g) + Oad).
The O2 molecule was considered to be formed when r is lower than 2.0 A˚ and
dissociated over 3.0 A˚. The maximum adsorption distance from surface for both
atoms and molecule is set at 2.2 A˚ for both ZO and Zcm. With more than 8
rebounds with the surface. The minimum distance for reflection was set at 7.6 A˚
and the direction of the velocity vector should be pointed to the vacuum.
Batches of a minimum of NT = 10, 000 trajectories were run at each condition.
Statistical errors were very low as all computed trajectories at all conditions lead
only to molecular reflection.
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3.7.2.2 Dynamical study
•Without surface temperature
Batches of quasiclassical trajectories were run for state specific conditions where
the initial internal molecular state was fixed (v = 0 - 2, j = 1 - 27) as the initial
collision energy for the center of mass of the molecule between 0.1 eV 6 Ecol 6 2.0
eV at initial θv = 0
◦ and 45◦ when surface temperature is not taken into account.
From all possible processes only molecular reflection is observed at all studied
conditions. Thus, the effect of the initial translational energy and the internal
vibrational and rotational energy on the scattering angle (θ
′
v) of the molecules is
plotted in figure 3.68. Molecular scattering angles for normal incidence (θv = 0
◦)
are observed at low values around 10◦ and 20◦ while for off normal incidence the
scattering angles have a peak at around θ
′
v = 45
◦. The influence of the initial
collision rotational or vibrational energy on the final angle is negligible as can be
observed in the plotted results.
The analysis of the final molecular internal and translational energies reveals
that no excitation of the vibrational modes is observed. Certain loss of trans-
lational energy is observed while the rotational motion increases for all studied
cases. The final state of the molecule will be discussed below, when surface
temperature is taken into account.
•With surface temperature
The effect of surface temperature in the molecular scattering angle distribution
and final internal state of the molecule is analysed. The polar scattering angle
distribution is plotted for normal incidence at two surface temperatures in figure
3.69 for several initial collision energies and vibrational and rotational states.
Scattering angles observed for normal incidence at initial internal state of (v=0,
j=1) are small (figure 3.69a and b). In general, a peak is observed at around 10◦
(a bit shifted for higher Ecol) although distributions are wide and some molecules
can be observed at a scattering angles close to 60◦. Surface temperature and
vibrational or rotational excitation practically do not affect these distributions.
Figure 3.70 presents the calculations for off normal incidence. Again the
behaviour respect the surface temperature and (v, j) increment is the same and
negligible. The main difference is the shift of the maximum at higher angles,
although the peaks are a bit higher than the specular value (e.g., 50◦ at low
collision energies or 60◦ at higher ones).
The different types of energy exchange during the molecular collision (internal,
translational and total energy) are plotted at three initial collision energies (v = 0,
j = 1) and normal incidence at two surface temperatures (Tsurf = 100 K and
900 K) in figure 3.71. In general, collision energy is lost during the interaction
process although at higher temperatures some intensity of the distribution can
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Figure 3.68: Polar scattering angle distributions for O2 collisions with normal
incidence (left panels) and θv = 45
◦ (right panels) at different initial conditions.
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Figure 3.69: Polar scattering angle distributions for O2 collisions with normal
incidence at Tsurf= 100 K (left panels) and 900K (right panels) at different initial
conditions.
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Figure 3.70: Polar scattering angle distributions for O2 collisions with off normal
incidence at Tsurf= 100 K (left panels) and 900K (right panels) at different initial
conditions.
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Figure 3.71: Energy exchange for reflected trajectories with normal incidence at
Tsurf = 100 K (left panels) and 900K (right panels) at different initial conditions.
With a), b) Ecol, c), d) ∆Eint and e), f) ∆Etot.
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be observed at positive values. Some of the initial collision energy is going to the
excitation of internal states as can be seen in the positive values of the internal
energy exchange. This increment is slightly higher when the surface temperature
is increased. Nevertheless, the excitation of internal states of the molecule is not
gaining all the collision energy lost during the trajectory. Thus, as it can be seen
in the total energy exchange distributions, a big part of the energy is transferred
to the surface. Only at the higher temperatures explored, and at lower collision
energies a small intensity is observed at positive values of total energy, showing
a transference of energy from the surface to the molecule.
•Calculations for experimental conditions
To complete the simulation of experimental result of Paci et al. (71), the polar
scattering angle distribution of the oxygen molecule for an hyperthermal initial
collision energy distribution of the molecule is analysed. For that purpose, batches
of 30,000 trajectories were run for an initial incident angle of θv = 45
◦. Surface
temperature was set to Tsurf = 503 K as in the experimental conditions. The
initial internal state of the oxygen molecule was fixed to v=0 and j=1 as the
effect in the scattering angle due to the initial vibrational and rotational state is
negligible. The results are presented in figure 3.72 along with the experimental
distribution of molecular scattering angles. The theoretical results obtained show
Figure 3.72: Theoretical and experimental (71) distributions of polar scattering
angle of reflected molecular oxygen for a hot (hyperthermal) beam and an incident
angle of θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 503 K.
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a narrow distribution as it is also observed in the experimental ones, although
the peak is displaced ∼10◦ at higher scattering angles than the obtained in the
experiment. As was mentioned before, the scattered molecules observed in the
experiment could come from the molecular scattering of the initial O2 molecules
of the beam and from the O2 formed molecules via ER. The latter case produces
a wider distribution peaked at much lower scattering angles (figure 3.67b). In
order to have an idea of the theoretical profile that could be obtained for the
scattering angles when considering both processes, a ponderate mixture of the
results presented here and in section 3.7.1.2 was done and is plotted in figure 3.73.
The mixture of both populations is averaged to the total intensity expected from
Figure 3.73: Theoretical and experimental (71) distributions of polar scatter-
ing angle of reflected molecular oxygen and ER O2 formed molecules for a hot
(hyperthermal) beam and an incident angle of θv = 45
◦ and Tsurf = 503 K.
each of the processes giving O2. As the initial composition of the experimental
beam flux is formed by a ratio of 0.48 for O2/O and the computed probability
of ER reaction at experimental conditions is 43.1%, the scattered O2 will have a
contribution with a factor of two compared with the O2 formed via ER reaction.
Thus, the total area of the distribution will be formed by a contribution of the
scattered O2 twice the contribution of the formed O2 via ER. The peak of the
final distribution and the experimental one are normalised to the unit. The
distribution for the theoretical calculations is not consistent with the experimental
one for this estimation of both competing processes. In the former, two peaks are
observed, each one of them corresponds clearly to one of the processes producing
the O2 (i.e., ER reaction and O2 scattering), while the experimental shows a single
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peak. However, the coverage of the surface is probably much higher in simulations
than in the experimental conditions, as in the experiment the surface is heated
and low surface coverage is expected. Thus, in the theoretical distribution the
peak observed for the ER contribution is quite important. This result suggests
that probably in the experiment the ER reaction will not be as important as
supposed.
As the initial collision energies are high enough for the dissociation of the O2
molecule, reaction probabilities were analysed. Dissociation probability was lower
than a 0.1% even if initial collision energies were in general higher than 9 eV. In
order to understand the low dissociation probability, the increment of the trans-
lational, internal and total energy was plotted for O2 molecules and presented in
figure 3.74. The distribution of final vibrational states of the scattered molecules
is also plotted. The increase of total energy in the scattering process is negative,
Figure 3.74: a) Energy exchange (internal, translational and total) for hyperther-
mal (experimental) initial beam of oxygen molecules at Tsurf = 503 K, θv = 45
◦
and b) final v
′
state for the corresponding scattered molecules.
which means that the molecule is losing part of its initial energy. In addition, in-
ternal energy is increasing considerably as it can be observed in the figure, where
the distribution arise until a value of 4.0 eV. The analysis of the vibrational final
modes shows that the internal energy gained by the molecule is not converted to
enough vibrational energy for the molecule to become dissociated.
Some molecular oxygen beam scattering experiments from Oh et al. (72) were
also simulated. In this experiment, the initial θv angle for the incident oxygen
molecules were varied between 10◦ and 60◦ and the scattered molecules were de-
tected only in the direction where the condition θv + θ
′
v = 90
◦ was accomplished.
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Several surface temperatures from 150 to 500 K and initial collision energies from
0.291 to 0.614 eV were studied. Thus, calculations where run for each specific sur-
face temperature and initial collision energy, choosing randomly 10◦ 6 θv 6 70◦.
For each set of initial collision angles within intervals of one degree, the number
of trajectories, where the scattering angle fulfils the restriction above mentioned
was referred to the total of initial trajectories in the set. The representation of the
intensities at each given final scattering angle for several initial collision energies
and surface temperatures are plotted in figures 3.75 and 3.76.
Distributions presented show good agreement with experimental results ob-
tained by Oh et al. (72) for both peak position and full width at half maximum
(fwhm). The peak position dependence with initial collision energy (figure 3.77)
is smaller than the experimental one. However, if the scale of the graph is consid-
ered, differences are very small. The differences found for the fwhm are also very
small although in the experiment the distributions observed are slightly narrower.
In the published work by Oh et al. (72), it is suggested from the results,
that the translational energy of the molecules is reduced by the collision with the
graphite surface. This fact was already studied above in this text with similar
results. It is said that the energy loss becomes smaller at higher surface tem-
peratures which was also deduced from the results presented previously in this
section. The amount of energy loss is calculated at the specific conditions, where
the distribution peaks are found. Thus, for each Ecol and Tsurf the initial angle
that leads to the distribution peak is found using the experimental restrictions
(θv + θ
′
v = 90
◦). Results are listed in table 3.18 together with the theoretical
results obtained in the bibliography by means of the Hard Cube Model (HCM
(120)). Although the loss of energy calculated by the HCM is always higher than
the calculated in this work, the tendency with temperature and initial collision
energy is in agreement and the difference found between both is not higher than
a 15%.
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Figure 3.75: Incident energy dependence of the angular intensity distribution of
oxygen molecules scattered from the graphite surface; comparison of theoretical
QCT calculations (red) with experimental (blue) results (72) at different collision
energies, Tsurf= 150 K and 10
◦ 6 θv 6 70◦.
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Figure 3.76: Incident energy dependence of the angular intensity distribution of
oxygen molecules scattered from the graphite surface; comparison of theoretical
QCT calculations (red) with experimental (blue) results (72) at different Tsurf ,
Ecol= 0.291 eV and 10
◦ 6 θv 6 70◦.
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Figure 3.77: Collision energy dependence of the peak and fwhm of the angu-
lar intensity distribution of oxygen molecules scattered from the graphite surface;
comparison of theoretical QCT (red) calculations with experimental results (blue)
at Tsurf = 150 K, 10
◦ 6 θv 6 70◦.
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Table 3.18: Energy loss results for studied conditions of temperature and initial
collision energy for results (HCM) obtained in bibliography (72) (marked by ∗) and
calculated ones in this work.
Tsurf (K) Ecol (eV) θ
∗
v(
◦) a θ′∗v (◦) ∆E∗ (%) θv(◦) θ
′
v(
◦) a ∆E b (%)
E
co
l
fi
x
ed
150 0.291 37.6 52.4 -41 42 48 -27.9
200 0.291 38.1 51.9 -39 42 48 -27.4
250 0.291 38.4 51.6 -37 42 48 -27.4
300 0.291 38.6 51.4 -36 42 48 -26.7
400 0.291 39.2 50.8 -34 43 47 -25.1
500 0.291 40.0 50.0 -30 43 47 -19.7
T
su
r
f
fi
x
ed
150 0.291 37.6 52.4 -41 42 48 -27.9
150 0.371 37.7 52.3 -40 41 49 -32.1
150 0.456 37.7 52.3 -40 40 50 -37.6
150 0.534 37.6 52.4 -41 39 51 -39.9
150 0.614 37.6 52.4 -41 40 50 -39.9
athis angle corresponds to the maximum of the experimental or the calculated distribu-
tion.
b∆Etotal(%) = (1− E′tot/Etot)× 100.
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Chapter 4
O/O2 mixtures over
β-Cristobalite (001) surface
4.1 Introduction
The interaction study of oxygen over a β-cristobalite (001) surface was started
previously in our research group. Potential energy surfaces (PES) were con-
structed for the description of the interaction of one oxygen atom with a clean
surface, for one oxygen with an O precovered surface and for the molecular colli-
sion over a clean surface. In this chapter the results for state specific dynamical
QCT calculations for the Eley-Rideal (ER) reaction and O2 collisions with the
surface, using the previously constructed PES, are presented. However, in order
to facilitate the comprehension, a small introduction to the DFT treatment as
long as some details of the PES construction (i.e., ER reaction and O2 collision
processes) are given.
Some further thermal dynamical calculations of the atomic and molecular
collisions over the β-cristobalite surface are used to determine reaction rate con-
stants for several elementary heterogeneous processes occurring over the surface.
Finally, this information is used for constructing a microkinetic model (121); the
aim of which is to obtain an overall idea of the global effect of the different
elementary processes taking place over the surface at the same time and thus
evaluate theoretically the γO and βO coefficients, which are really important for
CFD simulations.
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4.1.1 Preliminary results of oxygen interaction with β-
cristobalite
For the interaction of oxygen over β-cristobalite DFT calculations were carried
out by Arasa et al. (97). The calculations are based on the generalised gra-
dient correction (GGA) functional Perdew-Wang 91 (PW91 (75, 76)) and the
electron-ion interaction was described by using the projector-augmented-wave
(PAW) technique (81, 82).
They found almost degenerate stability among the several polymorphs of the
β-cristobalite (i.e.,P213, F 4¯d2, F3dm, . . . ), although Fdd2 was slightly more
stable than others. Its 3D structure is presented in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: 3D view of the cubic β-cristobalite (Fdd2) unit cell.
DFT study showed that Si-finished slab model was the most stable and it was
used for the PES construction. A summary of the atomic adsorption results for
Si-finished β-cristobalite (001) surface over several sites (figure 4.2) is presented
in figure 4.3. The data show several minima although only B1 and T1 are true
minima (i.e., all the frequencies are positive). The adsorption energy for the most
stable minimum (T1) is of -4.75 eV, although the analysis of the PES constructed
for the system (122) allows the location of a slightly more stable minima (T1
′′
,
T1
′
) (table 4.1) very close to the T1 with an adsorption energy of -5.27 eV and
-7.10 eV, respectively. The T1 sites are located over the outermost Si atom at a
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Figure 4.2: Top view of Fdd2 β-cristobalite (001) unit cell with the studied sites.
Numbers indicate the surface layer.
Figure 4.3: DFT potential energy for an O atom over different sites of a frozen
β-cristobalite (001) surface as a function of ZO distance to the surface (122). Lines
are used to guide the eye.
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Table 4.1: Relative energies of the main stationary points for the interpolated
O2/β-cristobalite PES.
Energy (eV) a dSiO or dOO (A˚)
b
Oad (T1) + O(g) -4.75 1.527
Oad (T1
′′
) + O(g) -5.27 1.576
Oad (T1
′
) + O(g) -7.10 1.551
O2(ad) + slab -8.87 1.803
O2(g) + slab -6.11 1.221
aZero of energies at 2O(g) + β-cristobalite slab.
bMore information on Oad minima can be found in (97, 122).
ZO distance of 1.527 A˚. The T1
′
/T1
′′
sites are placed between the T1 and B1
sites and they describe an absorption since the oxygen atom tends to penetrate
into de surface (ZO < 0).
4.1.2 Some details of the PES for the two oxygen inter-
action with β-cristobalite
The PES for the ground electronic state of the O2/β-cristobalite interaction sys-
tem was constructed with the aim of studying the ER reaction between an in-
coming oxygen atom from the gas phase and a preadsorbed one, as well as for
the molecular collision. The general expression is (101),
V
(
XOA , YOA , ZOA , XOB , YOB , ZOB , {Rij}
)
= V slab
(
{Rij}
)
+
+V OA−slab
(
XOA , YOA , ZOA , {Rij}
)
+ V OB−slab
(
XOB , YOB , ZOB , {Rij}
)
+
+V OA−OB
(
XOA , YOA , ZOA , XOB , YOB , ZOB , {Rij}
)
(4.1)
which depends on the Cartesian coordinates of both oxygen atoms over the unit
cell and on all internuclear distances {Rij} (i.e., Si-Si, O-O and Si-O) of the silica
slab. The first term of the PES (V slab) is the potential that describes the interac-
tion among the atoms inside the slab. It is an empirical potential (123) derived for
silica and silicate systems, which was also previously used in our research group
for the atomic oxygen interaction with β-cristobalite (122). The two equivalent
V Oi−slab terms were obtained (101) by using the corrugation-reducing procedure
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(CRP) interpolation method (11) over a large grid (XO, YO, ZO) of DFT points
(spin-polarized GGA-PW91 calculations) calculated over the square (1×1) 2D
unit cell (figure 4.2). The V OA−OB term was derived by means of a 6D CRP
interpolation using a grid of O2 DFT points over the unit cell of β-cristobalite at
its equilibrium geometry. In particular, DFT energies were calculated for both,
perpendicular (θ = 0◦) and parallel (θ = 90◦) O2 configurations, at several O-O
distances (r) and Zcm values of its center of mass from the outermost Si atom of
the β-cristobalite slab.
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b present contour plots of this PES for one oxygen pread-
sorbed (Oad) on a T1 site for fixed ZO values of the incoming oxygen atom,
keeping the slab fixed at its equilibrium geometry. Incoming O atom tends to
Figure 4.4: CRP PES contour plots for an O (atom A) preadsorbed on top central
Si (T1 site) and the second one (O atom B) at several positions over the frozen
β-cristobalite (001) surface: a) XA = YA = 3.674 A˚, ZA= 1.560 A˚ and ZB= 3.0 A˚
and b) XA = YA = 3.674 A˚, ZA= 1.560 A˚ and ZB= 1.560 A˚. The energy difference
between contour lines is 1.0 eV, with the zero of energy at 2O(g)+β-cristobalite
slab. The Si atoms of the first layer of the (1×1) unit cell are shown by small black
circles.
become closer to Oad and to the outermost Si atoms, especially along the positive
slope diagonal of the unit cell (figure 4.4b) due to the absence of O in the second
layer along this diagonal. This behaviour is similar to the one observed for clean
surface (122). Figure 4.5 shows contour plots for fixed XO and YO positions of
one adsorbed oxygen atom over a Si atom and the other one close to that (i.e.,
between two Si atoms) for different ZO values. The observed stability at low
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Figure 4.5: CRP PES contour plots for an O (atom A) adsorbed on top central
Si (T1 site) XA = YA= 3.674 A˚ and the second one (O atom B) at XB = YB= 5.0
A˚ for several ZA and ZB positions. The energy difference between contours is 1.0
eV, with the zero of energy at 2O(g)+β-cristobalite slab.
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ZO values is in agreement with the existence of a O2(ad) minimum and with the
favourable atomic adsorption/absorption into the β-cristobalite structure through
the T1’ minimum.
The relaxation of slab geometry stabilizes even more the stationary points
of the PES. For instance, the energy of Oad + Oad minimum over two T1 sites
changes to -11.03 eV, a value 0.39 eV more stable than that obtained for equi-
librium rigid slab geometry. Moreover, one of Si atoms involved is shifted in ZO
from 0 to 0.314 A˚, indicating that the slab reconstruction could be important
during some collision processes. The contribution of V slab modifies slightly the
energetics of ER and LH reactions (e.g., ∆EER = −1.36 eV and ∆ELH = 4.92
eV for Oad over T1 sites).
The present CRP PES allows the calculation of energies for molecular config-
urations with Zcm > 0 A˚ and r > 0.5 A˚ and for atomic configurations with ZO >
-1 A˚, due to the range of DFT data calculated. Hence, diffusion of O2 inside the
slab cannot be studied without extra modifications on the current PES.
Figure 4.6a presents a countour plot (r, Zcm) of this PES for O2 over a Si (T1
site), which shows the existence of an energy barrier for molecular dissociation.
In fact, the final slab relaxation reduces significantly this initial energy barrier of
1.43 eV for rigid slab in the global PES as the dynamical study will show. Direct
DFT calculations show that this barrier is located at r=1.237 A˚, Zcm=2.759
A˚ with an energy barrier of about 0.69 eV, which connects with a molecular
adsorption minimum at -3.16 eV (energy respect O2(g) + slab asymptote); this is
a true minimum (i.e., all harmonic frequencies are positive) with an equilibrium
geometry equal to Xcm = XSi, Ycm = YSi, Zcm = 1.423 A˚, r = 1.639 A˚, θ =
90◦, φ = 55.8◦ (φ angle is zero when O2 molecule lays in the X direction with
θ 6= 0◦). The DFT minimum energy path (MEP) changes from triplet state for
O2(g) to a single state for the adsorbed molecule O2(ad). The two dangling bonds
of the Si atom favour the minimum because in this way a first layer Si atom
can achieve the silica stable SiO4 tetrahedral unit configuration. The CRP PES
reproduces as well this non-magnetic peroxo species as can be seen in figure 4.6a
at Zcm=1.401 A˚ and r=1.283 A˚, E=-5.59 eV, although another local minimum is
found. Nevertheless, these strong distorted structures will not be common in the
dynamical study at low or medium energies. It is well known that semiconductor
surfaces present a strong rearrangement after adsorption due to the covalent
bonding of the substrate. In the case of silica, O or O2 can penetrate inside
the slab (absorption) and produce several kinds of stable structures (124, 125).
Figures 4.6b and 4.6c show that the dissociation of O2 will be much less
favorable (i,e., higher energy barriers) for another sites over the unit cell, specially
between Si atoms located on the negative slope diagonal the unit cell due to the
existence of O atoms in the second layer (steric effects). The approaching of the
O2 molecule to the slab between two Si edge atoms of the unit cell (H1 site) does
not present almost interaction and will facilitate the diffusion or penetration of
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Figure 4.6: CRP PES contour plots for the O2 molecule center of mass over three
different sites of the unit cell for a molecular configuration at θ = 90◦ and φ = 45◦,
with rigid slab at the equilibrium geometry. Contour spacing every 0.5 eV with
the zero of energy at O2(g)+slab asymptote. In the inset figure a representation of
the O2 position over the slab is depicted.
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O2 into the silica slab. Contour plots for O2 configurations parallel to the surface
at different φ angles and also for perpendicular approaching are more repulsive,
confirming the high anisotropy of the PES.
The dissociation of O2 molecule can produce two oxygen atoms that can get
strongly adsorbed mainly over the Si atom (T1 and T1
′
sites), as described in
(101). This reaction channel (Oad+Oad) will be exothermic in comparison with
reaction channels that produce one or two gas atoms (i.e., O(g)+Oad or O(g)+O(g))
that require an amount of energy to be produced, due to the strong adsorption
energy of atomic oxygen over Si (i.e., for O(g)+Oad channel the endothermicity will
be around 0.8 - 1 eV depending on the final geometry of the atomic adsorption).
In the case of O penetration into the silica slab (i.e., absorption) the reaction
channel becomes exothermic (101).
4.2 Atomic oxygen QCT collision study with O-
preadsorbed β-cristobalite
4.2.1 Computational details
A dynamical study of atomic gas oxygen colliding with oxygen precovered β-
cristobalite (001) surface is carried out by means of the QCT method (126). The
silica slab includes a total of 104 atoms distributed into 9-layers for a (2×2)
square surface unit cell with a cell parameter of 7.348 A˚. The slab temperature
(Tsurf = 100 - 1,500 K) was controlled by means of a Generalised Langevin
Oscillator (GLO) model (34, 126). The corresponding random and friction forces
were applied only to the atoms of the bottom Si layer, which are also forced
to oscillate around their bulk equilibrium positions (by using extra ”springs”)
to avoid a global translation of the slab. We checked that the empirical slab
vibrated with an average slab energy corresponding to the selected temperature
(〈Eslab〉 = 3NkBTsurf ). The generalised friction and the fluctuating forces were
balanced, according to the second fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Thus, the
proper temperature is reasonably maintained in the primary zone (i.e., the lattice
atoms that can interact directly with colliding O atom).
This colliding oxygen atom is located initially at a distance of 6.0 A˚ from
the surface (where no interaction is observed) and its aiming point (XO, YO) is
determined by a random uniform sampling only on an 1×1 unit cell. Preadsorbed
O atom was located over the central Si atom (T1 site) at an initial ZO of around
1.5 A˚ (adsorption minimum geometry). This atom was quickly thermalised at
the selected slab temperature before the arrival of the incoming O atom. We
checked as well that only at high temperatures (e.g., 1,000 K) this preadsorbed
atom on T1 is able to evolve into T1
′
(penetration into the slab) for collision
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times longer than about 2 ps. Therefore, this initial geometry for Oad seems to
be appropriate enough for studying of all the processes derived from O(g) + Oad
collisions within the time scale considered (i.e., atomic reflection, atomic sticking
and O2 formation via ER reaction).
The colliding atom kinetic energy (Ecol) range explored was 0.05 - 4.0 eV.
The corresponding velocity angles θv and φv (figure 2.1) were fixed (θv =0
◦ and
θv =45
◦) and sampled by an uniform random sampling in the interval (0◦6 φv 6
360◦), respectively.
Hamilton’s equations were integrated by using a modified Beeman algorithm
with a fixed step of 1·10−4 ps, which permits an energy conservation of 10−4 −
10−5 eV in absence of the GLO bath. Two kind of calculations were considered:
quasithermal (T = TO(g) = Tsurf ; θv) and state specific (Ecol, Tsurf , θv). Batches
of 3,000 - 25,000 trajectories were integrated for the different initial conditions,
which ensured statistical errors below 1% for the reaction probabilities of the main
channels. Trajectories were integrated up to a maximum time of 2 ps. Some tests
at longer times (e.g., 5 ps) were also made to check the convergence of reaction
probabilities. Nevertheless, some trajectories end at shorter collision times due
to the before mentioned PES limitations, although the final probabilities are even
so quite well converged.
Several main processes can occur: atomic reflection, atomic sticking, and O2
formation (i.e., Eley-Rideal reaction). The molecules that become retained by
the slab at least during the integration time were differentiated (O2(ad)). In spite
of these adsorbed molecules could finally desorb or produce two adsorbed or
gas atoms at a much longer time scale, the PES topology seems to prevent a
possible significant increase of the ER probability for longer collision times. In
the present study we do not separate between atomic (or molecular) adsorption
and absorption (penetration) processes as in an earlier paper (122), but this is
practically irrelevant for the main goal of the present work, the ER reaction
dynamics study.
The reaction channels are classified by analysing r, ZO, ZO′ and Zcm values
and the corresponding vR,Z components of both atoms (122) and molecule. For
instance, the ER channel was achieved when Zcm was much larger the 5 - 6 A˚,
the r distance was not far from the O2 equilibrium distance (i.e., r < 1.9 A˚)
and vZcm > 0. It was verified that once the integration is finished (usually in
2 ps) and the trajectory is classified, an extra integration time does not affect
the trajectory classification. In case of discrepancy the trajectory was integrated
more steps until a converged classification. This criterion was especially useful
for channels involving finally adsorbed species.
The final internal state (v
′
, j
′
) for O2(g) was assigned rounding up or down
rotational angular momentum j
′
to the nearest integer (quasiclassical approach)
and by means of the radial action variable semiclassical method for the vibrational
quantum number (v
′
) (127). In spite of O2 molecule presents only odd rotational
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levels at its fundamental electronic state, this was not taken into account for final
j
′
truncation due to the high closeness of the rotational levels and because it was
necessary to use bins of at least 5j
′
consecutive values to reduce the statistical
errors in the final distributions.
4.2.2 Dynamical study
Figure 4.7a shows QCT probabilities for atomic sticking, atomic reflection, O2(ad)
formation and ER reaction for normal incidence considering a surface tempera-
ture of 1,100 K (128, 129). Atomic sticking (adsorption/absorption) is the main
process and its probability increases as translational energy does, in agreement
with the O collisions over a clean β-cristobalite surface (122) (figure 4.7). O2(ad)
formation is the second channel in importance and decreases with the augment
of translational energy. Atomic reflection is lower than 10% and ER reaction
is almost negligible in comparison with the other channels. Atomic desorption
channels (i.e., involving Oad) are practically forbidden in these conditions. The
ER process, is completely absent at 300 K but its contribution is significant at
1,100 K, becoming more important for the lowest collision energies (see inset in
figure 4.7a).
Off normal incidence enhances strongly the atomic sticking (figure 4.7b) di-
minishing as a consequence the O2(ad) formation. The atomic sticking probability
does not present a clear normal nor total energy scaling (130) dependence with
Ecol, possibly due to the high corrugation of the surface that could favour the
total energy scaling. Moreover, the competition between the different elementary
processes can modify the final sticking probability, which would not occur for
atomic collisions over a clean surface.
The atomic reflection for off normal incidence is now a little larger for all
collision energies when compared with normal incidence. Figure 4.8 shows more
clearly the effect of the incident angle on the different probabilities, revealing This
reveals that the comparison between experimental and theoretical results should
take into account an averaging over this angle (θv), specially for O sticking and
O2(ad) formation. For ER reaction or O reflection processes this effect is smaller
although it is observed that O collisions with small θv angles enhance the ER
process (e.g., probability changes from 1.33·10−3 at 0◦ to 0 at 60◦ for 1 eV of
collision energy and 1,100 K of surface temperature) and decrease the reflection
more significantly as shows figure 4.8.
The energy distributions of the O2 molecules produced in ER reaction were
also analysed. Nevertheless, its low reaction probabilities imply that the statis-
tical uncertainties will be larger in comparison with another reaction channels
(e.g., O2(ad) formation). Thus, figure 4.9 shows the translational, vibrational and
rotational distributions for normal incidence and reactants at 1,000 K. Molecules
are translationally hot, with an average E
′
col equal to 0.84 eV, much larger than if
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Figure 4.7: Sticking, reflection, O2(ad/ab) formation and ER probabilities for O
collisions over an O-precovered β-cristobalite (001) surface at several collision en-
ergies and Tsurf 1,100 K for a) θv = 0
◦ and b) θv = 45◦. The inset figures amplify
the ER reaction probabilities.
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Figure 4.8: Sticking, reflection, O2(ad/ab) formation and ER probabilities for
O collisions with an O-precovered β-cristobalite (001) surface at several incident
angles for Ecol = 1 eV and Tsurf = 1, 100 K.
products remained at the same temperature as the reactants (at 1,000 K the av-
erage energy would be 0.13 eV). The new O2 molecules are also internally excited
(figures 4.9b and 4.9c), much more than the corresponding thermal distributions
at 1000 K, which would present a maximum in j
′
= 15 and an important pop-
ulation of only the first vibrational levels (v
′
= 0, 1, 2) with 0.9055, 0.0852 and
0.0083 values, respectively. The average internal energy of O2 for these initial
conditions is 0.67 eV, consequently indicating a much less vibrational and ro-
tational excitation (e.g., 〈Evib〉 = 0.27 eV, 〈Erot〉= 0.42 eV) compared with the
translational one. The slab energy changes linked with its temperature distribu-
tion quite enough (the average slab energy was equal to 26.87±1.75 eV at 1,000
K) to explain the energy that finally goes into the O2 product molecules.
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Figure 4.9: a) final translational (E
′
col), b) vibrational (v
′
) and c) rotational (j
′
)
distributions of the O2 molecules formed by the ER reaction at the following initial
conditions: θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 1,000 K. Only 121 trajectories over a total of
25,000 trajectories produced this reaction channel. Average values are indicated
inside the figures. Bins of 5j
′
values were used for rotational distribution, summing
over all v
′
.
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4.3 Molecular oxygen QCT collision study with
β-cristobalite
4.3.1 Computational details
The incoming O2 molecule was located initially at 4.5 A˚ from the surface where
the interaction is negligible. The starting (Xcm, Ycm) point was determined by a
random uniform sampling of the square (1×1) unit cell (figure 4.2). Moreover,
trajectories were also calculated for collisions over the centered Si atom of the
unit cell (Xcm = XSi = 3.674 A˚, Ycm = YSi = 3.674 A˚) to study much better the
effect of the initial conditions on the molecular dissociation. The initial molecular
orientation angles (φ, θ, in figure 2.1) were sampled by using the standard Monte
Carlo method, whithin the intervals 0◦ - 180◦ and 0◦ - 360◦, respectively. The
molecule is prepared at a selected rovibrational level within the range of v= 0 - 5
and j= 1 - 33, and translates respect the slab with a given kinetic center of mass
energy (Ecol). This energy was in the range 0.15 eV - 3.0 eV with a Tsurf = 300
K.
Two sets of independent calculations were carried out for two incident angles
(θv = 0
◦ and 45◦). The initial r distance was chosen between the corresponding
inner (r−) and outer (r+) turning points of every O2 (v,j) internal levels. Thus,
a Monte Carlo sampling method is used for internal coordinates (r, θ, φ) and
linear momenta (pr, pθ, pφ) selection for a fixed total energy and rotational angular
momentum
(
L2 = j(j + 1) in atomic units
)
of the molecule. Hence, the angle η,
defining the orientation of ~L vector, was randomly selected within 0◦ and 360◦. As
in the previous case, only odd j initial levels were chosen for O2(X
3Σ−g ) molecule
because even rotational levels are forbidden since the nuclear spin of O16 is zero.
Hamilton’s equations were integrated using a modified Beeman algorithm with
a fixed step of 0.1 fs. Energy was conserved withing 10−3 - 10−4 eV in absence of
thermal bath. Batches of at least 5,000 trajectories were integrated for each initial
condition, which ensures a correct sampling of the random collision parameters
and small statistical errors in the probabilities of main processes (i.e.,< 1%). The
major part of trajectories ended up at short collision times ( < 0.5 ps), depending
on both Ecol and the particular process. Each trajectory can be classified as one
of the following processes or channels:
1. Oad + Oad
2. O2(ad/ab)
3. O2(g)
4. O(g) + Oad
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5. Oad + O(g)
6. O(g) + O(g)
Channel 3 corresponds to molecular reflection, channel 2 to molecular adsorp-
tion/absorption (hereafter sticking) and the other channels (i.e., 1 + 4 + 5 + 6)
imply the molecular dissociation. Once the distances and velocity criteria were
achieved, trajectories were integrated during a number of additional steps (e.g.
10 - 50 steps) to verify that the classification was converged. Only an insignifi-
cant part of the trajectories were stopped before this accurate classification due
to some PES limitations (i.e., geometries with ZO < −1.0 A˚, Zcm < 0 or r < 0.5
A˚ (Z=0 for first layer of Si atoms), where the PES is not defined). The distinc-
tion between adsorbed and absorbed atoms were not taken into account (i.e., Oad
≡ Oab) because the interest is centered on the molecular dissociation, although
atoms will be mainly absorbed as it was shown in a previous work (122) (e.g., >
90%).
4.3.2 Dynamical study
Batches of trajectories were calculated for state specific conditions for a given
surface temperature (128, 129). The different channel probabilities for O2 (v =
0, j = 1) at two incident angles at Tsurf= 300 K are plotted in figure 4.10.
Molecular reflection is the main channel and its probability decreases rapidly
as the collision energy increments, favoring thus the molecular sticking. This
behaviour was also observed for O sticking over the same silica surface (122)
and it is at variance to the usual prediction done with simple models for gas-
surface collisions (e.g., hard cube model (120)). These models predict a decrease
of trapping probabilities as the energy grows. The analysis of atom sticking
revealed that the positive slope dependence with Ecol was mostly caused by the
predominant absorption processes, while the less important adsorption processes
showed almost no variation with Ecol. Moreover, the incident angle dependence
points out that normal incidence produces higher sticking probabilities than off
normal incidence (figure 4.10b) and according to this, the reverse behaviour is
obtained for reflection probabilities. This can be explained taking into account
that absorption is enhanced by normal collisions over open areas of the unit cell
(i.e., regions between Si corner atoms mainly B1 and H sites, figure 4.2) where
energy interaction is very low. The large anisotropy of the PES produces that off
normal molecular collisions deviate before reaching these regions and explore more
repulsive zones, increasing as a consequence the reflected collisions. An analysis of
the energy scaling of the molecular sticking probabilities at several incident angles
(θv = 0
◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦) show that they fall on a line (figure 4.11) when are
plotted as a funcion of the perpendicular component of the translational energy,
pointing out a normal energy scaling in spite of the great surface corrugation. It
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Figure 4.10: Sticking, reflection and dissociation probabilities for O2 (v = 0, j =
1) collisions at several collision energies at Tsurf = 300 K and at a) θv = 0
◦ and b)
θv = 45
◦.
Figure 4.11: Sticking probabilities for O2 (v=0, j=1) collisions as a function of
the perpendicular collision energy at several incident angles (θv) and Tsurf= 300
K.
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is interesting to note that a less corrugated surface as graphite does not present
the same behaviour (see section 3.6.1.2) The vibrational and rotational energies
of the molecule and the rather unusual type of trapping (i.e., huge absorption)
could justify this atypical effect.
Molecular dissociation processes become opened at very high collision energies
(e.g., 1.0 and 2.0 eV for θv = 0
◦ and 45◦, respectively), which means that this is
an activated reaction. To clarify much better the effect of the internal molecular
state (v, j) and Ecol on the dissociation processes along with their microscopic
mechanisms, a set of trajectories were calculated for normal incidence considering
the collision of the O2 molecule over the central cell silicon atom. It is expected
a large increase of molecular dissociation in agreement with the topology of the
PES. If figure 4.12 is compared with figure 4.10a, the key role of Si atoms con-
cerning to the molecular dissociation is demonstrated. In this case (figure 4.12),
Figure 4.12: Sticking, reflection and dissociation probabilities for O2 (v = 0, j =1)
collisions with the outermost Si atom of the surface for normal incidence as a
function of the collision energy at Tsurf = 300 K.
sticking is negligible as O2 cannot be absorbed over the Si atom and molecular
dissociation becomes much more important. Only at very high energies O2 in-
ternuclear distance is high enough for becoming adsorbed to the Si atom. The
final O adsorbed atoms are located close to the Si atom, along the positive slope
diagonal of the unit cell, which is more attractive for O and O2 than other regions
of the cell. For instance, O atoms coming from dissociate molecules (channel 1)
get stuck along this diagonal at different side respect the Si atoms, in agreement
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with previous atomic study (122).
The O2 vibrational excitation enhances slightly the molecular dissociation (fig-
ure 4.13a). For instance, dissociation probability increases from 14.3% to 16.1%
Figure 4.13: Sticking, reflection and dissociation probabilities for O2 (v, j) colli-
sions with the outermost Si atom of the surface for normal incidence and Tsurf=
300 K at a) different vibrational levels for j=1 and Ecol = 1.5 eV and b) different
rotational levels for v=0 and Ecol = 1.5 eV.
for v = 0 to 1, respectively. This fact implies an augment of about 0.20 eV in
vibrational energy. Therefore, it seems that the efficiency (i.e., ∆P/∆E) of vibra-
tional energy is smaller than the translational energy to promote the molecular
dissociation. The O2 rotational excitation (figure 4.13b) produces a small but ob-
vious decrease in dissociation probability (e.g., 14.4%, 10.4% for j=1 and j=33,
respectively). This effect can be rationalised due to the high anisotropy of the
PES respect the φ angle. This occurs specially once the energy barrier is overcome
along the MEP for dissociation. This is because the PES becomes much more
attractive (i.e., two adsorbed atoms, molecular adsorption,. . . ), mainly around
45◦.
The energy (internal and translational) and angular scattering distributions of
O2 reflected molecules were also studied. Final translational energy distributions
(E
′
col) are slightly colder than the initial ones (e.g., a narrow distribution with
〈E ′col〉 = 0.87 eV for Ecol = 1.0 eV and v=0, j=1, θv = 0◦ and Tsurf=300
K is obtained). Final vibrational distributions (v
′
) are like the initial ones (e.g.,
〈v′〉 = 0 for almost all scattered molecules for initial O2( v=0, j = 1) at Ecol = 1.0
eV, θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf = 300 K). Only a noteworthy final rotational excitation
is observed in reflected molecules (〈j ′〉=21 for the same before mentioned initial
conditions). The polar scattering angle (θ
′
v) presents broad distributions in the
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range 110◦ - 180◦ with an average values of 〈θ′v〉 = 154◦ for the same initial
conditions.
For off normal incidence, the average scattering angle diminished to 136◦ due
to the rather elastic character of these collisions. The final azimuthal angular
scattering distributions (φ
′
v) show a symmetric distribution between 0
◦ and 360◦,
with alternating minima and maxima (see figure 4.14a). This can be explained
by the topology of the reflection of O2 molecules over the symmetrical unit cell.
Thus, figure 4.14b shows the distribution of the initial center of mass position
over the unit cell of the molecules that finally were scattered at Ecol=1.0 eV, v=0,
j=1, θv = 0
◦ and Tsurf= 300 K, corresponding approximately to the maxima of
figure 4.14a. It was checked that the distribution over the cell is almost identical
Figure 4.14: Azimuthal angular scattering distribution and the corresponding
initial center of mass position of the scattered O2 molecules for Ecol= 1.0 eV, v=0,
j=1, θv=0
◦ and Tsurf= 300 K.
to the distribution for the closest approach distance (Zmin) of the molecule to
the surface. Therefore, scattered molecules are mainly deviated in XO and YO
direction (i.e., azimuthal angles) in which there are not Si atoms (which promote
the dissociation) because the energy interaction is much lower. The azimuthal
angles of 0◦ ≡ 360◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦ correspond to the direction toward the
cell open areas (H1 and B1 sites). Regions with minima of the azimuthal angular
distributions (figure 4.14a) show as well, a consistent behaviour departing now
the scattered molecules toward the diagonal directions (i.e., 45◦, 135◦, 225◦ and
315◦).
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4.4 Thermal atomic and molecular QCT colli-
sion studies
QCT dynamic studies of atomic and molecular oxygen colliding with a clean and
O-preadsorbed β-cristobalite (001) surface were also carried out at thermal condi-
tions. The temperature range (300 - 1,600 K) and the statistics of the calculated
reaction probabilities were improved in order to construct a microkinetic model
from QCT data. The interpolated CRP PES used (101), was already discussed
in section 4.1.2.
For studying atomic oxygen collisions with a clean surface using the same
O2/β-cristobalite PES, the second O atom was kept at a large enough distance
to the surface to avoid any interaction.
Batches of 5,000-15,000 trajectories were integrated at each temperature to
ensure a reasonable good statistics for the reaction probabilities of the main chan-
nels. Different processes could be observed: atomic reflection, atomic sticking
(adsorption+absorption), O2(ad) formation and O2(g) formation (i.e., ER reac-
tion). Classification criteria for these events were presented in section 4.3.1 with
more computational details of the study.
Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17, summarize the reaction probabilities for qua-
sithermal conditions from 300 to 1,600 K. Figure 4.15 presents the O collisions
over a clean surface, observing a very strong sticking, which decreases as the
temperature is increased.
A much lower sticking is observed in figure 4.16 for O2 collisions over a clean
surface. This behaviour is explained due to the favourable adsorption of both
species (mostly for O) over several sites of the Si-terminated β-cristobalite surface,
specially on top (T1 site) or very close (T1
′
site) to Si atoms (101). Molecular
dissociative adsorption is not observed for this temperature range in agreement
with the results presented previously that predicted that this process should be
only opened at higher collision energies (e.g., Ecol > 1 eV).
Figure 4.17 shows the reaction probabilities for O collisions with an O-pre-
covered surface (O on T1/T1
′
/T1
′′
site, which means an atomic coverage of
θO = 0.25). The atomic sticking decreases in comparison with the clean sur-
face probabilities as new processes, such as O2 formation, appear. In fact, the
distinction was done between the formation of the O2(g) via the ER reaction and
the production of molecular oxygen that is strongly retained over the surface
(O2(ad)). This second reaction channel is much more probable than the first one,
which is shown in the semilogarithmic scale of figure 4.17b. This trend was also
observed in similar studies of atomic oxygen recombination over quartz (131) and
in previous molecular dynamics simulations for O/O2 over β-quartz (132). Here,
O2(ad) formation was established if adsorption was longer than 5 ps, although sim-
ulations at very long times (i.e., 1.5 ns) showed important O2 desorption, which
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Figure 4.15: QCT reaction probabilities for normal incidence at several tempera-
tures (300 - 1,600 K) for atomic oxygen over a clean surface. Lines show analytical
fittings.
Figure 4.16: QCT reaction probabilities for O2 collisions over a clean surface with
normal incidence at several temperatures (300 - 1,600 K). Lines show analytical
fits.
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Figure 4.17: QCT reaction probabilities for normal incidence at several temper-
atures (300 - 1,600 K) for atomic oxygen over an O-precovered surface. Lines show
analytical fits.
increases the final ER probabilities, although possibly this should be classified as
molecular desorption.
4.5 Microkinetic model for O/O2 mixtures re-
acting over β-cristobalite
A microkinetic model is proposed to ascertain the global effect of the main he-
terogeneous processes involving different O/O2 mixtures over the β-cristobalite
(001) surface at quasithermal conditions. Ten surface elementary processes were
included, where i label is used for the direct processes and −i for their reverse
ones (i = 1, . . . , 5). These are the considered processes:
chemisorption (k1) and desorption (k−1) of oxygen atoms,
O(g) + s
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
Oad (4.2)
molecular nondissociative adsorption (k2) and molecular desorption (k−2),
O2(g) + 2s
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
O2(ad) (4.3)
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O2(ad) formation by atomic recombination (k3) and molecular dissociative desorp-
tion (k−3),
O(g) +Oad + s
k3−−⇀↽−
k−3
O2(ad) (4.4)
Eley-Rideal reaction (k4) and molecular dissociative adsorption (k−4),
O(g) +Oad
k4−−⇀↽−
k−4
O2(g) + s (4.5)
and Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction (k5) and molecular dissociative adsorption
(k−5),
Oad +Oad
k5−−⇀↽−
k−5
O2(g) + 2s (4.6)
where s indicates a free site on the surface. PES analysis shows that molecular
oxygen prefers to get adsorbed in parallel configuration over a Si atom, by using
the two T1
′
/T1
′′
free adjacent sites of the four available in each (1×1) unit cell.
The O2 dissociation can produce several final products (e.g., Oad+Oad, O(g) +
Oad,. . . ). Adsorbed (ad) or absorbed (ab) species are indicated hereafter using
only the ad subscript, as they are not distinguished within this model. Processes
are labelled as direct and reverse ones for notation compactness (i.e., ki and k−i).
The thermal rate constants for the elementary processes (1), (2), (3) and
(4) were calculated from the corresponding thermal QCT reaction probabilities
(Pi(T) reported in sections 4.4 and 4.3; see figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17) by using
conveniently the following standard expressions (133),
ki(T ) = Pi(T )
√
kBT
2piml
1
[s]0
, i = 1, 4 (m3 · s−1) (4.7)
ki(T ) = Pi(T )
√
kBT
2piml
1
[s]20
, i = 2, 3 (m5 · s−1) (4.8)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ml is the atomic mass
(molecular mass for k2) and [s]0 is the initial surface density of free sites (i.e., 4
sites per unit cell or 7.41·1018 sites/·m2 for a β-cristobalite (001) surface). The i
values in the equations 4.7 and 4.8 show the elementary processes for which rate
constants were calculated.
The QCT probabilities were fitted by using some polynomials for (1), (2)
or (4) processes or an Arrhenius expression for ER reaction (3), which are also
plotted in figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. As the LH reaction was not studied by
the QCT method, an estimation of its rate constant was done from the following
equation (133),
k5(T ) =
1
∆
√
pikBT
2mO
1
[s]0
e−∆E
0 6=
5 /kBT , (m2 · s−1) (4.9)
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where ∆ is the mean distance between active sites, the square root term is the
mean velocity of O reacting adatoms, assuming a two-dimensional gas and ∆E0 6=5
is the LH energy barrier including zero point energy, derived from the PES data
(i.e., ∆E06=5 ≈ ∆E05 = 3.29 eV). The rate constans for reverse processes (k−i)
were obtained by means of the principle of detailed balance, using the DFT
reaction exo- or endothermicities of each process (∆E0i , including the zero point
energies, table 4.2). The spin statistical factors were not introduced into the rate
constants. This assumption could be acceptable as the used adiabatic PES for
all O2/β-cristobalite processes was the same and because these factors should
produce only small and similar changes into the calculated rate constants.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the calculated QCT rate constants within the 400
- 2,000 K range of temperature. The great differences in the value of these rate
constants will have an important influence on the global recombination kinetics
of the system. It is for instance expected that LH reaction contributes much
less than ER reaction to the global recombination within this model. The
rate constans are finally fitted by using an Arrhenius formula within the 700 -
1,700 K range, whose parameters (Ai, Ea,i) are indicated in table 4.2 together
with ∆E0i values. This more restricted temperature range is selected to obtain
better Arrhenius parameters to be used in the γO and βO calculation; the initial
T interval was too wide (400 - 2,000 K), so that significant curvature is observed
at lower temperatures.
The time evolution of the surface concentration of both atomic and molecular
adsorbed species resulting from the microkinetic model is given by the solution
of the coupled equations
d[Oad]
dt
= k1[O][s]− k−1[Oad]− k−3 1
3
[O][Oad][s] + k−3[O2(ad)]−
−k4[O][Oad] + k−4[O2][s]− 2k5[Oad]2 + k−5 1
3
[O2][s]
2 (4.10)
and
d[O2(ad)]
dt
= k2
1
3
[O2][s]
2 − k−2[O2(ad)] + k3 1
3
[O][Oad][s]− k−3[O2(ad)] (4.11)
where as each O2(ad) uses two sites, the density of free adsorption sites at any
time will be,
[s] = [s]0 − [Oad]− 2[O2(ad)] (4.12)
Figure 4.20 shows the available T1
′
/T1
′′
sites over the unit cell of the β-
cristobalite (001) surface. The incoming O atom approaches preferentially the
surface over Si atoms (T1 sites) but at closer distances the adsorbed atom can be
tilted over the more stable T1
′
/T1
′′
sites as was shown in previous studies (122).
Thus, every Si atom can adsorb two O atoms using its two dangling bonds.
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Figure 4.18: Calculated thermal rate constants (400 - 2,000 K) for different
heterogeneous processes involved in the proposed microkinetic model, based on
QCT data. Only rate constants with the same units can be easly compared. Points
are connected with a line to guide the view.
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Figure 4.19: Calculated thermal rate constants (400 - 2,000 K) for different
heterogeneous processes involved in the proposed microkinetic model, based on
QCT data. Only rate constants with the same units can be easly compared. Points
are connected with a line to guide the view.
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Table 4.2: Arrhenius parameters derived from the calculated thermal rate con-
stants using analytical Pi(T) QCT probabilities within 700 - 1,700 K. ∆E
0
i are the
exo- or endothermicities energies. Qi energies and Fi fluxes are used later for β
calculations.
reaction process A a Ea,i (eV) ∆E
0
i (eV)
b Qi
c Fi (m
−2s−1) d
1 4.404·10−17 0.0407 -4.65 Ea,−1 − Ea,1 k1[O][s]
-1 5.018·1014 4.63 4.65 -Ea,−1 k−1[Oad]
2 1.980·10−36 0.0518 -2.72 1
2
(Ea,−2 − Ea,2) 13k2[O][s]2
-2 9.730·1014 2.60 2.72 1
2
(−Ea,−2) k−2[O2(ad)]
3 1.285·10−36 0.158 -4.07 Ea,−3 − Ea,3 13k3[O][Oad][s]
-3 3.492·1013 4.14 4.07 -Ea,−3 k−3[O2(ad)]
4 8.686·10−19 0.0914 -1.36 -Ea,4 k4[O][Oad]
-4 4.802·10−20 1.53 1.36 -Ea,−4 k−4[O2][s]
5 1.663·10−20 4.24 3.29 1
2
(−Ea,5) 2k5[Oad]2
-5 8.069·10−53 1.08 -3.29 1
2
(−Ea,−5) 13k−5[O2][s]2
a Units are (s−1, m3 · s−1, m2 · s−1 and m5 · s−1) as for the rate constants (figures 4.18
and 4.19).
b Values derived from the interpolated O2/β-cristobalite PES, including zero point en-
ergies. Atomic adsorption assumed on T1 site.
c Energies by O atom required (<0) or released (> 0) to the surface for each i process.
d Partial atomic or molecular fluxes for each reaction process.
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Figure 4.20: Top view of the (001) face of β-cristobalite showing the two first
layers and the T1 (Si) and T1
′
/T
′′
(crosses) sites.
The factor 1/3 takes into account that only the nearest neighbours (i.e., two O
on the same Si) will be effective for several reactions (e.g., two adjacent sites
inside the unit cell, which means one of the three pair of sites, are necessary for
reaction (2)). In fact, this small correction introduces some correlation between
the locations of the reactants on the surface that a phenomenological kinetic
approach does not take into account as compared with more accurate kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations (134).
The numerical integration of these differential equations (4.10 and 4.11) for a
constant flux of an O/O2 mixture (i.e., constant PO and PO2) impinging against
the surface at a given temperature allows monitoring the evolution of atomic (θO)
and molecular (θO2) coverages up to final steady-state (ss) as shown in figure 4.21
at 900 K and 1,500 K for PO= 91 Pa and PO2= 9 Pa, respectively. These partial
pressures are close to the experimental ones for highly dissociated air plasma (ca.
70% - 80% (135, 136)) at total presure of 200 Pa over β-cristobalite. Two different
trends are observed:
1. a final molecular coverage at temperatures lower than 1,000 K, which occurs
at much longer times.
2. a final predominant and very high atomic coverage at higher temperatures.
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Figure 4.21: Free sites fraction and atomic and molecular surface coverage evo-
lution for an O/O2 mixture (91, 9 Pa) at a) 900 K and b) 1,500 K.
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These overall behaviours are observed for several mixtures; however, the forma-
tion of O2(ad) by the competitive processes (2) and (3), which have similar rate
constants (figure 4.19), increases mainly with the raise of PO2 and PO, respec-
tively, hence alternating their influence for different initial mixtures. For pure O
gas, mostly atomic coverage is observed.
The differences between both behaviours are mainly originated from the tem-
perature dependence of both molecular desorption processes (-2) and (-3). At
very high temperatures their rate constants (k−2, k−3) are very large (being
k−2 >> k−3) and only a final atomic coverage is observed (e.g., θO = 0.99 at
1500 K, figure 4.21b), being negligible the final O2(ad) formation by (2) or (3)
processes. At lower temperatures atomic oxygen is initially adsorbed until a
suitable atomic coverage (maximum in figure 4.21a), when reaction (3) starts to
produce O2(ad), which is not desorbed enough because both k−2 and k−3 (also with
k−2 >> k−3) are now much lower (e.g., coverage of 0.11 at 900 K, figure 4.21a).
The calculated atomic and molecular coverages are much larger that the ones
observed for graphite (0001) (θ < 10−3 and θO2 ≈ 0, section 3.4), which can be
justified by the very strong atomic and molecular chemisorption on β-cristobalite.
The atomic oxygen recombination coefficient γO was also calculated as the
ratio of the total flux of recombining oxygen atoms (O(g) consumption and for-
mation) to the initial flux of impinging oxygen atoms (ZO) over the surface once
achieved the steady-state (ss) concentrations, using the following equation,
γO =
k1[O][s]ss − k−1[Oad]ss + k3 13 [O][Oad]ss[s]ss − k−3[O2(ad)]ss
ZO
+
+
k4[O][Oad]ss − k−4[O2][s]ss
ZO
(4.13)
ZO which is the number of O collisions over a surface per unit area and unit time,
is given by the standard Hertz-Knudsen relation 2.176 (47) for a constant and
normal flux of O/O2 (i.e., [O]=[O]0 and [O2]=[O2]0). It was checked that the γO
coefficient derived from O2 balance (47, 108) leads to the same values than the
ones from equation 4.13 at the final steady-state (or quasisteady-state). At lower
temperatures, the surface suffers a passivation (γO ≈0) due to the high O2 cov-
erage, which prevents any atomic recombination. Therefore, in this case the γO
coefficient was estimated at the quasisteady-state reached at shorter times, which
is comparable with experimental measurements on β-cristobalite (135). Figure
4.22 shows γO dependency against the inverse of the temperature, splitting this
among the three main contributions: (1), (3) and (4) processes. It was observed
that γO is almost independent on the initial mixture composition, as was verified
for some initial conditions (e.g., PO/PO2= 0.1, 1, 10 at several total pressures
lower than 5,000 Pa). Atomic oxygen recombination is almost insensitive to the
presence of molecular oxygen in the initial flux because of the very low rate con-
stants of the processes (2), (-4) and (-5) involving O2 (figures 4.18 and 4.19),
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Figure 4.22: Calculated γO(T) coefficients as a function of the reciprocal of the
temperature, showing their main contributions: a) PO= PO2 =50 Pa, b) PO = 100
Pa, PO2 = 0.
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leading to negligible molecular dissociative or nondissociative adsorptions. How-
ever, at very large pressures these processes could become more important (i.e.,
trough the concentration effect in equation 4.13) as it was shown for O recom-
bination over β-quartz at 100 atm (132), where for O/O2 mixtures with partial
pressures of 50 atm, the γO coefficient decreased with respect to pure O at 100
atm.
Small recombination coefficients are observed (0.01 < γO < 0.02) in the 700
- 1,700 K range, which are essentially originated from atomic adsorption and
ER reaction with a similar proportion. No LH contribution is observed at all. In
spite of the reaction (3) competes with ER reaction (4) with much higher reaction
probabilities (figure 4.17a and 4.17b), its lower rate constants (i.e. k3 < k4; figures
4.18a and 4.19a) together with the small amount of free surface sites ([s]ss in figure
4.21), can justify its negligible contribution to γO.
These two contributions in γO are in agreement with previous assumptions
made in similar kinetic models (137, 138). At very large pressures the LH reaction
seems to gain importance for β-quartz (132), leading to larger γO values (0.01
6 γO 6 0.35).
Figure 4.23 compares the calculated γO values with recent molecular dynamics
calculations on O/O2 over β-quartz (132) along with experimental measurements
on several silica surfaces (135, 139, 140, 141). The calculated coefficients increase
with T following an exponential trend in agreement with the scattered exper-
imental data. The dispersion in the experimental data may be due to several
factors such as composition and structure of the silica surface (i.e., amorphous
silica, several cystalline polymorphs,. . . ), surface roughness (49, 139), gas com-
position (e.g., air, pure O, O/O2 mixtures,. . . ) or the experimental method used.
The present calculated γO coefficients correspond to a perfect β-cristobalite (001)
surface. The introduction of defects in the surface (e.g., corners, steps, O va-
cants,. . . ) would modify somewhat the reactivity and consequently the calcu-
lated γO coefficient. In fact, the experimental measurements used a β-cristobalite
surface coating (135) obtained by oxidation of sintered SiC samples at differ-
ent temperatures, with possibly a polycrystalline nature, which could justify the
slightly higher experimental reactivity.
In a previous work (101) it was directly compared the experimental γO values
with QCT ER reaction probabilities, obtaining similar values although with a
slope closer to the experimental one than that of the present work. The seem-
ingly better previous results could be fortuitous because another processes (e.g.,
specially the atomic adsorption) should be included in a more reliable calcula-
tion of this coefficient. On the other hand, as the calculated γO coefficients are
based on QCT reaction probabilities, some improvements on those could increase
slightly the γO values. Thus, the inclusion of physisorbed O atoms (not only
chemisorbed on T1/T1
′
/T1
′′
sites) in the ER study would probably increase the
O2 formation. Moreover, the integration at longer times (e.g., 2.5 - 5 ps) for re-
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Figure 4.23: Calculated and experimental γO(T ) coefficients versus the reciprocal
of the temperature for several silica materials. The solid lines show and Arrhenius
fitting of the calculated data. Calculated γO: this work for O/O2 (PO = 91
Pa, PO2 = 9 Pa) on β-cristobalite (filled circles); ReaxFF Molecular Dynamics
calculation for pure O at 1·106 Pa on β-quartz (empty squares) (132). Experimental
γO: air on β-cristobalite (filled squares) and quartz (filled triangles) at 200 Pa (135),
pure O on fused quartz at 27 Pa (empty triangles) (139), O on silica (vitreosil) at
PO 1500-1600 Pa (filled diamonds) (140); γ
′
O for O on RCG at PO=133-824 Pa
(empty circles) (141).
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action (3), which produces adsorbed O2 could increase the molecular desorption
with following final augment of the ER contribution. For instance, simulations for
β-quartz (132) were run at least for t < 5 ps, showing also a significant increase
of γO but possibly at too long times (i.e., 1.5 ns).
Finally, although microkinetic models are commonly used to simulate the het-
erogeneous chemical kinetics of dissociated airflows impinging different types of
surfaces (47, 108), with good agreement in comparison to available experimen-
tal data (e.g., total heat flux to the surface, γ coefficients, . . . ), more developed
Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., N over silica (105), H over graphite (109)) could
also be needed to provide a deeper microscopic understanding of these processes.
Following a similar approach as for the calculation of γO coefficient, the βO
coefficient can be calculated once achieved the final steady or quasisteady-state
from the ratio between the total chemical energy that can be transferred to the
surface and the energy that would be released if all consumed O atoms gave place
to O2(g), using the equation 2.177 modified for the particular microkinetic model
used,
β =
∑+5
i=−5,i 6=0 Fi ·Qi
ZO · γ · (DO2/2)
(4.14)
where DO2 is the O2 dissociation energy, Fi represents the atomic or molecular
fluxes at the steady-state (table 4.2) and Qi are the energies per O atom required
or released in each process, which are derived from the expressions and activation
energies listed in table 4.2. The adsorbed species (e.g., process (1)) were assumed
to release all of their available energy to the surface whereas gas products (e.g.,
process (4)) will escape with all of their available energy (i.e., assuming a very
short interaction with the surface), which would give a minimum β. This latter
point is supported by previous QCT studies of the ER reaction on β-cristobalite
(101), which showed that formed O2 molecules become translationally and inter-
nally excited, taking rather some energy from the surface. Similar expressions
were used in earlier studies (137) to estimate this β coefficient under several as-
sumptions. This calculation should be considered as a first approximation to this
coefficient (βmin) as there is not an unique choice of Qi energies. Detailed dy-
namic studies on each elementary process, determining their energy fluxes with
the solid, could afford a much accurate β calculation. Figure 4.24a presents βO
as a function of temperature for the same conditions as for figure 4.23, showing
a value within the 0.75 - 0.80 range. There is only a very slight dependence with
the temperature with a small maximum around 1,100 K, which arises from the
small decrease in molecular coverage (figure 4.24b) since the desorption process
(-2) becomes more important than the O2 formation by process (3) for T > 1, 100
K, being in these conditions β propotional to ki · [s]/γ · T 1/2. A similar shape
with almost constant β values were found for instance for N recombination over
palladium and rhodium (137). βO was also calculated for several initial O/O2
mixtures with similar results; only for PO=PO2=50 Pa the maximum achieved
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Figure 4.24: Calculated βO(T) coefficients and surface coverage for an O/O2
mixture (91, 9 Pa) over β-cristobalite at several temperatures.
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a larger value (i.e., βO = 0.85 at 1,000 K). The values obtained show that the
common assumption that βO = 1 and hence γ
′
O = γO (γ
′
i = γi · βi) is not justified
at all for O recombination over β-cristobalite. An analysis of the main contribu-
tion to βO is shown in figure 4.25, which displays the total and the partial energy
fluxes originated by the main processes. Clearly, the atomic adsorption process
is largely the one producing almost the total energy released to the surface.
Figure 4.25: Calculated total and partial (Fi ·Qi) energy fluxes transferred with
the β-cristobalite surface for an O/O2 mixture (91, 9 Pa) at several temperatures.
The main contributions of the different processes are also shown. Be careful because
the lower panel uses a much more amplified Y-axis (1 kWm−2).
The only communication found (142) about some direct measurement of βO
and catalytic recombination fluxes on β-cristobalite, reports a strong decrease of
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this coefficient in the interval 966 - 1,770 K at 200 Pa (0.69 < βO < 0.12), but with
a surprising almost constant energy flux (e.g., 35 ± 5 kW/m2 for the lowest and
highest βO values) in this temperature range. The same authors presented the
effective catalycity (γ
′
O), which decreases slightly as temperature increases (104)
contrary to the common increase of γ
′
O observed for several silica materials (e.g.,
RCG, SiO2+B2O3,. . . (104)). The present calculations show nearly constant βO
coefficients and energy fluxes, showing however lower values (10.4 - 11.3 kW/m2
for PO = 91 Pa, PO2 = 9 Pa) and a different behaviour particularly respect to βO.
The experimental recombination fluxes increase for more catalytic materials (SiC
≈ SiC+SiO2 6 AlN 6 Al2O3 (143)); thus sintered SiC shows a nearly constant
value (25 or 35 kW/m2 for air at 200 or 2,000 Pa, respectively) while pure alumina
reaches 184 kW/m2 at 1,400 K, decreasing to 93 kW/m2 at 1,800 K for 2,000 Pa
(143). The experimental increase of this flux as pressure rises (e.g., from 200
to 2,000 Pa) could also indicate the necessity of a better understanding of the
experimental conditions in order to facilitate a more reliable comparison with
current calculations. For instance, it was also observed this increase for higher
oxygen pressures (e.g., a mean value of 23.5 kW/m2 for P = PO = 200 Pa).
Moreover, new measurements of βO for pure oxygen mixtures would be necessary
in order to analyse if the results for air are reliable enough and to compare more
properly with the present calculations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The aim of this work was to study the reactive processes of oxygen (atomic and
molecular) over two solid surfaces as a model of the materials used in Thermal
Protection Systems (TPS) and applied to spacecrafts, graphite and β-cristobalite.
In this chapter there is a brief summary of the main conclusions obtained from
each of the sections of the study, presented in order to give a global view of the
work done.
• DFT study of O/O2 over graphite:
– DFT calculations of bulk graphite (e.g., lattice parameters, cohesive
energy, isotropic bulk modulus, . . . ) and about O2 molecule show a
quite good agreement with experimental data.
– The use of one or two layers for the slab model of graphite in the study
of the elementary processes seems to be equivalent.
– The O adsorption is mainly produced on C-C bridge sites with a con-
siderable puckering of these carbons. This epoxide-like (COC) ring
structure has also been observed in earlier theoretical and experimen-
tal studies on graphene and graphite oxides.
– Atomic adsorption is an activated process, whose energy barrier de-
creases for lower coverages and under slab relaxation.
– Atomic diffusion between two bridge sites is also an activated process,
with lower energy barriers at low coverages but with higher values when
slab relaxation is allowed, due to the larger adatom stabilization.
– Atomic recombination processes via ER and LH mechanisms are also
activated processes although their energy barriers decrease with cov-
erage increment, specially for ER reaction, which will dominate the
atomic recombination reaction from low to high temperatures.
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– Small molecular and atomic physisorption minima are observed, as
confirmed by the inclusion of dispersion energy corrections.
• QCT study of atomic and molecular oxygen interaction with graphite:
– Atomic reflection process is the main observed at most of the condi-
tions studied. The chemisorption process has a collision energy thresh-
old in close agreement with the different adsorption energy barriers of
both PES and also presents always a maximum, although off normal
incidence decreases its probability.
– The atomic physisorption minimum of the MS PES enhances a high
adsorption at low collision energies and large distances.
– The inclusion of the thermal bath (surface temperature) favours the
adsorption as the atom is able to release a part of its energy to the
surface.
– The polar scattering angle distributions of atomic oxygen show a max-
imum at low angles for normal incidence that is shifted at larger angles
for off normal incidence, which is in good agreement with hyperthermal
experiments (peak at ∼ 60◦).
– Atomic reflection along with Eley-Rideal (ER) reaction are the main
processes for O colliding with an O-preadsorbed surface. Off normal
incidence enhances the reflection diminishing the ER reaction.
– O2 molecules formed via ER reaction are internally and translationally
excited as could be expected due to the ER exothermicity.
– Molecular O2 collisions over graphite show no dissociation. The re-
flected polar angle scattering distributions present a maximum, which
is shifted at larger values for off normal incidence. Comparison with
experimental data at different surface temperatures and collision en-
ergies show a quite good agreement.
– The polar scattering angle distributions of scattered O2 molecules and
the O2 formed via ER reaction show different peak positions, sug-
gesting that ER contribution should be much less important in the
experimental conditions.
• Microkinetic model for O/O2 mixtures reacting over graphite:
– The microkinetic model (300 - 1,000 K) based on TST data confirms
a very small contribution of the LH process and predicts a very low
atomic coverage (θO < 0.5%).
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– Atomic adsorption and ER reaction are the most important processes
with similar contributions at low temperatures, while at high temper-
atures this occurs for adsorption and desorption processes, although
in this case their rates are compensated.
– These results along with the small rate constants originate very low
atomic recombination coefficients (γO < 5 · 10−4).
– The increase in O partial pressure augments γO while the presence of
molecular oxygen has no consequences.
– Temperature raise enhances γO values until reaching a temperature
where the desorption becomes very important, hence diminishing γO.
• QCT study of atomic and molecular oxygen interaction with β-cristobalite:
– For the interaction of O with O-precovered β-cristobalite the atomic
adsorption is the principal process, which increases with collision en-
ergy. The formation of O2(ad) is the second channel in importance and
decreases with the augment of collision energy. O reflection and ER
reaction are much less important although also significant. Off normal
incidence enhances both reflection and adsorption, diminishing as a
consequence the O2(ad) formation and ER reaction.
– The O2 molecules produced via ER reaction at high temperatures be-
come internally and translationally excited, while the slab becomes
colder.
– The interaction of O2 with a clean β-cristobalite surface produces
molecular reflection, molecular sticking and dissociative sticking, being
this latter process possible only at high collision energies. Normal in-
cidence O2 collisions produce higher dissociative and non-dissociative
sticking than off normal collisions, because these skewed collisions
favour the reflection processes. Rotational and vibrational excitation
of O2 reactant and the increase of surface temperature show small
effects in all probabilities.
– Reflected molecules are rotationally hotter and a little translationally
colder than the initial energy distributions.
– Dynamical results at thermal conditions show that the atomic adsorp-
tion over the clean surface is the predominant process but decreases
when compared to an O-precovered surface due to the appearance of
two competitive processes that produce O2(ad) and O2(g). Molecular
non-dissociative adsoprtion is also observed.
• Microkinetic model for O/O2 mixtures reaction over β-cristobalite:
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– Microkinetic model study (700 - 1,700 K) based on QCT data shows
a large final molecular coverage at temperatures lower than 1,000 K,
which could produce surface passivation at long times, whereas a large
atomic coverage at higher temperatures is obtained.
– The γO coefficient shows small values in the 700 - 1,700 K range (0.01
< γO < 0.02), almost independent on the initial mixture composition,
being the atomic adsorption and ER their main contributions.
– The γO coefficient increases with the temperature following an Arrhe-
nius equation, with values close to the experimental ones.
– An almost constant value for the βO coefficient is obtained (0.75 <
βO < 0.80) within 700 - 1,700 K, indicating that the usual assumption
that βO= 1 seems to be inaccurate.
– The atomic adsorption process is mostly the one producing the total
energy relased to the surface.
– There are some divergences of the calculated βO respect the only set of
available experimental values for air over β-cristobalite, although the
agreement is much better respect the total energy flux transferred to
the surface.
• Theoretical methods:
– Construction of potential energy surfaces using an analytical FPLEPS
or an interpolated MS one can produce similar PES, although MS
seems to demand a stronger computational and personal effort. More-
over, FPLEPS energy first derivatives are better than MS ones.
– Dynamic quasiclassical trajectory studies with restricted or full dimen-
sional PES and using the GLO thermal bath are a reliable and pow-
erful approach to deeply understand the main features of the different
gas-surface processes.
– Microkinetic models based on TST or/and QCT thermal rate con-
stants are very useful for the overall description of several competing
gas-surface processes, reporting reasonable γ and β coefficients as a
function of pressures and temperatures.
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Appendix A
One-dimension GLO model
For a GLO model in one dimension (figure A.1), the Hamiltonian1 correspond-
ing to the different oscillators (an effective linear harmonic chain for the ghost
particle) can be written as
H =
1
2
ms
(
dxs
dt
)2
+
1
2
ms
(
dxg
dt
)2
+
1
2
msω
2
3x
2
s+
1
2
msω
2
1x
2
g+
1
2
msω
2
2
(
xs−xg
)2
(A.1)
as for each oscillator ki = msω
2
i , with the same mass. Introducing into the
Figure A.1: Surface and ghost oscillators for one-dimensional GLO model.
1This appendix is written using mainly a private communication from Dr. Fabio Bus-
nengo (Instituto de F´ısica Rosario, CONICET and Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Ingenier´ıa y
Agrimesura, Univ. Nacional de Rosario, Argentina)
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Hamiltonian the following changes respect to the ωi frequencies,
Ω2p = ω
2
2 + ω
2
3
ω20 = ω
2
1 + ω
2
2 (A.2)
Λ
1/2
0 ω0 = ω
2
2
we obtain
H =
p2xg
2ms
+
p2xs
2ms
+
1
2
msω
2
0
(
xg − Λ
1/2
0
ω0
xs
)2
+
1
2
ms
(
Ω2p − Λ0
)
x2s (A.3)
and defining a new variable τ ,
τ = xg − Λ
1/2
0
ω0
xs (A.4)
the Hamiltonian can be simplified even more,
H =
p2xg
2ms
+
p2xs
2ms
+
1
2
msω
2
0τ
2 +
1
2
ms
(
Ω2p − Λ0
)
x2s (A.5)
For this Hamiltonian, the corresponding initial positions (xs, xg) and linear
momenta (pxs , pxg) can be sampled from an 1D canonical ensemble at the surface
temperature (Tsurf ) using
pxs(t = 0) = g1
√
kBTsurfms (A.6)
pxg(t = 0) = g2
√
kBTsurfms (A.7)
xs(t = 0) = g3
1(
Ω2p − Λ0
)1/2
√
kBTsurf
ms
(A.8)
τ(t = 0) = g4
1
ω0
√
kBTsurf
ms
(A.9)
Thus, xg(t = 0) can be obtained from τ(t = 0),
xg(t = 0) = τ(t = 0)+xs(t = 0)
Λ
1/2
0
ω0
=
1
ω0
[
g4
√
kBTsurf
ms
+Λ
1/2
0 xs(t = 0)
]
(A.10)
being gi Gaussian random numbers generated with gasdev function.
The Hamilton equations for this system are
dpxs
dt
= −∂H
∂xs
,
dpxg
dt
= −∂H
∂xg
,
dxs
dt
=
∂H
∂pxs
,
dxg
dt
=
∂H
∂pxg
(A.11)
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and then using equations A.1 and A.2, the following final expressions are easily
derived,
dpxs
dt
= −msΩ2pxs +msΛ1/20 ω0xg (A.12)
dpxg
dt
= −msω20xg +msΛ1/20 ω0xs (A.13)
dxs
dt
=
pxs
ms
(A.14)
dxg
dt
=
pxs
ms
(A.15)
As the GLO model introduces friction and random forces into the ghost os-
cillator, equation A.13 has to be modified as
dpxg
dt
= −msω20xg +msΛ1/20 ω0xs −msγg
dxg
dt
+ frand(∆t) (A.16)
For a 3D GLO model, similar expressions can be written for the y and z
coordinates, using as well matrices for the different variables (e.g., ~rg, ~rs, ωˆ0,
Λˆ
1/2
0 , Ωˆp, γˆg, . . . ).
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Summary in catalan
C.1 Introduccio´
L’objectiu d’aquest treball e´s estudiar les reaccions qu´ımiques que tenen lloc entre
les espe`cies en fase gas i les superf´ıcies cristal·lines. La dina`mica dels processos que
tenen lloc sobre els sistemes de proteccio´ te`rmica (Thermal Protection Systems,
TPS) dels vehicles espacials tenen una gran repercusio´ industrial i econo`mica, tot
i que el coneixement que es te´ d’aquests e´s me´s aviat esca`s. Aquests TPS so´n els
responsables de la proteccio´ dels vehicles espacials en els quals hi pot haver molta
informacio´ experimental emmagatzemada, intrumentacio´ cient´ıfica i tecnolo`gica
important i fins i tot vides humanes. La fallida del TPS pot implicar la pe`rdua de
grans inversions econo`miques, de temps de treball i fins i tot pot posar en perill
la vida de les persones que hi viatgen, com va passar l’any 2003 a l’accident que
va patir el Columbia.
Els TPS han d’estar dissenyats per a resistir condicions extremes durant la
reentrada a grans velocitats (Match 30 ∼ 10,208 m/s) a l’atmosfera terrestre.
Durant aquesta reentrada, l’escalfament de les superf´ıcies d’aquests vehicles es
produeix a causa de la friccio´ i dels processos catal´ıtics entre les superf´ıcies i el
gas present a l’atmosfera (format principalment per un 78% de N2, 21% de O2 i
un 1% d’Ar). Les temperatures que s’assoleixen poden oscil·lar entre 500 i 1,900
K depenent de les zones del vehicle. El coeficient catal´ıtic d’aquests tipus de
materials ha de ser baix per tal de minimitzar el flux d’energia te`rmica cap a la
superf´ıcie. Actualment, existeix una gran varietat de materials emprats com a
TPS com rajoles de s´ılice, carboni reforc¸at, nylon,. . .
Les simulacions computacionals de dina`mica de fluids (computer fluid dynam-
ics, CFD) es duen a terme per tal de predir els aspectes me´s importants dels
processos durant la reentrada. Aquestes simulacions requereixen de l’u´s de dos
coeficients per tal d’incloure els efectes catal´ıtics de la superf´ıcie: a) el coeficient
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de recombinacio´ ato`mica γ i b) el coeficient d’acomodacio´ d’energia qu´ımica β.
Tot i que els valors que poden prendre aquests coeficients per definicio´ es troben
entre 0 6 γ, β 6 1, la manca d’informacio´ sobre els valors reals implica una de-
scripcio´ poc detallada de la contribucio´ catal´ıtica en els processos de reentrada.
Per tal d’ampliar el coneixement de la reentrada i espec´ıficament, dels proces-
sos catal´ıtics que tenen lloc sobre aquests materials, la qu´ımica teo`rica i computa-
cional pot tenir un paper molt important. Aix´ı, els estudis dina`mics poden donar
informacio´ microsco`pica de la manera en la que` tenen lloc i quin e´s el paper de la
superf´ıcie. A me´s a me´s, la construccio´ de models cine`tics pot donar informacio´
sobre els coeficients γ i β per a les diferents espe`cies en fase gas sobre els diversos
materials so`lids.
El present resum es divideix en dues grans seccions, que tracten els processos
elementals de l’oxigen ato`mic i molecular sobre dues superf´ıcies so`lides. Tot i
que l’oxigen e´s la segona espe`cie me´s abundant a l’atmosfera, la baixa energia de
dissociacio´ respecte al nitrogen suggereix que l’oxigen aquests hi tindra` un paper
predominant.
A la primera part, s’estudien els processos sobre el grafit, que s’ha considerat
una bona aproximacio´ al carboni reforc¸at. Per a aquest sistema es duu a terme un
estudi DFT de la interaccio´ del gas amb el so`lid, s’han constru¨ıt dues superf´ıcies
d’energia potential (SEP) i s’ha realitzat un model microcine`tic amb els processos
principals.
A la segona part, s’ha completat l’estudi dina`mic sobre la β-cristobalita em-
prant una SEP constru¨ıda anteriorment. Seguidament es presenta un model mi-
crocine`tic realitzat a partir de la informacio´ dina`mica obtenida anteriorment.
Finalment, es presenten les conclusions principals del treball.
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C.2 Estudi d’ O/O2 sobre grafit (0001)
• Introduccio´
Els materials fets principalment per carboni estan rebent en els darrers anys una
atencio´ especial en la indu´stria espacial, degut al seu pes lleuger i gran resiste`ncia
te`rmica i meca`nica. Aix´ı, per exemple, el carboni reforc¸at s’utilitza com a sistema
de proteccio´ te`rmica, al nas del transbordador espacial (shuttle).
Els vehicles de baixa o`rbita (Low Earth Orbit, LEO) orbiten a una dista`ncia
d’uns 160 - 2,000 Km sobre la superf´ıcie de la Terra, on l’oxigen ato`mic e´s una de
les principals espe`cies presents. Aquest oxigen pot col·lisionar amb la superf´ıcie
dels vehicles espacials a energies de translacio´ molt elevades (al voltant de 4.5 ±
1.0 eV, degut a la gran velocitat, que pot arribar als 7.5 Km/s), produint una
degradacio´ notable del TPS (51). A me´s, durant la reentrada dels vols hiperso`nics
a l’atmosfera terrestre (per exemple, el transbordador espacial), no nome´s l’oxigen
ato`mic sino´ que tambe´ l’oxigen molecular pot ser rellevant per tal d’entendre de
forma completa la gran quantitat d’energia transferida al TPS i el comportament
d’aquest sota aquestes condicions tan extremes. Per tant, un estudi en profunditat
de tots els processos elementals que es poden donar sobre la superf´ıcie del TPS e´s
essencial per a la tecnologia aeroespacial. En principi, cal considerar els processos
heterogenis segu¨ents: a) adsorcio´ ato`mica (O(g) + s → Oad), b) adsorcio´ de l’O2
dissociativa (O2(g)+2s→ Oad+Oad) i no dissociativa (O2+s→ O2(ad)), c) reaccio´
d’Eley-Rideal (ER, O(g) +Oad → O2(g) +s) d) reacccio´ de Langmuir-Hinshelwood
(LH, Oad+Oad → O2(g) +2s) i e) arrancament d’a`toms de carboni de la superf´ıcie
de grafit per accio´ de l’oxigen ato`mic (etching, O(g) + C − s→ CO(g) + s).
Existeix un gran nombre d’estudis teo`rics que fan refere`ncia a la interaccio´
d’oxigen molecular sobre grafit (53, 54, 55, 56, 57), grafe` (58, 59) i nanotubs
de carboni (54, 60), sense donar una panora`mica global de la reactivitat d’O/O2
sobre les diferents superf´ıcies. Tambe´ es troben a la biliografia treballs experimen-
tals de la interaccio´ d’oxigen hiperte`rmic, que permeten entendre la degradacio´
d’aquest tipus de superf´ıcies a altes energies (51, 68, 69), ja que en aquestes
col·lisions es formen tambe´ mole`cules de CO i CO2.
Per tal d’aprofundir en l’enteniment dels processos heterogenis que es pro-
dueixen damunt d’aquestes superf´ıcies, es realitza un estudi d’aquests processos
elementals produ¨ıts per oxigen ato`mic i molecular sobre una superf´ıe de grafit
(0001) neta a nivell DFT. Aix´ı, es caracteritzen els punts estacionaris (mı´nims,
estats de transicio´, . . . ) per als diferents processos i per a diferents recobriments.
Aquestes dades, tant energe`tiques com geome`triques, ens permetran obtenir les
constants de velocitat associades a aquests processos mitjanc¸ant la Teoria de
l’Estat de Transicio´ (Transition State Theory, TST). Aquestes constants es fan
servir simulta`niament dins un mode`l microcine`tic, que permetra` l’estudi global
dels diferents processos a unes temperatures i pressions totals i/o parcials deter-
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minades de les espe`cies involucrades. A me´s a me´s, aquestes dades facilitaran
el ca`lcul del coeficient de recombinacio´ ato`mica (γO), necessari a les simulacions
CFD (52).
Tambe´ es realitza un estudi de la dina`mica dels processos elementals per
tal d’entendre millor el mecanisme associat, aix´ı com les distribucions angular
i energe`tiques associades a cada un dels processos. Els resultats obtinguts es
comparen amb una se`rie d’experiments (71, 72) per tal de donar explicacio´ a les
observacions experimentals i avaluar la precisio´ de les simulacions realitzades.
• Estudi DFT
Abans d’iniciar l’estudi de l’adsorcio´ pro`piament dit, cal obtenir una correcta
descripcio´ de la cel·la unitat aix´ı com del bulk del so`lid. L’estructura del grafit
consta de capes de carboni unides per febles forc¸es de van der Waals. A la
mateixa capa, els carbonis es disposen en forma hexagonal i la cel·la unitat e´s
del tipus romboe´drica (figura C.1). Es realitza l’estudi del bulk del grafit amb
Figure C.1: Cel·la unitat del grafit amb els para`metres a, b i c a l’esquerra.
Repeticio´ espacial de la cel·la unitat per representar el so`lid.
diferents funcionals i expressions per l’energia d’intercanvi-correlacio´ obtenint uns
para`metres de cel·la propers als experimentals (55, 56) (taula C.1). Donat que per
als ca`lculs realitzats amb el funcional Revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE)
els resultats energe`tics i geome`trics so´n els me´s propers als experimentals, es fara`
servir aquest per a realitzar l’estudi de la interaccio´ d’ O i O2 amb el grafit.
S’utilitza el me´tode d’slab amb dues capes de carbonis separades per un buit
de me´s de 15 A˚ de separacio´ per a l’estudi de l’adsorcio´ ato`mica de l’oxigen sobre
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Table C.1: Comparacio´ dels para`metres calculats i experimentals per al bulk de
grafit.
Method a = b c dC−C Ecoh Biso B
′
iso
(A˚) (A˚) (A˚) (eV/atom)a (GPa)a
PW91 2.465 7.698 1.423 7.856 275.4 4.04
PBE 2.467 7.816 1.425 7.847 277.4 3.69
RPBE 2.467 8.022 1.425 7.516 270.3 4.29
LDA/CAb 2.441 6.64 – 8.903 – –
PW91b 2.461 ∼9.0 – 7.865 – –
Exp. 2.456c 6.696c 1.418c 7.371±0.005d 318±11(0K)e 13.6 (295 K)f
286±11(300K)e
aEcoh, Biso and B
′
iso van ser calculats emprant el valor experimental per al para`metre
c.
bCa`lculs pre`vis amb LDA/Ceperley-Alder and GGA/Perdew-Wang 91 i pseudopoten-
cials ultrasoft (85).
cValors experimentals (73).
dValors experimentals (86) derivats de ∆fH
◦(0 K) per al proce´s: C(grafit) →
C(g, ideal).
eValors experimentals (87, 88) obtinguts de constants ela`stiques (Cij) a partir de la
fo´rmula Biso =
2
9(C11 + C12) +
4
9C13 +
1
9C33, (89).
fValor experimental(87) obtingut de la derivada de la pressio´ de l’equacio´ anterior.
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tres setis (figura C.2): B, T1 i T2 amb diferents condicions de recobriment i
considerant la superficie r´ıgida o be´ introduint certa relaxacio´ de les capes de
carboni (taula C.2), observant que la posicio´ d’adsorcio´ sobre el bridge (B) e´s en
tots els casos la me´s estable. S’observa tambe´ un efecte d’estabilitzacio´ important
Figure C.2: Vista superior del slab de grafit (0001) amb dues capes de carbonis
on es representen els diferents llocs d’adsorcio´ considerats: B, T1 i T2. Els a`toms
de la segona capa es representen amb una granda`ria major i un color me´s clar per
facilitar la distincio´ dels de la primera capa. Es mostra tambe´ l’estat de transicio´
de la difusio´ d’ O entre dos B. Es delimita la cel·la unitat (1×1) mitjanc¸ant una
l´ınia.
amb la relaxacio´ de la superficie. La depende`ncia de l’energia d’adsorcio´ amb el
recobriment te´ comportaments inversos segons si es te´ en compte la relaxacio´ de
l’slab o no. Aix´ı, una disminucio´ del recobriment sobre una superf´ıcie no rela-
xada disminueix l’estabilitzacio´, mentre que tenint en compte la relaxacio´ l’a`tom
s’adsorbeix me´s energe`ticament. Tambe´ s’aconsegueix el ca`lcul dels estats de
transicio´ dels processos elementals de l’adsorcio´ i difusio´ ato`mica i dels processos
d’Eley-Rideal i Langmuir-Hinshelwood (taules C.3 i C.4), observant en tots els
casos i als diferents recobriments estudiats processos activats. Es realitza un
petit estudi de l’etching d’a`toms de carboni de la superf´ıcie per l’accio´ de l’oxigen
ato`mic, obtenit una barrera per al proce´s molt elevada (∆E 6=0 = 5.362 eV) com
per ser considerat rellevant a les temperatures de treball (300 - 1,500 K). El
ca`lculs d’adsorcio´ molecular posen de manifest molt poca tende`ncia a l’adsorcio´,
observant un petit mı´nim de fisisorcio´.
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Table C.2: Propietats calculades per l’adsorcio´ de l’ O sobre la superf´ıcie basal
de grafit (0001) sense relaxacio´ de l’slab (a dalt) o per al bridge considerant la
relaxacio´ (a baix).
a
Coverage Siteb Ead ZO dO−C νi (cm−1)c
(%)a (eV) (A˚) (A˚) ⊥ ‖
50/100 T1 -0.816 1.544 1.544 574.5 367.2i 374.2i
T2 -0.811 1.509 1.509 571.0 407.6i 410.5i
B 0.881 1.251 1.440 822.6 610.6 379.7
12.5/25 T1 0.281 1.556 1.556 542.7 89.0i 95.1i
T2 0.308 1.554 1.554 583.2 196.1i 201.2i
B 0.660 1.385 1.557 548.7 325.8 315.2
5.5/11.1 T1 0.0215 1.589 1.589 489.7 142.0 133.1
T2 0.0679 1.584 1.584 526.8 151.7i 170.5i
B 0.541 1.384 1.557 538.3 389.4 350.0
a
cagundena
Coverage Ead ZO ZC dO−C dC−C νi (cm−1)f
(%) (eV) (A˚)d (A˚)d (A˚) (A˚) ⊥ ‖
50/100 0.945 1.254 -e 1.437 1.432 830.7 617.8 400.7
12.5/25 1.283 1.532 0.246 1.482 1.472 652.4 411.3 337.2
5.5/11.1 1.255 1.547 0.267 1.478 1.479 655.2 438.1 337.0
La geometria de l’ slab va ser fixada a l’o`ptima calculada (dC−C = 1.425 A˚) derivada
dels ca`lculs DFT sense O, fixant la dista`ncia entre capes (d12) al valor experimental de
3.347 A˚.
aEl recobriment es calcula respecte els llocs top (O/C %) o els bridge (O/bridge %)
per facilitar la comparacio´ amb estudis previs.
bPer els llocs d’adsorcio´ T1 i T2, nome´s la variable ZO es va optimitzar.
cLes frequ¨e`ncies harmo`niques de vibracio´ es calculen respecte l’adsorbat sobre el substrat
r´ıgid. La primera correspon a una vibracio´ perpendicular a la superf´ıcie mentres que
les altres a les vibracions paral·leles.
dz=0 per a la primera capa formada per a`toms de carboni sense incloure els a`toms de
carboni just per sota de l’oxigen atacant.
ePer al recobriment me´s gran (50/100 %), la relaxacio´ del carboni implica que tota la
primera capa es desplac¸i fins a una dista`ncia d12 = 3.957 A˚). Per a altres recobriments
la dista`ncia es mante´ fixa al valor experimental d12= 3.347 A˚.
f Frequ¨e`ncies vibracionals harmo`niques de l’adsorbat ato`mic respecte del so`lid r´ıgid. La
primera correspon a una vibracio´ perpendicular i les altres a vibracions paral·leles sobre
la superf´ıcie de grafit. 217
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Table C.3: Propietats calculades dels estats de transicio´ per l’adsorcio´ i la difusio´
de l’ O sobre la superf´ı de grafit (0001).
Process and coveragea ∆E 6= ZO dO−C νi (cm−1)d
(eV)b (A˚)c (A˚)c ⊥ ‖
Og + s → Oad (adsorption)
50/100% 0.67(0.69) 1.755 1.878 1.910 535.4i 220.2 123.4
12.5/25% 0.31(0.32) 1.874 1.940 2.090 734.1i 103.8 47.5
0.19(0.13e) 2.060 1.863 1.918 112.1i 266.7 171.1
5.5/11% 0.28f 1.848 1.981 1.981 - - -
Oad + s
′ → Oad′ + s (diffusion)
50/100% 1.43(1.49) 1.425 1.955 675.1 611.7i 306.4
12.5/25% 0.38(0.42) 1.533 1.555 549.7 188.6i 113.0
0.73(0.70)e 1.718 1.421 709.6 157.3 101.7i
5.5/11.1% 0.47(0.51) 1.585 1.588 519.9 169.8 97.8i
La geometria de l’ slab (dues capes de C) va ser fixada a l’o`ptima calculada (dC−C =
1.425 A˚) derivada dels ca`lculs DFT sense O, fixant la dista`ncia entre capes (d12) al
valor experimental de 3.347 A˚.
a s o s
′
corresponen als llocs d’adsorcio` tipus bridge sobre l’enllac¸ C-C.
bLes barreres energe`tiques estan referides respecte els reactants (tenint en compte
l’energia de punt zero entre pare`ntesi).
cL’estat de transicio´ per a l’adsorcio´ es troba pra`cticament sobre l’enllac¸ C-C i per a la
difusio´ entre dos a`toms de carboni no adjacents (figura C.2).
cLes frequ¨e`ncies harmo`niques de vibracio´ es calculen respecte l’adsorbat sobre el substrat
r´ıgid. La primera correspon a una vibracio´ perpendicular a la superf´ıcie mentres que
les altres a les vibracions paral·leles.
eEn aquest cas, els carbonis directament enllac¸ats amb l’ O es van permetre relaxar en
totes les direccions (ZC= 0.314 i 0.297 A˚ per el TS d’adsorcio´ i difusio´, respectiva-
ment).
fL’estat de transicio´ es va derivar aproximadament de l’encreuament entre les corbes
singlet i triplet.
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• Model microcine`tic
A partir de les dades DFT calculades pre`viament (energies i frequ¨e`ncies de vi-
bracio´), es calculen les funcions de particio´ a trave´s de la teor´ıa de l’estat de
transicio´ que s’utilitzen per al ca`lcul de les constants de velocitat de cadascun
dels processos elementals (figura C.3) a diferents temperatures.
Figure C.3: Constants de velocitat te`rmiques a nivell TST calculades per als
diferents processos heterogenis introdu¨ıts al model microcine`tic proposat, basades
en dades DFT per a un recobriment del 12.5/25% (11.1/22.2% per a la reaccio´
LH). U´nicament les constants amb les mateixes unitats (definides al gra`fic) es
poden comparar directament. Els punts estan connectats amb una l´ınia per guiar
la vista.
El model permet estudiar l’evolucio´ del recobriment de la superf´ıcie al llarg
del temps fins a l’estat estacionari (figura C.4), donant aix´ı una primera idea de
l’efecte dels diversos processos elementals sobre la superf´ıcie. A me´s a me´s, tambe´
ens permet fer una estimacio´ del recobriment ato`mic i del coeficient γO a diferents
condicions de temperatura i composicio´ inicial del sistema (figura C.5).
S’observa un recobriment final petit a totes les condicions estudiades de pressio´
i temperatura, observant un ma`xim d’adsorcio´ per a temperatures entre 400 i 500
K, segons la composicio´ inicial del sistema. El coeficient de recombinacio´ γO
presenta un comportament molt similar al recobriment. L’adsorcio´ i el proce´s
d’ER so´n els que presenten una contribucio´ me´s elevada al coefficient (γO) a
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Figure C.4: Evolucio´ al llarg del temps del recobriment ato`mic per dues com-
posicions inicials de O/O2: (100, 100 Pa) i (5000, 0 Pa) a 700 K (l´ınia de punts) i
900 K (l´ınia cont´ınua).
temperatures baixes, mentres que a temperatures me´s elevades l’adsorcio´ i la
desorcio´ ato`mica so´n els processos predominants.
• Estudi QCT de la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen amb grafit
S’ha realitzat un estudi dina`mic mitjanc¸ant el me`tode de trajecto`ries quasi-
cla`ssiques de la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen sobre una superf´ıcie de grafit.
Per a aixo`, s’han constru¨ıt dues superf´ıcies d’energia potencial, una d’anal´ıtica
mitjanc¸ant el me`tode Flexible Periodic London-Eyring-Polayi-Sato (20, 21, 22)
(FPLEPS) i una interpolada mitjanc¸ant una adaptacio´ del me`tode Modified Shep-
ard (27, 28, 29, 30)(MS). S’ha fet la caracteritzacio´ d’ambdues SEPs, observant
un comportament molt similar tot i que la superf´ıcie MS es capac¸ de reproduir el
mı´nim de fisisorcio´ a dista`ncies de la superf´ıcie pro`ximes als 2 - 3 A˚. No obstant
aixo`, queden ben descrits els trets observats a l’estudi DFT de l’adsorcio´ ato`mica.
A la figura C.6 es mostren corbes energe`tiques en funcio´ de ZO sobre els setis me´s
importants, mostrant petites difere`ncies per a les dues SEP. E´s me´s important
veure les difere`ncies sobre els setis com es mostren a la figura C.7.
Es calculen les probabilitats de adsorcio´ i reflexio´ ato`miques sense tenir o
tenint en compte la temperatura de la superf´ıcie amb les dues SEP a incide`ncia
normal i no normal (θv = 45
◦). Els resultats obtinguts sense tenir en compte
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Figure C.5: Recobriment ato`mic i coeficient γO depenent de la temperatura per
a dues composicions inicials d’ O/O2: (100, 100 Pa) amb cercles negres i (5,000, 0
Pa) quadrats vermells.
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Figure C.6: Corbes d’energia per a una ZO =1.3 A˚ fixada per a a) FPLEPS i b)
MS.
la temperatura de la superf´ıcie i incloent-la so´n similars (figura C.8), tot i que
les probabilitats d’adsorcio´ so´n en general me´s altes quan l’a`tom i la superf´ıcie
so´n capac¸os d’intercanviar energia, tal com passa en el cas d’afegir l’efecte de la
temperatura. En tot cas s’observa que generalment la reflexio´ e´s me´s important
que l’adsorcio´. Les probabilitats d’adsorcio´ so´n me´s altes per a incide`ncia normal
que per θv= 45
◦. Tambe´ s’observa un petit increment de l’adsorcio´ a temperatures
me´s baixes. Els resultats obtinguts amb les dues SEP so´n comparables exceptuant
a energies de col·lisio´ baixes, on el mı´nim de fisisorcio´ descrit a la SEP MS provoca
un augment en l’adsorcio´ que no s’observa sobre la superf´ıcie FPLEPS (figura
C.8).
S’han analitzat tambe´ els angles de dispersio´ ato`mica (θ
′
v) sense tenir o tenint
en compte l’efecte de la temperatura (figura C.9) amb les dues SEP. A energies
baixes, s’observen angles de dispersio´ propers a 10◦ i 45◦ per a incide`ncia normal
i θv = 45
◦, respectivament, mentres que a energies me´s elevades (Ecol = 1.3 eV)
la distribucio´ observada es me´s ampla.
En el cas de tenir en compte la temperatura de la superf´ıcie, l’intercanvi ener-
ge`tic entre l’a`tom incident i l’slab e´s possible. S’analitza doncs la distribucio´ de
la variacio´ de l’energia cine`tica a l’inici i al final de les trajecto`ries de reflexio´ a
diferents condicions inicials (Ecol = 0.25, 0.5 i 1.3 eV amb Tsurf= 300 i 900 K,
figura C.10). S’observa un comportament similar per a les dues SEP utilitzades.
En general, la transfere`ncia d’energia es produeix de l’a`tom cap a l’slab provocant
una disminucio´ en la energ´ıa cine`tica final de l’a`tom, tot i que a les energ´ıes me´s
baixes hi ha una certa quantitat de trajecto`ries on l’a`tom l’ha vist incrementada,
efecte que es fa me´s important en augmentar la temperatura de la superf´ıcie.
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Figure C.7: Interaccio´ de l’oxigen a diferents dista`ncies de la superf´ıcie sobre
diferents sites (XO i YO fixades) per a) FPLEPS, b) MS and c) dades DFT. Les
corbes anomenades TS es calculen sobre els valors de XO i YO on es troba la barrera
d’adsorcio´ mı´nima.
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Figure C.8: Probabilitats de reaccio´ per a la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen a
Tsurf = 300 K (a dalt) i 900 K (a baix) per a) i b) FPLEPS i c) i d) MS i per a
dos angles d’incide`ncia (θv =0
◦ i 45◦).
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Figure C.9: Distribucio´ dels angles de dispersio´ a Tsurf =900 K per a FPLEPS
(esquerra) i MS (dreta) a a) i c) θv = 0
◦ i b i d) θv = 45◦.
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Figure C.10: Intercanvi d’energia de col·lisio´ (∆Ecol) dels a`toms dispersats per a
θv = 0
◦ a Tsurf =300 K (a dalt) i 900 K (a baix) per a) i b) FPLEPS i c) i d) MS.
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Finalment, es realitzen una se`rie de ca`lculs quasite`rmics, on Tsurf = TO = T
a dos angles d’incide`ncia inicial (θv = 0
◦ i 45◦). Les energies de col·lisio´ inicials
dels a`toms a l’inte`rval de temperatures estudiat (300 - 1,500 K) so´n baixes. Aix´ı
doncs, les probabilitats d’adsorcio´ i anglesde dispersio´ observats so´n similars als
estudiats per al cas estat espec´ıfic a energies inicials baixes. De la mateixa manera
que en els resultats previs, s’obtenen comportaments molt similars amb les dues
SEP, exceptuant la fisisorcio´ que s’observa sobre la superf´ıcie MS degut al mı´nim
descrit en aquesta (figura C.7), i que no apareix en el cas de la FPLEPS.
• Estudi QCT de la interaccio´ de dos a`toms d’oxigen amb grafit
Per a l’estudi de la dina`mica de la interaccio´ de dos atoms d’oxigen sobre la
superf´ıcie de grafit es construeix una SEP anal´ıtica amb el me`tode FPLEPS.
Aquesta superf´ıcie e´s va`lida tant per a l’estudi de la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen
sobre una superf´ıcie de grafit precoberta d’oxigen com per a la interaccio´ de
l’oxigen molecular. A la figura C.11 es mostren dos grafics amb corbes d’energia
per a diferents ZOA i ZOB dels a`toms d’oxigen fixats sobre dos sites B consecutius
i per als dos oxigens sobre el mateix seti B. Es representen tambe´ amb dos punts
Figure C.11: Corbes d’energia per a XOA , YOA i XOB , YOB fixades a) sobre dos
posicions B consecutives a una dista`ncia de 1.214 A˚ i b) tots dos a`toms sobre el
mateix B (configuracio´ perpendicular). El TS aproximat per la reaccio´ ER s’indica
amb un quadrat negre. La separacio´ energe`tica entre l´ınies e´s de 0.5 eV.
negres els possibles estats de transicio´ per a una reaccio´ d’Eley-Rideal. A la
figura C.12 es presenten dos grafics amb els contorns d’energia per a dos possibles
processos de dissociacio´ molecular sobre la superf´ıcie, observant un proce´s molt
endote`rmic (∼ 4 eV) amb una barrera elevada (∼ 5.7 eV).
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Figure C.12: Corbes d’energia per a Xcm=0.627 A˚, Ycm =0.362 A˚ a diverses Zcm
i r per a) φ = 0◦ i b) φ = 90◦ i θ = 90◦. La separacio´ energe`tica entre l´ınies e´s de
0.5 eV. El zero d’energies correspon a O(g) +O(g) + slab.
L’estudi dina`mic considerant la interaccio´ d’un a`tom en fase gas sobre una
superf´ıcie precoberta d’ O es realitza a diferents energies de col·lisio´ inicials sobre
un slab de grafit sense i amb l’efecte de la temperatura. Els resultats obtinguts
en ambdo´s casos so´n similars. Es presenta a la figura C.13 les probabilitats dels
diferents processos possibles per a incide`ncia normal i θv = 45
◦ a Tsurf =500 K.
S’observa una fraccio´ important de reaccio´ ER i de reflexio´ ato`mica. Els processos
d’adsorcio´ no so´n tant importants excepte a certes energies per a incide`ncia no
normal. L’ana`lisi dels angles de dispersio´ de l’a`tom incident mostren un efecte
important de l’a`tom preadsorbit a la superf´ıcie per a una incide`ncia normal.
En aquests casos s’observa un pic a la distribucio´ proper als 50◦ - 60◦ front als
10◦ observats sobre la superf´ıcie neta. Per a θv = 45◦ no s’observa cap efecte
important. De la mateixa manera, l’intercanvi d’energia de l’a`tom incident amb
la superf´ıcie no es veu notablement afectat per la prese`ncia de l’a`tom preadsorbit.
L’ana`lisi de les mole`cules d’O2 formades via ER mostren angles de sortida
propers als 10◦ - 20◦ independentment de θv. Pel que fa a l’energia rotacional i
vibracional e´s pra`cticament independent d’ Ecol.
A l’estudi de la interaccio´ de l’oxigen molecular amb el grafit no es posa de
manifest la dissociacio´ de la mole`cula a les energies estudiades degut a l’elevada
energia de dissociacio´. En aquest cas s’ha estudiat l’angle de dispersio´ a dos angles
d’incide`ncia (θv = 0
◦ i 45◦), a diferents condicions inicials de Tsurf , v i j, sense
observar difere`ncies substancials a les distribucions resultants. Nome´s cal destacar
cert desplac¸ament del pic a angles lleugerament superiors per a les distribucions
d’incide`ncia no normal tenint en compte la temperatura de la superf´ıcie a mesura
que augmenta Ecol (figura C.14). A la figura C.14 es mostren les distribucions
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Figure C.13: Probabilitats de reaccio´ per a la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen a
Tsurf =500 K sobre una superf´ıcie precoberta d’oxigen a) θv = 0
◦ b) θv = 45◦.
resultants per a una de les condicions estudiades observant angles de dispersio´
propers a 10◦ - 20◦ per a incide`ncia normal i d’uns 45◦ - 60◦ per a θv = 45◦.
L’ana`lisi de l’energia cine`tica, vibracional i rotacional de les mole`cules despre´s
del proce´s de dispersio´, reflecteix una pe`rdua important d’energia cine`tica que no
es tradueix en un increment significatiu ni de l’energia vibracional ni rotacional.
• Comparacio´ amb dades experimentals
S’han realitzat una se`rie de ca`lculs per tal de simular les condicions experimentals
de Paci et al. (71) i Oh et al. (72).
En el primer dels casos (71) es presenten experiments de dispersio´ sobre la su-
perf´ıcie de grafit (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, HOPG) amb un feix d’a`toms
i mole`cules d’oxigen amb una distribucio´ hiperte`rmica. La temperatura de la su-
perf´ıcie durant l’experiment es va fixar a 503 K. Per a simular la dispersio´ ato`mica
es tenen en compte els resultats obtinguts per a la interaccio´ d’un a`tom d’oxigen
sobre una superf´ıcie neta i sobre una superf´ıcie precoberta d’a`toms d’oxigen. Els
resultats obtinguts (figura C.15) mostren unes distribucions dels angles de dis-
persio´ me´s amples que les observades experimentalment, tot i que el ma`xim ob-
servat e´s molt pro`xim a l’experimental. En aquestes condicions, l’efecte del reco-
briment (e´s a dir, que el gas interaccioni amb una superf´ıcie precoberta d’oxigen)
e´s practicament negligible respecte els resultats d’interaccio´ sobre una superf´ıcie
neta.
En el cas de la dispersio´ de la mole`cula d’oxigen sobre el grafit cal tenir en
compte la contribucio´ de dos processos sobre el senyal observat experimentalment.
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Figure C.14: Distribucio´ dels angles de dispersio´ molecular a Tsurf =300 K per
a) θv = 0
◦ i b) θv = 45◦.
Figure C.15: Comparacio´ entre la distribucio´ teo`rica i experimental (71) dels
angles de dispersio´ de l’oxigen ato`mic per a una distribucio´ inicial hiperte`rmica
amb θv = 45
◦ i a una Tsurf =503 K per a) superf´ıcie neta amb la SEP FPLEPS, b)
superf´ıcie neta amb SEP MS i c) superf´ıcie precoberta d’oxigen amb SEP FPLEPS.
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El primer es tracta de la dispersio´ de la mole`cula incident, i el segon, de la formacio´
de mole`cules d’oxigen a partir del proce´s d’Eley-Rideal. Donada la proporcio´
O/O2 del feix i tenint en compte la probabilitat de reaccio´ calculada en aquestes
condicions per a la reaccio´ d’ER, s’estableix una ponderacio´ de la contribucio´ de
cadascun dels dos processos a la distribucio´ final (figura C.16). Dels dos pics
Figure C.16: Distribucions teo`riques i experimentals (71) de l’angle de dis-
persio´ molecular per a un feix hiperte`rmic a un angle incident de θv = 45
◦, a
una Tsurf =503 K.
teo`rics que s’observen, cadascun prove´ d’un dels dos processos esmentats. El que
s’observa a angles me´s petits es produeix per la formacio´ de mole`cules d’O2 via
ER, mentre que el d’angles me´s elevats es degut a la dispersio´ d’O2. Comparant
la distribucio´ teo`rica amb l’experimental es pot entendre que probablament el
proce´s d’ER no sigui important en els experiments realitzats.
D’altra banda la simulacio´ dels experiments de dispersio´ d’O2 duts a terme
per Oh et al. (72) do´na resultats molt similars als experimentals (figura C.17).
Els experiments es realitzen a angles d’incide`ncia entre 10◦ i 60◦ mesurant la
intensitat d’O2 dispersada a un angle θ
′
v que compleix la condicio´ θv + θ
′
v = 90
◦.
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Figure C.17: Comparacio´ entre resultats teo`rics (vermell) i experimentals (blau)
(72) de la intensitat angular dedispersio´ molecular segons la temperatura de la
superf´ıcie per a Ecol =0.291 eV (esquerra) i les energies de col·lisio´ per a Tsurf =150
K (dreta). L’angle inicial varia de 10◦ 6 θv 670◦.
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C.3 Estudi d’ O/O2 sobre β-cristobalita (001)
• Estudi QCT amb dos a`toms d’oxigen
S’ha realitzat un estudi dina`mic de la interaccio´ de dos a`toms d’oxigen amb
una superf´ıcie de β-cristobalita emprant una SEP pre`viament constru¨ıda (122)
emprant dades DFT (97, 101) i fent servir el me`tode Corrugation Reducing Pro-
cedure.
Per al cas de l’estudi d’un a`tom d’oxigen en fase gas interaccionant amb una
superf´ıcie de β-cristobalita precoberta d’oxigen amb incide`ncia normal s’observen
dos processos principals: l’adsorcio´/absorcio´ ato`mica, i la formacio´ d’O2, que` ro-
manen adsorbides/absorbides a la superf´ıcie. La formacio´ d’O2(ad) disminueix
amb l’augment de la energ´ıa de col·lisio´. En el cas d’una incide`ncia de 45◦
s’observa principalment l’adsorcio´/absorcio´ de l’oxigen ato`mic, i amb molta menys
incide`ncia la reflexio´ i la formacio´ de mole`cules d’O2(ad) sobre la superf´ıcie.
La dina`mica realitzada sobre la β-cristobalita amb la mole`cula d’O2 gas pre-
senta probabilitats de dissociacio´ baixes a les energies i angles d’incide`ncia estu-
diats (0.1 eV 6 Ecol 6 3.0 eV per θv = 0◦, 15◦, 30◦ i 45◦). Les probabilitats de
reflexio´ i adsorcio´/absorcio´ moleculars so´n pra`cticament complementa`ries. Aix´ı,
mentres que la reflexio´ disminueix des d’un valor de pra`cticament el 100% a en-
ergies baixes fins a un 40% a Ecol = 3.0 eV l’adsorcio´ presenta un comportament
totalment invers. Per estudiar amb me´s detall el proce´s de dissociacio´ molecular,
s’han realitzat una se`rie de ca`lculs amb la posicio´ inicial de la mole`cula sobre
el lloc on me´s dissociacio´ es produeix (sobre els a`toms de silici). Aix´ı s’observa
un augment de la probabilitat de dissociacio´ en augmentar Ecol, mentres que es
troba un efecte negligible de l’estat vibracional i rotacional inicial de la mole`cula.
• Model microcine`tic
S’ha implementat un model microcine`tic on s’ha pres sota consideracio´ els proces-
sos anteriorment estudiats a me´s de tenir en compte els processos d’adsorcio´/ab-
sorcio´ ato`mica. Les constants de velocitats necessa`ries per a l’estudi s’obtenen
a partir de ca`lculs QCT amb condicions te`rmiques en l’inte`rval de 300 K -1,600
K per a tots els processos, obtenint valors molt diferents per a cadascun d’ells
(figura C.18), cosa que impicara` una forta influe`ncia en la cine`tica global.
La integracio´ de les equacions diferencials per a un flux constant de O/O2 a
una temperatura donada permet observar l’evolucio´ del recobriment de O i O2 al
llarg del temps fins que s’assoleix l’estat estacionari. Els resultats obtinguts per a
una composicio´ de PO= 91 Pa i PO2= 9 Pa, pro`xima a les dades experimentals a
900 K i 1,500 K per un plasma d’aire a un pressio´ total de 200 Pa, mostren dues
caracter´ıstiques generals: un recobriment molecular a temperatures per sota de
1,000 K a temps llargs i un recobriment ato`mic predominant a temperatures me´s
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Figure C.18: Calculated thermal rate constants (400 - 2,000 K) for different
heterogeneous processes involved in the proposed microkinetic model, based on
QCT data. Only rate constants with the same units can be easily compared.
Points are connected with a line to guide the view.
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elevades.
S’ha realitzat una estimacio´ del coeficient γO a diferents temperatures i de la
contribucio´ de cadascun dels processos al valor total (figura C.19a) a diferents
condicions inicials per a diferents pressions parcials d’oxigen ato`mic i molecular.
Els valors calculats per a γO es comparen amb resultats teo`rics i experimentals
Figure C.19: a) Valors del γO calculats i les seves contribucions en funcio´ de
l’invers de la temperatura per PO =100 Pa and PO2 = 0 Pa. b) Comparacio´ del
γO calculat (cercles verds) a PO =91 Pa, PO2 =9 Pa sobre β-cristobalita; resultats
de dina`mica molecular de ReaxFF per a O pur a 1·10+6 Pa sobre β-quarz (quadres
buits) (132). γO experimental d’aire sobre β-cristobalita (quadres vermells) i quarz
(triangles blaus) a 200 Pa (135). Oxigen pur sobre quarz fos a 27 Pa (triangles
buits) (139), O sobre silica (vitreosil) a PO =1500-1600 Pa (rombes negres) (140)
i γ
′
O sobre RCG amb PO =133 - 824 Pa (cercles buits)(141).
(132, 135, 137, 138, 139, 140) obtinguts a diferents condicions experimentals sobre
diversos so`lids (figura C.19b) obtenint resultats comparables. Les difere`ncies
observades respecte els experiments podrien venir donades principalment pel fet
de treballar amb O/O2 en comptes d’ amb aire dissociat i amb un model de so`lid
cristal·l´ı ideal de β-cristobalita que difereix del material experimental de tipus
policristal·l´ı.
De forma similar es realitza una estimacio´ del coeficient βO a partir dels fluxes
ato`mics calculats a trave`s del model. Els valors obtinguts a les diferents temper-
atures varien lleugerament entre 0.7 i 0.8, cosa que suggereix que estan lluny de
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prendre els valors assumits a les simulacions computacionals CFD. A la figura
C.20 es representen les diferents contribucions al flux total d’energ´ıa transferides
a la superf´ıcie. S’observa com la major part del flux a la superf´ıcie ve donat pel
proce`s d’adsorcio´ ato`mica.
Figure C.20: Fluxes d’energia parcials i totals transferits a la superf´ıcie de β-
cristobalita per a una barreja de O/O2 (91, 9 Pa) a diverses temperatures. Es
representen les contribucions dels processos principals. Atencio´ amb l’escala am-
plificada sobre l’eix Y per a la gra`fica inferior (1 kWm−2).
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C.4 Conclusions
Tot seguit es presenta un breu resum de les conclusions principals obtingudes per
a cadascun dels estudis realitzats:
• Estudi DFT de l’O/O2 sobre grafit:
– Els ca`lculs DFT del bulk (para`metres de cel·la, energia de cohesio´,. . . ) i
de la mole`culs d’O2 mostren un bon acord amb les dades experimentals.
– El model d’slab d’una o dues capes de carboni produeix resultats sim-
ilars.
– L’adsorcio´ ato`mica es produeix principalment sobre un enllac¸ C-C,
donant lloc a una relaxacio´ important de la superf´ıcie. La estructura
tipus epoxi formada s’ha observat previament en estudis teo`rics i ex-
perimentals.
– L’adsorcio´ ato`mica e´s un proce´s activat on la barrera disminueix a
mesura que disminueix el recobriment i al deixar relaxar l’slab.
– La difusio´ ato`mica tambe´ e´s un proce´s activat amb barreres menors
per a recobriments baixos, pero` major al tenir en compte la relaxacio´
de l’slab.
– La recombinacio´ ato`mica via els mecanismes ER o LH, presenten bar-
reres tot i que aquestes disminueixen amb un augment del recobriment,
especialment per a l’ER, que dominara` la recombinacio´ des de baixes
a altes temperatures.
– S’observa un mı´nim de fisisorcio´ tant en el cas ato`mic com en el mole-
cular, confirmats a l’afegir les correccions de l’energia de dispersio´.
• Estudi QCT ato`mic i molecular de l’oxigen sobre el grafit:
– El proce´s me´s important observat e´s la reflexio´ ato`mica. La quimisorcio´
s’observa a partir d’un valor llindar per a l’energia de col·lisio´ d’acord
amb les diferents barreres d’adsorcio´ observades en ambdues SEP, i
presenta un ma`xim, tot i que l’incide`ncia no normal en disminueix la
probabilitat.
– El mı´nim de fisisorcio´ a la SEP MS provoca un augment de l’adsorcio´
a energies de col·lisio´ baixes i a dista`ncies de la superf´ıcie altes.
– El fet d’afegir un bany te`rmic (temperatura de la superf´ıcie) afavoreix
l’adsorcio´ ja que l’a`tom es capac¸ de cedir part de la seva energia.
– Les distribucions de l’angle de dispersio´ per a l’oxigen ato`mic mostra
un ma`xim a angles petits per a incide`ncia normal, desplac¸at a valors
me´s elevats per a incide`ncia no normal, en perfecte acord amb els
experiments hipere`rmics (ma`xim a ∼ 60◦).
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– La reflexio´ ato`mica i la reaccio´ ER so´n els processos principals quan
un O col·lisiona amb una superf´ıcie precoberta d’ O. La incide`ncia no
normal augmenta la reflexio´ disminuint com a consequ¨e`ncia l’ER.
– Les molecules d’O2 formades via ER presenten excitacio´ interna i
translacional com caldria esperar degut a la gran exotermicitat de la
reaccio´.
– La col·lisio´ molecular sobre el grafit no presenta dissociacio´. Les dis-
tribucions dels angles de dispersio´ presenten ma`xims que es desplac¸en
gradualment a valors me´s grans al augmentar l’angle d’incide`ncia. La
comparacio´ amb resultats experimentals a diferents temperatures i en-
ergies de col·lisio´ e´s bona.
– Les distribucions d’angles de dispersio´ de l’O2 amb els de l’O2 format
via ER presenten pics ben diferenciats, suggerint que la contribucio´
d’aquest segon proce´s e´s menys important a les condicions experimen-
tals donades.
• Model microcine`tic d’O/O2 reaccionant sobre el grafit:
– El model microcine`tic (300 - 1,000 K) basat en dades TST confirma
una contribucio´ molt petita del proce´s LH i prediu un recobriment
ato`mic molt baix (θO < 0.5%).
– L’adsorcio´ ato`mica i la reaccio´ ER so´n els processos me´s importants
amb contribucions similars a temperatures baixes, mentre que a tem-
peratures me´s elevades so´n l’adsorcio´ i desorcio´ ato`miques, tot i que
en aquest cas les velocitats de reaccio´ es veuen compensades.
– Aquests resultats juntament amb les petites constants de velocitat,
originen coeficients de recombinatio´ ato`mica molt baixos (γO < 5 ·
10−4).
– Un increment de la pressio´ parcial de l’O produeix un augment de γO
mentres que la prese`ncia d’O2 no te´ consequ¨e`ncies destacables.
– Un increment de la temperatura incrementa γO fins que s’arriba a una
temperatura l´ımit on la desorcio´ esdeve´ molt important, produint aix´ı
una disminucio´ de γO.
• Estudi QCT ato`mic i molecular de l’oxigen sobre la β-cristobalita:
– L’estudi dina`mic presenta l’adsorcio´ ato`mica com el proce´s principal de
la interaccio´ d’O amb una superf´ıcie de β-cristobalita precoberta d’O.
La formacio´ d’O2(ad) e´s el segon proce´s en importa`ncia i disminueix
a l’incrementar l’energia de col·lisio´. La reflexio´ ato`mica i el proce´s
ER so´n menys importants pero` tambe´ significatius. La incide`ncia no
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normal augmenta les probabilitats de reflexio´ i adsorcio´, disminuint
aix´ı la formacio´ d’O2(ad) via la reaccio´ ER.
– Les mole`cules d’O2 formades via la reaccio´ ER a temperatures ele-
vades esdevenen excitades internament i translacionalment mentres la
superf´ıcie es refreda.
– La interaccio´ d’O2 sobre una superf´ıcie de β-cristobalita neta produeix
reflexio´ i adsorcio´ molecular i dissociacio´ de la mole`cula; aquest u´ltim
proce´s nome´s e´s possible a energies de col·lisio´ altes. La incide`ncia
normal produeix probabilitats d’adsorcio´ dissociativa i no dissociativa
me´s elevades que col·lisions a incide`ncia no normal. L’increment de
l’estat vibracional i rotacional de la mole`cula i de a temperatura de la
superf´ıcie mostren efectes negligibles a les probabilitats.
– Les mole`cules reflexades s’obtenen excitades rotacionalment i amb una
energia translacional lleugerament inferior que l’inicial.
– Els resultats de dina`mica a condicions quasite`rmiques mostren que
l’adsorcio´ ato`mica sobre la superf´ıcie neta e´s predominant tot i que
disminueix si es compara amb la probabilitat a l’interaccionar amb
una superf´ıcie precoberta d’ O, degut a l’aparicio´ de dos processos
competitius que produeixen O2(ad) i O2(g). L’adsorcio´ molecular no
dissociativa tambe´ s’observa.
• Model microcine`tic d’O/O2 reaccionant sobre la β-cristobalita:
– El model microcine`tic (700 - 1,700 K) basat en dades QCT mostra
un recobriment molecular elevat a temperatures inferiors als 1,000 K,
cosa que podria produir la pasivacio´ de la superf´ıcie a temps llargs,
mentres que s’observa un recobriment ato`mic elevat a temperatures
me´s elevades.
– El coeficient γO mostra valors molt petits (0.01 < γO < 0.02) a les
temperatures estudiades (700 - 1,700 K), pra`cticament independent de
la composicio´ inicial de la mescla d’O/O2, siguent l’adsorcio´ ato`mica i
el proce´s ER les contribucions me´s considerables.
– El coeficient γO augmenta amb la temperatura seguint un comporta-
ment d’Arrhenius, amb valors pro`xims als experimentals.
– S’observa un valor pra`cticament constant del coeficient βO (0.75 <
βO < 0.80) dins de l’inte`rval de temperatures de 700 - 1,700 K, indicant
que la suposicio´ de que βO= 1 no e´s del tot acurada.
– El proce´s d’adsorcio´ ato`mica e´s el principal causant del total de la
energia transferida a la superf´ıcie.
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– S’observen algunes diverge`ncies al comparar amb els valors experi-
mentals de βO d’aire sobre β-cristobalita, tot i que el fluxe d’energia
transferit a la superf´ıcie esta` en acord amb les observacions experimen-
tals.
• Me`todes teo`rics:
– La construccio´ de superf´ıcies d’energia potencial, anal´ıtiques (FPLEPS)
o interpolades (MS) produeixen resultats similars, encara que el me`tode
MS requereix un esforc¸ computacional i personal me´s elevat. A me´s a
me´s, les primeres derivades FPLES so´n millors que les MS.
– Els estudis dina`mics amb trajecto`ries quasicla`ssiques amb una su-
perf´ıcie 6D o amb totes les dimensions, emprant el bany te`rmic GLO,
so´n u´tils i fiables a l’hora d’entendre les caracter´ıstiques principals dels
diferents processos gas-superf´ıcie.
– Els models microcine`tics basats en les constants te`rmiques de veloc-
itat, TST o QCT, so´n molt u´tils per a descriure la globalitat dels
processos competitius gas-superf´ıcie, proporcionant coeficients γ i β
prou raonables en funcio´ de les temperatures i les pressions.
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